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1. Parties & Intent This non-binding term sheet (“Term Sheet”) sets forth the preliminary terms upon 
which the Athletics Investment Group LLC d/b/a The Oakland Athletics, a 
California limited liability company (or an affiliate thereof)  (the “Oakland A’s” or 
“Developer”) and the City of Oakland (the “City”) would negotiate and draft a 
Development Agreement for a mixed-use ballpark development project, as described 
herein, to be presented to the City Council for consideration, subject to requisite 
environmental review of the project under the California Environmental Quality Act 
(“CEQA”).  

Developer is proposing to acquire the rights to develop a site known as the Charles 
P. Howard Terminal (“Howard Terminal”) on the Oakland waterfront from the
Port of Oakland (“Port”), acquire certain adjacent properties from private owners,
and construct a new Major League Baseball ballpark, as well as residential,
entertainment, office, hotel, and retail (mixed use) development, creating a new
Oakland Waterfront Ballpark District (the “Project”). The proposed Project would
be constructed in phases as described below.

The site proposed for development of the Project includes the Howard Terminal and 
certain adjacent properties totaling approximately 55 acres (collectively, the 
“Project Site”). The Project Site is located on the Oakland waterfront, north of and 
across the Oakland-Alameda Estuary from the City of Alameda. A location map and 
aerial photographs of the Project Site and the surrounding vicinity are provided on 
Exhibit A attached hereto.  

The City and Developer desire to enter into a Development Agreement to secure 
benefits for the City of Oakland and its residents, which are not achievable through 
the regulatory process, as well as to vest in Developer and its successors and assigns 
certain entitlement rights with respect to the Project Site. This Term Sheet 
summarizes the key terms and conditions that will form the basis for the negotiation 
and completion of the final Development Agreement. 

2. Term and Early
Termination

The “Term” of the Development Agreement shall commence upon the latest to 
occur of the following: 1) full execution and delivery of the Development 
Agreement; 2) the last effective date of the ordinances establishing a shared 
regulatory framework for the Project, as shall be adopted by the City Council and 
Board of Port Commissioners, respectively; and 3) full execution and delivery of the 
Option Agreement for Howard Terminal between the Port and Developer (such date 
being the “Commencement Date”), and  shall  expire on the date that is 35 years 
from the Commencement Date.  The term of the Development Agreement shall not 
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be subject to extension for Force Majeure or for any other reason.  
 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon delivery of a written notice from the City 
Administrator of the occurrence of an Early Termination event, the City may 
terminate the Development Agreement, notwithstanding any other requirement or 
process set forth in the Development Agreement or law.   
 
An “Early Termination Event” shall exist if: 
 

(i) the Option Agreement with the Port expires or terminates before Developer 
and Port enter into the Disposition and Development Agreement (“DDA”);  

(ii) the DDA terminates before Developer enters into the Ballpark Lease with the 
Port; or 

(iii) Developer fails to Commence Construction of the Ballpark by that date (such 
date being the “Ballpark Deadline”) which is the later of: (a) May 13, 2025 
or (b) four (4) years from the final adjudication of all third party legal 
challenges to the initial Project approvals that prevent the Commencement of 
Construction of the Ballpark, but, consistent with the Exclusive Negotiation 
Term Sheet for Howard Terminal between Developer and the Port, in no 
event later than May 13, 2028.  The Ballpark Deadline shall be subject to 
extension as a result of one or more events of Force Majeure pursuant to 
Section 19.   

 
“Commence Construction of the Ballpark” means the start of substantial physical 
construction of the building foundation as part of a sustained and continuous 
construction plan.  Related terms such as “Commencement”, “Commenced” and 
“Commences” Construction of the Ballpark shall have the same meaning. 
 

3. Termination 
 
 

Under the proposed transaction documents with the Port (the “Port Agreements”), 
the Port has reserved recapture and reacquisition rights to portions of the Project Site 
for expansion or reconfiguration of the Inner Harbor Turning Basin of the Oakland 
Estuary (the portion of the Project Site subject to such recapture and reacquisition 
rights, the “Termination Lands”); however, Developer retains the right to re-annex 
such Termination Lands into the Project Site if the Port fails to meet the conditions 
set forth in the Master Lease (such occurrence giving rise to “Re-Annexation 
Rights”).  
  
If the Port exercises its recapture and reacquisition rights to any of the Termination 
Lands, the Development Agreement will remain in effect with respect to such 
Termination Lands so long as Developer still has Re-Annexation Rights under the 
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Master Lease, and, if applicable, as to any Termination Lands for which the A’s has 
exercised its Re-Annexation Rights; provided, however, in no event shall the Term 
of the Development Agreement be extended as a result of Developer’s exercise of its 
Re-Annexation Rights. 
 

4. Amendments  
 
 
 
 

The Development Agreement may only be amended in whole or in part, by mutual 
consent of the parties or their successors in interest.  Amendments constituting a 
Material Change will require consideration by the Planning Commission and the 
approval of the City Council by ordinance.  All other proposed amendments may 
be approved, on behalf of the City, by the City Administrator.  
 
A proposed amendment shall constitute a Material Change if it seeks to or causes: (i) 
an extension of the Term or the Ballpark Deadline as set forth in the Development 
Agreement; (ii) a material increase in the monetary or non-monetary obligations or 
liabilities of the City or a material decrease in the monetary or non-monetary benefits 
(including Community Benefits) to the City; (iii) an acceleration of other vertical 
development prior to substantial completion of the Ballpark; (iv) a delay in the 
delivery of the Project’s parks and open space elements relative to the Ballpark or 
other vertical development; or (v) an amendment to the General Plan or Zoning 
Ordinance that would introduce new land uses or  change the quantities of permitted 
land uses beyond the parameters set forth in the Development Program included with 
the Development Agreement. 
 
The granting of any subsequent project approvals or amendments to the initial 
project approvals or subsequent project approvals will not require an amendment to 
the Development Agreement, except as set forth above. 
 

5. Development 
Program 

 
 
 

The Project consists of the development of a new Major League baseball park for the 
Oakland Athletics with a capacity of up to 35,000 attendees (the “Ballpark”); 
surrounding mixed-use development including up to 3,000 residential units; up to 
1.5 million square feet of commercial uses; up to approximately 270,000 square feet 
of retail uses; an indoor performance center with capacity of up to 3,500 persons; 
hotel space with up to 400-rooms; a network of up to approximately 18 acres of 
publicly-accessible open spaces (less if the Port exercises its recapture and 
reacquisition rights for the Termination Lands); and pedestrian and bicycle access on 
the Project Site.  

6. Phasing of Open 
Space and 
Horizontal 

General 
 
For reference, the Master Phasing Diagram, attached hereto as Exhibit B (the 
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Infrastructure 
 
 
 

“Master Phasing Diagram”), generally identifies the phases, vertical development 
parcels and key open space and infrastructure elements in the Project.  
  
The Development Agreement will include a final phasing plan and procedures 
designed to ensure that infrastructure and capital improvements are constructed in a 
manner that is appropriate and proportional to the level of development proposed in 
each phase (“Phasing Plan”).  The Phasing Plan will be attached as an exhibit to the 
Development Agreement and will describe in detail how each required infrastructure 
or open space element will be linked to vertical development parcels or other triggers 
consistent with the requirements below.  
 
Vertical Development 
The Ballpark must be included in the first phase Project development.  No other 
vertical development may proceed until Commencement of Construction of the 
Ballpark has occurred, nor shall any other vertical development receive an 
occupancy permit prior to substantial completion of the Ballpark. 
 
Development south of Street A and west of Market Street (Phase 2B), excepting 
interim improvements, may not proceed as to any portion until the Port’s right to the 
Termination Lands has expired for the applicable portion, as set forth in the Section 
3, above. 
 
Except as set forth in this Section 6 and in the Port Agreements, the Developer will 
retain the right to develop the vertical development in such order and time as it 
determines in the exercise of its business judgment. 
 
Infrastructure 
 
Phasing of infrastructure will be consistent with the final Phasing Plan and 
administered through the City’s subdivision and permitting processes.  The City will 
review each application for a Final Development Plan (“FDP”), phased final map 
and associated improvement plans, and building permits for consistency with the 
Phasing Plan and approved Tentative Tract Map (“TTM”) and PDP to ensure that 
the infrastructure provided with each phase of development, including on- and off-
site public streets, utilities and open space, will be delivered at an appropriate level 
to the proposed vertical development, as more specifically provided below.  
 
On-Site Streets, Sidewalks, and Utilities 
 
The Master Phasing Diagram shows all street segments to be included in the Project, 
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which shall be described in greater detail in the TTM to be approved as part of initial 
Project approvals. 
  
All public streets, sidewalks and utilities contained within Phase 1 shall be 
completed before issuance of an occupancy permit for the Ballpark.  
  
For the remainder of the Project, in general, each street segment, including 
associated sidewalks, landscaping and utilities shall be constructed with a particular 
vertical development parcel, or in some cases, the first to be developed of a group of 
vertical development parcels.  Developer shall complete the street segment as a 
condition precedent to issuance of an occupancy permit for that vertical development 
parcel, as may be further described in the Phasing Plan and approved in in each FDP.  
  
Off-Site Transportation Improvements 
All offsite transportation improvements required of the Project, including streets, 
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, at-grade and grade-separated rail safety improvements, and 
transit facilities, shall be completed consistent with the requirements of the Project 
approvals.    
 
Parks and Open Space 

The Open Space Phasing Diagram attached hereto as Exhibit C shows the location 
of each park or open space element to be included in the Project. 

Design standards and guidelines for the parks and open space elements will be 
included within the PDP and Design Standards and Guidelines to be approved as part 
of the initial Project approvals. 

Athletics Way, MLK Plaza, Rooftop Park and Waterfront Park A, as well as an 
interim or permanent connection of the Bay Trail to Market Street, shall be 
completed before issuance of an occupancy permit for the Ballpark.   

Stomper Plaza shall be completed before issuance of an occupancy permit for Block 
5.  

Waterfront Park C shall be completed before issuance of an occupancy permit for 
Block 7. 

Triggers for completion of Waterfront Parks B, D, E and F shall be established in the 
Development Agreement to ensure that construction of parks and open space is on 
pace with total vertical development within the Project. 
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Fire Station No. 2 

Fire Station No. 2, located at 47 Clay Street, lies within the alignment of Athletics 
Way on the Project Site.  Improvements to Station No. 2 to add capacity and 
functionality, maintain sufficient access to the apparatus bay and fireboat, and 
provide adequate onsite parking and yard space, shall be completed prior to issuance 
of an occupancy permit for the Ballpark. 
   

7. Vested Rights / 
Applicable 
Laws, Codes and 
Standards 

 
 
 

Developer shall obtain approval of a PDP and TTM for the Project Site in addition to 
the Development Agreement. Development, construction, occupation and 
implementation of the Project will be subject to additional review and approval in 
accordance with the requirements of these initial project approvals. 

Developer shall have vested rights for the development of the Project as set forth in 
the Development Agreement, Project approvals, and all Applicable Laws (defined 
below), which shall control the overall design, development and construction of the 
Project and all improvements and appurtenances in connection therewith, including, 
without limitation, the following: the locations and numbers of buildings proposed, 
the required infrastructure, land uses and parcelization, height and bulk limits, 
including the maximum density, intensity and gross square footages, permitted uses, 
provisions for open space, affordable housing, vehicular access and parking, which 
collectively shall be referred to as the “Vested Elements”.  The Vested Elements are 
subject to and shall be governed by Applicable Laws.  The expiration of any building 
permit or Project approval shall not limit the Vested Elements, and Developer shall 
have the right to seek and obtain subsequent Project approvals, at any time during 
the Term, any of which shall be governed by Applicable Laws.  Each later Project 
approval, once granted, shall be deemed a Project approval subject to the protections 
of the Development Agreement.   

 
The City shall process, consider, and review all later Project approvals in accordance 
with (i) CEQA, utilizing the certified Final Environmental Impact Report for the 
Project to the fullest extent permitted by law, (ii) the Project approvals received to 
date, including compliance with all applicable mitigation measures from the 
Standard Conditions of Approval and Mitigation Monitoring Program approved 
therewith (the “SCA-MMRP”), (iii) any conditions of approval that are imposed by 
the City or other governmental agencies with jurisdiction over the Project as part of 
the Project approvals,  (iv) the City’s Charter, Municipal Code (including the 
Planning and Subdivision Codes) and General Plan, as each of the foregoing is in 
effect on the Commencement Date (“Existing Standards”) and may be amended or 
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updated in accordance with permitted New Laws as set forth below, (vi) California 
and federal law, as applicable, and (vii) the Development Agreement (collectively, 
“Applicable Laws”).   

 
(1)  All new or amended laws and standards (collectively, “New Laws”) shall apply 
to the Project except to the extent they conflict with this Development Agreement. 
For the avoidance of doubt, the New Laws shall be deemed to conflict, subject to (2) 
below, with this Development Agreement if they: 

 
(a) reduce the maximum allowable height or bulk of the Project, or any part thereof, 

or otherwise require any reduction in the height or bulk of individual buildings 
from that permitted under the Project approvals;  
 

(b) reduce or change the allowable parking and loading ratios, except as provided in 
the Transportation Demand Management Plans, or materially change the 
location of vehicular access, parking or loading from those permitted under the 
Project approvals;   
 

(c) limit, reduce or change permitted land uses for the Project from those permitted 
under the Project approvals;    
 

(d) control or delay the rate, timing, phasing or sequencing of the development or 
construction of all or any part of the Project except as expressly set forth in the 
Development Agreement and Project approvals;   
 

(e) require Developer to assume responsibility for construction or maintenance of 
additional infrastructure or open space beyond that contemplated by the 
Development Agreement;  
 

(f) impose requirements for historic preservation or rehabilitation other than those 
contained in the Project approvals (including the SCA-MMRP); 
 

(g) impose requirements for City-adopted environmental measures other than those 
contained in the Project approvals (including the SCA-MMRP); 
 

(h) require the issuance of permits or approvals by the City other than those 
required under the Existing Standards, except for (i) permits or approvals 
required on a City-wide basis that do not prevent or materially interfere with the 
construction or operation of the applicable aspects of the Project that would be 
subject to such permits or approvals as and when intended by the Development 
Agreement, and (ii) permits that replace (but do not expand the scope or 
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purpose of) existing permits;  
 

(i) limit the availability of public utilities to the Project, including but not limited to 
sewer capacity and connections, or the Project’s rights thereto, in a manner that 
materially interferes with or prevents construction of the Project, or any part 
thereof, as and when intended by the Development Agreement; 
 

(j) delay or prevent the procurement of subsequent Project approvals that are 
consistent with the Development Agreement and Project approvals; or 
 

(k) increase the percentage of residential units required to be income-restricted, 
change the percentage of units required to be offered at any AMI threshold level 
or any eligibility requirements, change or impose requirements regarding unit 
size, finishes, amenities, or unit type, or any other change to the approved 
affordable housing plan beyond that contemplated by the Development 
Agreement. 

 
(collectively, “Conflicting Laws”).  In the event of express conflict, as 
determined by the City, the terms of the Development Agreement shall prevail.   

 
(2)   Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in the Development Agreement shall 
prevent the City from: 
 
(a) taking any action that is necessary to protect the health and safety of the public 

or to comply with applicable changes in Federal or State Law, including 
subjecting the Project to a New Law that is applicable on a City-Wide basis to 
the same or similarly situated uses (if any) and applied in an equitable and non-
discriminatory manner, so long as such New Law is (i) limited solely to 
addressing specific and identifiable issues required to protect the physical health 
and safety of the public; or (ii) reasonably calculated and narrowly drawn to 
comply with a Federal or State Law; 

 
(b) applying to the Project any provisions, requirements, rules, or regulations that 

are contained in the California Building Standards and Fire Codes, as adopted 
and amended by the City in accordance with the California Health and Safety 
Code, including requirements of the Oakland Building and Construction Code 
or other uniform construction codes, as the same may be amended; or 

 
(c) applying then-current City standards applicable to infrastructure permits for 

each later Project approval if the following conditions are met: (i) the standards 
are compatible with, and would not require a material modification to 
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previously approved permit drawings for the work; and (ii) the standards are 
compatible with, and would not require any retrofit, removal, supplementation, 
reconstruction or redesign of what was previously built as part of the Project.  If 
Developer claims that these conditions have not been met, it will submit to the 
City reasonable documentation to substantiate its claim.  The Parties agree to 
meet and confer for a period of not less than thirty (30) days to resolve any 
dispute regarding application of this Section. 

 

8. Administrative 
Fees 
 
 

For the Term of the Development Agreement, the Administrative Fees imposed on 
the Project shall be the rates in effect as of the date of the relevant application. 
“Administrative Fee” shall mean any fee imposed City-wide in effect at the time 
and payable upon the submission of an application for any permit or approval or 
thereafter, generally as set forth in the City’s Master Fee Schedule, as it may be 
amended or modified to cover the estimated actual costs to City of processing that 
application and/or inspecting work undertaken pursuant to that application. The 
term “Administrative Fee” shall not include any impact fees, exactions or City 
Costs. 
 

9. Community 
Benefits 
 
 

The Development Agreement will secure benefits for the City of Oakland and its 
residents, consistent, at a minimum, with the guidelines set forth in Assembly Bill 
734 (2018) and the “Key Principles of the Howard Terminal Community Benefits 
Agreement” attached hereto as Exhibit D.  See Section 10 below and Exhibit F for 
additional information on community benefits, including workforce development, 
affordable housing, and the community fund. 
 

10. Workforce 
Development 
 

All project-related construction on Port controlled property or funded, in whole or in 
part, by or through the Port, shall be subject to the Port’s Maritime Aviation Project 
Labor Agreement (MAPLA).   
   
In addition, it is anticipated that the Port’s tenets related to operations jobs, generally 
as set forth in the Port’s 2017 Operations Jobs Policy for the Centerpoint Oakland 
Global Logistics project, will form the basis for an operations jobs policy 
for the proposed Project. These include living wages and benefits for workers; 
priority consideration for unemployed individuals, armed forces veterans, single 
parents, ex-offenders and foster care adults; and a ban on asking applicants about 
prior criminal offenses. 
 

11. Affordable 
Housing 

See Exhibit F. 
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12. Arts Master Plan / 
Process 
 
 

The Development Agreement will establish the process pursuant to which an Arts 
Master Plan may be developed, approved and implemented for the Project, 
consistent with Exhibit E hereof. 
   

13. Financing and 
BIDs 
 
 
 

The City and Developer shall pursue formation of a Community Facilities District 
(CFD) and a single Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District (IFD) over the Project 
Site capturing the City’s and County’s shares of real property tax 
increment generated by the Project (the Project’s “but for” property taxes) for a 
period of 45 years to finance eligible capital improvement, affordable housing and 
maintenance costs associated with the Project.   If requested by Developer, the City 
will also agree to cooperate with the establishment of a Business Improvement 
District and in submitting and processing grant or funding applications. For more 
information, see Exhibit F. 
 

14. Review of Permits 
/ Development 
Applications 
 

The Development Agreement will incorporate a set of best practices for the 
submittal, review and processing of subsequent applications for approvals and 
permits required for development of the Project.  These best practices are intended to 
facilitate the expeditious processing of subsequent project approvals and permits; to 
address challenges, issues, and concerns during development of the Project; and to 
promote accessibility, predictability, and consistency across City agencies and 
departments.  As approved by the City, best practices may include: 
 

• Timelines for City review and Developer resubmittal of plan sets for B- and 
P-Job permits (for construction of buildings and infrastructure, respectively) 

• Procedure for processing of “foundation only” permits 
• Provision of dedicated plan checkers and inspectors for the Project 
• Procedure for utilizing third party plan checkers and inspectors 
• Procedure for utilizing video inspections 
• Pre-approval of extended working hours, as set forth in the Project’s 

Environmental Impact Report 
• Installation of Ballpark furniture, fixtures and equipment prior to issuance of 

a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy (“TCO”) for the Ballpark 
• Procedure for issuance of phased TCO’s on non-Ballpark development 
• Provision of a priority project manager, within the City Administrator’s 

office, to effectuate all of the above and act as a facilitator for all subsequent 
Project permits and approvals 

 
All of the above shall be at Developer’s sole cost and expense, as set forth in Section 
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20, “City Costs”, below. 
 

15. Defaults 
 

1. City Event of Default.  A breach of any material obligation by the City shall be 
cured within the times required after written notice provided in accordance with 
paragraph 3 below, and if not so cured, shall constitute a “City Event of 
Default”.   

 
2. Developer Event of Default.  The occurrence of any of the following breaches 

shall be cured within the times required after written notice provided in 
accordance with paragraph 3 below, and if not so cured, shall constitute a 
"Developer Event of Default":  
a. Developer’s failure to have a legal or equitable interest in the Property; 
b. Developer’s failure to Commence Construction of the Ballpark when required 

by the Agreement, or, after Commencement of Construction, to proceed with 
construction in a sustained and continuous manner; 

c. Developer’s failure to pay any monetary amount when due; 
d.  Developer’s failure to perform or fulfill any other material term, provision, 

obligation, or covenant of the Development Agreement;  
e. A voluntary or involuntary attempt by Developer to undertake a Transfer in 

violation of the Agreement; or 
f. A filing of bankruptcy, dissolution, or reorganization by Developer or any 

general partner, managing member, or parent entity of the Developer. 
 

3. Notice and Cure: If breaches under paragraphs 1 or 2 arise, then either the City or 
the Developer, as the case may be, shall notify the other Party in writing of its 
purported breach or failure, giving such defaulting Party forty-five (45) calendar 
days for monetary defaults and sixty (60) calendar days for all other defaults, to 
cure such breach or failure, or, if such breach is of the type that cannot reasonably 
be cured within the 60-day period, then such defaulting Party shall have such 
reasonable time to cure such breach so long as the defaulting Party commences 
such cure within the initial 60-day period and diligently pursues such cure to 
completion.   

 
4. Developer Remedies for City Event of Default: If a City Event of Default 

occurs after Developer provides the City notice and cure rights pursuant to 
paragraph 3 above, the Developer may pursue any of the following remedies:  
a. Terminating the Agreement; 	
b. Prosecuting an action for actual damages (but excluding consequential, 

incidental or punitive damages); 	
c. Seeking equitable relief from a court of competent jurisdiction, including, 
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but not limited to, specific performance; or 	
d. Pursuing any other remedy at law or in equity, subject to the limitations of 

Section 4.b and except to the extent the Development Agreement 
contemplates a different remedy for such City Event of Default.	

 
5. City’s Remedies for Developer Event of Default: If a Developer Event of 

Default occurs, the City shall provide the Developer notice and cure rights 
pursuant to paragraph 3 above.  If the Developer does not cure or begin to cure 
the breach within the time period specified, the City may pursue any of the 
following remedies: 
a. Terminating the Agreement subject to the revocation procedures set forth in 

OMC § 17.152.060 through 17.152.230; 	
b. Prosecuting an action for actual damages (but excluding consequential, 

incidental or punitive damages); 	
c. Seeking equitable relief, including injunctive relief and specific 

performance;	
d. Pursuing any remedies available to the City at law or in equity, subject to 

the limitations of subparagraphs 5.a and 5.b, and except to the extent the 
Development Agreement contemplates a different remedy for such 
Developer Event of Default (such as, for example, specific remedies 
included in the separate workforce program, community benefits program or 
non-relocation agreement);	

e. For a Developer Event of Default related to Developer’s failure to construct 
requisite parks and infrastructure, as and when required by the Phasing Plan, 
or any subdivision or public improvement agreements, in addition to any 
remedies the City may otherwise have under such improvement agreements, 
the City’s sole remedy shall be to seek specific performance and to withhold 
building permits or Certificates of Occupancy, as relevant, for any element 
of the Project that is tied to the applicable park or infrastructure. 	

 
6. Limited Cross-Defaults:  If Developer conveys or transfers some but not all of 

the Project or a party takes title to foreclosed property constituting only a portion 
of the Project, and, therefore there is more than one Party that assumes 
obligations of “Developer” under the Development Agreement, there shall be no 
cross-default between the separate parties that assumed Developer obligations, 
with the limited exceptions of (i)  the City’s rights to early termination as set 
forth in Section 2 and  (ii)  the City’s right to enforce Developer’s Phasing Plan 
obligations against a transferred development parcel (i.e., the right to withhold 
building permits or occupancy permits to the extent permitted under paragraph 5 
above).	
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16. Lender 
Protections 
 
 

Development Agreement to include customary protections for mortgage and 
mezzanine lenders, including (i) City obligation to deliver to any Developer’s 
lenders a copy of any notice of default or determination of noncompliance given to 
such Developer; (ii) Lenders shall have the right, but not the obligation, to cure 
within a specified period upon receipt of the notice, including such additional time to 
obtain possession of the Property, provided that Lender provides proper notice to the 
City and takes requisite steps to diligently obtain possession; (iii) the Development 
Agreement shall be assignable to the Lender or any other person who acquires title 
to all or any portion of the Property through foreclosure or deed-in-lieu of 
foreclosure,  provided such party agrees in writing to assume all of the obligations of 
the Development Agreement, including any uncured defaults; provided however, 
that, should the Lender acquire title, then the City shall agree to toll any deadlines 
for performance of any construction obligations for a period equal to the time 
required to obtain title plus six months; and (iv) City obligation to deliver estoppels 
to current and prospective lenders acknowledging that there is not actual default, the 
Development Agreement is still in effect, there have been no amendments to the 
Development Agreement, and such other factual matters as reasonably requested by 
such lender (the form of the Estoppel Certificate shall be attached as an Exhibit).   
     

17. Assignment 
 

Developer’s rights to transfer its rights and obligations under the Development 
Agreement shall be as follows: 
 

1) Developer may not transfer its interest in the Development Agreement, in 
whole or in part, prior to Commencement of Construction of the Ballpark 
except to (a) an affiliate or (b) an entity acquiring the Oakland Athletics team 
and its real estate holdings, in either instance for the purpose of development 
of the Ballpark.    

2) After Commencement of Construction of the Ballpark, Developer has the 
right to transfer all or any portion of its rights under the Development 
Agreement to the same extent that it validly transfers, under the Port 
transaction documents, all or any portion of its real property interest in the 
Project Site. 

3) Prior to any transfer of the Development Agreement hereunder, the City shall 
review and approve the proposed Assignment and Assumption Agreement to 
ensure the inclusion of the requisite rights and obligations associated with the 
proposed real property transfer.  A form of Assignment and Assumption 
Agreement for a full transfer of Developer’s interest will be attached to the 
Development Agreement. The parties shall endeavor to substantially use such 
form for any transfer of partial interest.  
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18. Periodic Review 
 

The Development Agreement shall be subject to Periodic Review procedures to be 
set forth in the Development Agreement.  
 

19. Force Majeure 
 
 
 
 

“Force Majeure” shall mean event(s) that cause material delays in the Developer’s 
performance of its obligation to Commence Construction of the Ballpark by the 
Ballpark Deadline, due to domestic or international events disrupting civil activities, 
such as war, acts of terrorism, insurrection, acts of the public enemy, and riots; acts 
of nature, including floods, earthquakes, unusually severe weather, and resulting 
fires and casualties; epidemics and other public health crises affecting the workforce 
by actions such as quarantine restrictions; inability to secure necessary labor, 
materials, or tools due to any of the above events, freight embargoes, lack of 
transportation, or failure or delay in delivery of utilities serving the Project Site.  
 
The Ballpark Deadline may be extended by a period of time equal to the duration of 
a Force Majeure event; provided, however, within thirty (30) days after  Developer 
first reasonably determines that the Force Majeure event will result in a delay in 
performance, Developer shall have first notified the City in writing of the cause or 
causes of such delay and claimed an extension for the reasonably estimated period 
that such cause or causes  will delay Developer’s ability to Commence Construction 
and the City shall have agreed in writing to such extension, which agreement shall 
not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.   
 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, under no circumstances shall the aggregate Force 
Majeure extensions exceed four (4) years. 
      

20. City Costs 
 
 
 

Developer shall reimburse all actual and reasonable costs incurred by the City in 
connection with (1) monitoring, administration and enforcement of the Development 
Agreement and other Project approvals, (2) processing of all current and future 
Project approvals, and (3) defense of all Project approvals; but excluding costs 
covered by Administrative Fees (the foregoing, collectively, “City Costs”) The 
process for such payment shall require the City to submit supporting documentation 
and provide Developer with audit rights. 
 
In addition, Developer shall pay (based on a payment process to be set forth in the 
Development Agreement) the City for its costs incurred to provide City services to 
the Ballpark and surrounding neighborhoods in connection with baseball games and 
other events at the Ballpark, which may include (but are not limited to): 
 

• Parking and traffic engineering and control services; 
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• Police and other emergency services; 
• Litter pickup/street and sidewalk cleanup. 

 
21. Non-Relocation As material inducement for the City to enter into the Development Agreement and 

for the City’s financial participation committed to in the Development Agreement, 
Developer shall enter into a non-relocation agreement (“Non-Relocation 
Agreement”), in a form of agreement to be agreed upon by the parties, which shall 
include, at a minimum, the following terms: 
 

a) Covenant to Play: The new Ballpark shall become the “home” stadium for 
the Oakland Athletics and the Oakland Athletics shall covenant to play all of 
its home games at the Ballpark, commencing as of the opening of the 
Ballpark, subject to certain limited exceptions to be agreed upon. 

b) Maintenance of Franchise: The Oakland Athletics shall, throughout the 
Term of the Non-Relocation Agreement: 

1) Maintain its membership and good standing in the Major League 
Baseball (“MLB”) franchise; 

2) Maintain its corporate headquarters and principal place of business in 
Oakland; 

3) Continue to use Oakland as the primary geographic team identity, 
consistent with existing practices.   

4) Agree to i) hold, maintain, and defend the right of the Team to play 
baseball as a Major League Club; and ii) not encourage or solicit the 
contraction of the team by MLB. 

1. Transfer Rights and Obligations: Any transfer of interest in the ownership 
of the Oakland Athletics shall bind successors to this Non-Relocation 
Agreement, and shall require the Oakland Athletics to provide, prior to 
transfer, evidence to the City that the prospective transferee has (i) assumed 
the obligations under this Non-Relocation Agreement and (ii) obtained the 
right to play at the Ballpark either through a license agreement or an 
assumption of Ballpark lease with the Port.  Such evidence shall be provided 
in the form of the assumption and assignment agreement to be attached to the 
Non-Relocation Agreement.  For the sake of clarity, other than the foregoing, 
the Non-Relocation Agreement will not afford the City any approval rights in 
connection with any transfer of ownership interests in the Oakland Athletics.	

c) Default Remedies: The City shall be entitled to specific performance, 
injunctive and other equitable relief for the Oakland Athletics defaults under 
the Non-Relocation Agreement.  If the City fails to receive adequate  
equitable relief and the team relocates during the Term or violates any 
material covenant of the Non-Relocation Agreement, the Oakland Athletics 
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shall, for the entire remaining term of any outstanding public bond 
indebtedness encumbering the Project tax increment, be obligated to pay an 
amount equal to the difference between the Project tax increment  and the 
debt service due on any such outstanding public debt . 

d) Term: The Term of the Non-Relocation Agreement shall be 25 years. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing,  the Oakland Athletics shall, for the entire 
remaining term of any outstanding public bond indebtedness encumbering 
the Project tax increment, be obligated to pay an amount equal to the 
difference between the Project tax increment  and the debt service on any 
such outstanding public debt. 

 
22. CEQA 

Compliance 
The City will not approve a Development Agreement or other binding Project 
approvals or take any other discretionary actions that will have the effect of 
committing the City to the development of the Project until the final environmental 
analysis for the Project is completed and approved in accordance with CEQA.  If the 
Project is found to cause significant adverse impacts that cannot be mitigated, the 
City retains absolute discretion to: (a) modify the Project to mitigate significant 
adverse environmental impacts; (b) select feasible alternatives to avoid significant 
adverse impacts of the proposed Project; (c) require the implementation of specific 
mitigation measures to address adverse environmental impacts of the Project 
identified in the CEQA approval documents; (d) reject the Project as proposed if the 
economic and social benefits of the Project do not outweigh otherwise unavoidable 
significant adverse impacts of the Project; or (e) approve the proposed Project upon a 
finding that the economic, social, or other benefits of the Project outweigh 
unavoidable significant adverse impacts of the Project.   
 

23. Exhibits The following Exhibits are attached to this Term Sheet and incorporated herein by 
this reference: 
Exhibit A: Site Map 
Exhibit B: Master Phasing Diagram 
Exhibit C: Open Space Phasing Diagram 
Exhibit D: Key Principles of the Howard Terminal Community Benefits Agreement 
Exhibit E: Arts Plan 
Exhibit F: Key Financial Terms 
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Exhibit A 
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Exhibit B 
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Exhibit C 

Master Phasing Diagram: Open Spaces 
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Exhibit D 
 

Key Principles of the Howard Terminal 
Community Benefits Agreement  

 
This is a summary of the key principles underlying the Howard Terminal Community Benefits 
Agreement (CBA) to ensure that the development of the Howard Terminal property provides 
equity-based, structural, long-term benefits to the surrounding communities.  The Oakland A’s, the 
City of Oakland and the Port of Oakland have agreed to these principles with the sincere 
expectation that they will be followed throughout the consensus-based CBA development process.  
 
Statements of Intent 
1. The relocation of the Oakland A’s to the Howard Terminal will result in the redistribution of 

commercial activity and changes in land use with potential impacts that disproportionately 
affect Oakland’s disadvantaged residents.     
 

2. The Howard Terminal Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) is intended to help remedy 
inequities experienced by the most vulnerable or historically underserved populations, 
particularly those in areas most directly affected by the Oakland A’s Howard Terminal Project 
-- West Oakland, Chinatown, Old Oakland, and Jack London Square.  
 

3. The provisions of the CBA should extend to all development within the Howard Terminal 
Property, as defined by Assembly Bill (AB) 1191. 	
  

4. The CBA should be sustainable and long lasting for at least the term of the Oakland A’s lease 
and all later leases of the Howard Terminal Property, regardless of whether any given parcel 
is ultimately developed by the A’s or another developer.	
 

5. Ideally, combined benefits will create synergistic outcomes that offer cumulative mitigation. 
 

6. The obligations to be set forth in the CBA will be identified and prioritized by community 
members to carry out this intent. 

 
Operating Principles 
1. The CBA applies to all development, development rights, use and occupancy of the Oakland 

Sports and Mixed-Use Project, also known as the “Howard Terminal Project” for the life of 
the Howard Terminal Project.  The CBA applies to all developers of the Howard Terminal 
projects and all employers, commercial tenants, subcontractors, etc. that operate on the project 
site. The CBA applies regardless of whether any given parcel of the Howard Terminal 
Property is leased or developed by the Oakland A’s or some other entity. It shall be effective 
from development through operation, for at least 66 years.	
 

2. The terms of the CBA will exceed any minimum requirement of local, state, or federal law for 
projects such as the Howard Terminal Project.	
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3. High priority is given to terms that serve the needs of historically underserved, vulnerable and 
at-risk populations, as identified in the City’s Equity Indicators Report, as well as other 
relevant resources, which may include data from local, regional, state, and federal 
governments, as well that from private foundations and academia. 

 
4. Each CBA obligation shall include a quantifiable goal or other objective means of 

determining whether that obligation has been met and meaningful remedies available in the 
event of non-compliance.	
 

5. The CBA will include a permanent mechanism for ongoing community monitoring and 
enforcement to ensure that the CBA meets its objectives and has sufficient transparency and 
community accountability. 

 
6. Community oversight and enforcement will include, at a minimum, those individuals or 

organizations represented on the Steering Committee that execute the CBA and their 
successors and assigns, including representatives of the four impacted neighborhoods of West 
Oakland, Chinatown, Old Oakland, and Jack London Square. 	
 

7. The following “best practices”, and any others developed by the Steering Committee, will be 
used to develop the CBA: 

 
a. Historical inequity, as described by the “Baseline Indicators Report,” Oakland 

Municipal Code Section 2.29.170.1, and other identified sources, is to be addressed by 
the CBA, and the mitigation of identified historical inequity may constitute a rational 
basis for a CBA term, 
 

b. To the extent possible, each CBA obligation will include the assessment of equity 
factors to determine whether the obligation has been met, 
 

c. The collaborative process should create win-win situations which result in measurable 
long-term outcomes, 
 

d. The CBA terms shall not reinforce or increase current and/or historical inequities faced 
by vulnerable populations in the four nearby or other communities, and 
 

e. Discussions must be transparent and sufficient information must be provided on a timely 
basis for parties to evaluate the feasibility and viability of proposals. 
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Exhibit E 
 

Howard Terminal Arts Plan Process 
 

This exhibit to the Term Sheet for the Howard Terminal Development Agreement outlines the process through 
which an Arts Master Plan (“Arts Plan”) may be developed, approved and implemented for the Project. If an 
Arts Plan is developed, approved and implemented pursuant to the guidelines below, all development within the 
Project Site shall be exempt from the City of Oakland (the “City”) public art ordinance (OMC Chapter 15.78 - 
PUBLIC ART REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT, the “Public Art Ordinance”), as the 
intent of that ordinance will be met or exceeded by the Arts Plan that is approved for the site.  

The Developer and City shall use good faith efforts to collaboratively develop and adopt an Arts Plan pursuant 
to the guidelines below. If such efforts fail to result in an approved Arts Plan, the Developer shall instead 
comply with the Public Art Ordinance, and the Arts Plan shall not apply.  

Arts Master Plan Goals and Outcomes  

The Arts Plan shall be developed to meet the following goals: 

Create an Artistic Hub at Howard Terminal that celebrates the City’s creativity, energy and diversity 
o Reflect the community’s diverse population and culture 
o Feature both established and emerging artists and organizations, who reflect Oakland’s diverse 

population 
o Feature local artists and organizations, while also expanding the reach of the program to embrace 

work from other geographies 
o Celebrate the area’s cultural and maritime history 

 
Public Engagement 

o Site physical art intentionally throughout the Project Site, resulting in a cohesive, freely 
accessible (as defined by OMC Chapter 15.78.030) public art experience 

o Explore offsite art opportunities within the four adjacent neighborhoods (Jack London District, 
Chinatown, Old Oakland and West Oakland) to better integrate the Project Site with the 
neighboring community 
 

Define “Art” Broadly 
o Consider both performing and visual arts in creation of the Arts Plan 
o Consider opportunities for art spaces (e.g. studio space, gallery space, performing arts etc.) in 

addition to static physical art installations 
o Consider opportunities for temporary and rotating exhibits, as well as multidisciplinary arts 

festivals and ongoing programming within the Project Site and the four impacted neighborhoods 
o Consider opportunities to include art to be incorporated into the architecture/landscape 

architecture on site. For the purposes of this section, "artists" shall not include members of the 
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architectural, engineering, design, or landscaping firms retained for the design and construction 
of the Project 

o Consider opportunities for contribution of non-commissioned art that adds depth and breadth to 
the public art experience, in addition to new commissions and projects 

o Ensure that permanent work is appropriately durable to withstand the test of time and interaction 
with the public  
 

Build on Precedent Efforts in the City  
o Incorporate the community’s priorities related to Culture Keeping and History, as reflected in the 

Project’s Community Benefits Recommendations Summary Report available on the City’s 
website at https://cao-94612.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/FINAL_062521-HT-CBA-
Recommendations-Final-Report-1.pdf  

o Reflect the Goals and Priorities of the City’s Cultural Plan 

Arts Master Plan Elements 

The Arts Plan must include the following elements: 

Value 
The total value of the arts installations, facilities and programming to be provided pursuant to the Arts 
Plan shall equal or exceed the contribution that would otherwise be required of the Project under the 
Public Art Ordinance, generally as follows: 

• Residential Development: One-half of one percent (0.5%) of building development costs, 
excluding the cost of any affordable housing development; plus 

• Non-Residential Development: One percent (1.0%) of building development costs. 

The Arts Plan shall also set forth a process for valuing Developer contributions of existing art, so as not 
to dis-incentivize procuring or commissioning art from local and emerging artists.  

Balance in the Arts Plan  
The Arts Plan will address the general apportionment of value between: 

• Newly created art  
• Existing art  
• Permanent installations 
• Temporary installations and/or programming 
• Arts spaces and facilities 

 
Identification of Priority Opportunities for Art   
The Arts Plan shall include a description of the priority opportunities for art and arts spaces (if 
proposed), across the Project Site and within any of the four neighborhoods adjacent to the site: West 
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Oakland, Old Oakland, Jack London District and Chinatown. The Arts Plan should be expansive, 
identifying more opportunities than ultimately may be executed, with identification of the most essential 
opportunities that will be prioritized for implementation.   Potential categories of art include, but are not 
limited to: 
 

• New or previously created art to be installed within the Project Site in freely-accessible spaces 
(e.g. new/existing sculpture placed in/near the Ballpark or elsewhere on Project Site, art 
integrated into new on site construction, art installations/performative art/illumination relating to 
the existing shipping container cranes on site)  
 

• New or previously created art to be located off site in freely-accessible spaces (e.g. art 
installations in I-880 underpasses, art related to the West Oakland Walk concept)  

 
• Support for temporary exhibits on or off site in freely-accessible spaces (e.g. creating a rotating 

art gallery or performance space on site)  
 

• Support for ongoing Arts and Cultural programming on site or off site 
 

• Identification of opportunities for arts spaces, such as artist studios, performance space, and/or 
galleries, on site or off site 

 
• A maritime-focused interpretive program designed to meet the requirements of AB1191 

 
Phasing 
The Arts Plan will include a description of how art installation, programming and/or spaces are to be 
phased relative to vertical and horizontal development on the Project Site.  Generally, the Arts Plan will 
be implemented proportionately as vertical development occurs on the Project Site; provided, however, 
that the Developer may elect to implement public art, facilities or programs at a rate that exceeds the 
pace of development on site. 

Maintenance  
The Arts Plan will include a section on maintenance and ongoing operations, demonstrating sustainable 
sources of operational funding for arts programming and the maintenance and security of physical art 
and arts space identified in the plan, as necessary.  

Community Benefits Elements  
The Arts Plan will describe how the community’s priorities related to Culture Keeping and History, as 
reflected in the Project’s Community Benefits Recommendations Summary Report, available on the 
City’s website at https://cao-94612.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/FINAL_062521-HT-CBA-
Recommendations-Final-Report-1.pdf, are addressed in the Arts Plan. 
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Arts Master Plan Development and Approval 

Plan Development  
The Developer will prepare a draft Arts Plan, pursuant to these guidelines, for City review and approval. 
Preparation of the plan will include consultation with the City’s Public Art Advisory Committee 
(PAAC), the City’s Cultural Affairs Unit and Planning Department, the Port of Oakland (“Port”), and 
the Bay Conservation & Development Commission (“BCDC”). The Developer may elect to convene an 
Arts Advisory Group consisting of interested community members, City, Port and/or BCDC staff, and/or 
experts in public art and culture, to provide input on development and implementation of the Arts Plan. 
The Developer shall submit the draft prior to or together with its application for a Final Map for the 
Project site. 

 
Plan Approval 
The City Administrator or his or her designee will be authorized to approve the Arts Plan, after 
considering PAAC and public input, no later than submittal of the Developer’s application for the first 
building permit for the Ballpark. 

Amendments 
Minor Amendments to the Arts Plan that do not materially affect the phasing, quantity or quality of art 
or arts spaces provided in the Arts Plan may be approved by the City Administrator or his or her 
designee. 

Major Amendments to the Arts Plan that materially affect the phasing, quantity or quality of art or arts 
spaces provided in the Plan, must be presented to the PAAC for review and comment prior to approval 
by the City Administrator or his or her designee. 

Arts Master Plan Implementation  

Selection of Public Art  
All art to be installed on the Project Site will be selected by the Developer in conformance with the 
approved Arts Plan. The PAAC and Cultural Affairs Division will be consulted by the Developer for 
certain major works in key areas, such as new parks and open space or public rights-of-way, as 
identified in the Arts Plan.  
 
All art to be installed off site in public spaces will be recommended by the Developer and approved by 
the City.  
 
If established as identified above, an Arts Advisory Group will provide input on implementation, as set 
forth in the Arts Plan. 
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Exhibit F 
Key Financial Terms 

	
Infrastructure  
On-Site Infrastructure 
 

Developer to fund the cost of all onsite infrastructure, parks & open space, which expenses may be 
reimbursed by up to 80% of the proceeds of an IFD over the Project site. 
 

Off-Site Transportation 
Improvements and Grade 
Separated Crossings 

Based on cost estimates provided by the A’s, the projected costs of offsite transportation 
infrastructure  improvements, grade separation, and parking management total $351.9M.  The parties 
are still negotiating how these costs will be allocated.  Funding sources must be secured or authorized 
prior to entering into the Development Agreement. 
 
Developer to collaborate with and support the City in pursuing local, regional, State, Federal and 
other funds to defray the costs of offsite transportation infrastructure, parking management, and grade 
separation, which sources shall be secured and/or authorized prior to entering into the Development 
Agreement.  Developer’s costs in securing such funds, if any, may be reimbursed by the proceeds of 
an IFD over the Project site. 
 

Capital Improvements 
 

Developer to fund renovations to Oakland Fire Department Station No. 2 in lieu of payment of 
Capital Improvements Impact Fees. 
 

Maintenance 
 

Developer agrees to establish a Community Facilities District over the Project site to pay for 
maintenance of all onsite infrastructure, parks and open space, and grade separated crossings.  City to 
pay for maintenance of all offsite infrastructure. 
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Community Benefits  
Affordable Housing City to require construction of on-site affordable housing, in lieu of payment of fees pursuant to 

O.M.C. Chapters 15.72.100 and 15.68.080  and consistent with California Redevelopment Law.  
California Redevelopment Law cannot be waived by the City. 
 
The project will target a total of 30% affordability as follows: 
 
The number of new on-site affordable units must total at least 15% of all new onsite units,	or	17.5%	
of	total	the	market	rate	housing	units	(in	either	case,	equivalent	to	approximately	450	units,	
assuming	full	buildout	of	the	Project),	and	shall	be	provided	as	follows: 
 

• Onsite units affordable to very low income households to be provided in compliance with 
California Redevelopment Law	

• All affordable units to be deed-restricted for a period of at least 55 years	
• Affordable housing production to proceed at pace with market rate housing production	

	
In addition, the City and County will set aside IFD funds (see Other Community Benefits below) 
over the Project site to support offsite displacement prevention strategies targeting another 450 units 
(15%), including new construction, preservation, renovation, down payment and senior assistance in 
the four impacted neighborhoods (West Oakland, Chinatown, Old Oakland, and the Jack London 
District).   
 
All Developer expenses incurred for construction of onsite affordable housing in excess of 
Affordable Housing Impact Fee, and Jobs/Housing Impact Fee requirements and California 
Redevelopment law may be reimbursed by the proceeds of an IFD over the Project site. 
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Other Community Benefits City/Port to establish a Community Fund, to be administered over the course of the 66-year Port 
lease, comprised, at a minimum, of funding from the following sources:  
  

• Port’s Social Justice Trust Fund - $10 million projected over 10 – 15 years for workforce 
development.  
• City and County set-aside from IFD - $50 million projected over 15 – 20 years for affordable 
housing.  
• 0.75 percent condominium transfer fee - $340 million projected over 66 years.   
• Payments in lieu of Transportation Impact Fees due under the O.M.C. - $11 million projected 
over 10 years.  

 
City staff to work collaboratively with community stakeholders to establish a mutually acceptable 
framework for (a) governance of the fund and (b) community oversight to ensure that community 
benefits commitments included in the Development Agreement are met, both such requirements to be 
set forth in greater detail in the Development Agreement. 
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CED Committee 
July 7, 2021 

SUBJECT: Study Session on the Waterfront 
Ballpark District at Howard Terminal 

AGENDA REPORT 

DATE: July 1, 2021 

City Administrator Approval Date: Jul 2, 2021 

RECOMMENDATION 

Staff Recommends That The City Council Conduct A Study Session And Receive An 
Informational Report As Follows: (A) Conduct A Study Session On The Proposed Non- 
Binding Terms Of A Development Agreement With The Athletics Investment Group LLC 
D/B/A The Oakland Athletics, A California Limited Liability Company, Including Terms 
For, But Not Limited To, A Potential Infrastructure Financing District, Affordable Housing, 
And Non-Relocation, Relating To The Proposed Project; And (B) Receive An 
Informational Report On The Proposed Oakland Waterfront Ballpark District Project To 
Be Developed On The Property Known As The Howard Terminal At The Port Of Oakland 
(Project), Including But Not Limited To The Following: (1) Port Of Oakland’s And City’s 
Project Decision Responsibilities, Including The City-Port Regulatory Framework; (2) 
Project Approvals And Timelines; (3) Community Benefits; (4) Analysis Of Environmental 
Toxic Contaminants At Project Site And Anticipated Remediation Process; And (5) 
Potential Impacts To Nearby Maritime Industry And Port-Related And Non-Port Related 
Jobs. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Oakland Athletics (Oakland A’s or A’s) have proposed development of the Waterfront 
Ballpark District at Howard Terminal on Port of Oakland land at the westerly end of Jack London 
Square. The proposed project would include a new, 35,000-person capacity ballpark, together 
with up to 3,000 residential units, 1.5 million square feet of office space, and 270,000 square 
feet of mixed retail, cultural and civic uses, as well as a 3,500-seat performance theater, up to 
400 hotel rooms, and approximately 18 acres of new, publicly-accessible open space (the 
Project). At $1 billion, the A’s iconic new waterfront Ballpark at Howard Terminal would 
represent the largest private investment to date in any Major League Baseball (MLB) park 
nationwide. 

If approved, the Waterfront Ballpark Project at Howard Terminal will keep the A’s rooted in 
Oakland for decades to come. Properly executed, the Project has the potential to accelerate 
long-needed infrastructure and transportation improvements that will allow people to move 

TO: Edward D. Reiskin FROM: Betsy Lake 
City Administrator Interim Assistant City 

Administrator 

Attachment 2
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Date: July 1, 2021 Page 2 

CED Committee 
July 7, 2021 

 

 

 

safely to and around the waterfront and protect the economic engine of our seaport, expand the 
tax bases of both City and County, and achieve equitable jobs, housing, and other direct 
benefits for our community – all without the risk of leaving our taxpayers on the hook. In stark 
contrast to past Oakland sports deals, at Howard Terminal, the Oakland A’s will privately 
finance, construct, operate and maintain the proposed Ballpark. No public funds will be used to 
build or operate the facility, nor will the City or County have operational duties or liabilities. 
Further, unlike the bonds issued to renovate the Coliseum, Staff’s proposed financing structure 
won’t put a dime of the City’s or County’s General Funds at risk. 

 
With these guiding principles in mind, Staff has reviewed in detail the A’s proposal of April 23, 
2021, and presents below the results of that analysis, as well as its recommendations related to 
certain key issues requiring further negotiation, specifically: 

 
A Financial Plan that: 

• Invests the City’s “but for” property taxes (new, additional tax revenues that will be 
generated by the Project) in critically needed public infrastructure, open space, and 
affordable housing by establishing a single Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District 
(IFD) over the Project site only; 

• Attracts similar investment from Alameda County, commensurate with the substantial 
regional benefits the Project will provide; and 

• Seeks to leverage local investments with state and federal funding to the maximum 
extent possible. 

 
A Non-Relocation Agreement that: 

• Reflects a commitment from A’s to Oakland on par with Oakland’s commitment to the 
A’s; and 

• Provides appropriate remedies in the event the team elects to leave Oakland in the 
future. 

 
A Community Benefits Agreement that: 

• Provides ample affordable housing opportunities on and off site; 
• Provides equitable access to living and prevailing wage jobs for local residents; and 
• Provides a flexible, long-term, community-directed source of funds to address 

community needs over the life of the 66-year Port lease. 
 

BACKGROUND AND LEGISLATIVE HISTORY 
 

The Oakland A’s have applied to the City of Oakland (City) for a Development Agreement, 
General Plan Amendment, Rezoning, Planned Unit Development, and associated 
environmental review, all to govern redevelopment of the approximately 55-acre site commonly 
known as Howard Terminal, located within the Port of Oakland (Port) on the Oakland Estuary at 
the southerly terminus of Market Street. The site is Port-owned and is currently used primarily 
for truck parking and as a container depot. 

 
The Project will require multiple discretionary approvals at the state and local levels, including 
but not limited to the City’s approval of a General Plan Amendment, Rezoning, Tentative Tract 
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Map, Preliminary and Final Development Plans and a Development Agreement, and the Port’s 
approval of various real estate agreements, including an Option Agreement and Port Building 
Permit. The City and Port also must each ensure that the shared regulatory framework 
contemplated in the 2020 “Memorandum of Understanding Between City and Port Regarding 
Howard Terminal Oakland A’s Ballpark Project” (MOU), approved by Resolution No. 87998 
CMS dated January 21, 2020 is implemented. Once the local approvals are complete, the 
Project requires, at a minimum approval, from the State Lands Commission (SLC) of a trust 
exchange agreement for the property and trust-consistency determination with regard to the 
proposed uses on trust lands, issuance of a Major Permit from the Bay Conservation and 
Development Commission (BCDC) for the Project, and approval from the Department of Toxic 
Substances Control (DTSC) of a remedial action workplan (or equivalent) for the site. All 
agencies are working collaboratively with City Staff and the Oakland A’s to review and regulate 
the proposed Project. 

 
This Informational Report provides the relevant background information for the scheduled study 
session on the Waterfront Ballpark District at Howard Terminal, provides an update on each of 
the items listed under the title of the report, and is organized accordingly. Additional information 
is provided in the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) about the Waterfront Ballpark District at 
Howard Terminal on the City’s website at https://www.oaklandca.gov/resources/waterfront- 
ballpark-district-at-howard-terminal-faqs and provided here as Attachment 1. 

 
 

ANALYSIS AND POLICY ALTERNATIVES 
 

1. DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT TERM SHEET 
 

In February 2020, the A’s submitted an application for a Development Agreement for the 
proposed Project, and shortly thereafter, in April 2020, the City and A’s began negotiating a 
Development Agreement term sheet. A “term sheet” is a non-binding document that 
memorializes a general agreement between parties in many different types of complex business 
negotiations. On May 13, 2019, the Board of Port Commissioners unanimously approved the 
nonbinding terms of its own contemplated agreements with the A’s for the Project, as 
documented in the Exclusive Negotiating Term Sheet Agreement available at 
https://www.portofoakland.com/wp-content/uploads/Howard-Terminal-microsite-Term-sheet.pdf. 
A term sheet is often used as a framework or outline to guide the negotiation of subsequent 
binding contract documents. A term sheet is not a binding project approval, entitlement or 
contract. 

With limited exceptions, most of the terms contained in the term sheet released by the A’s on 
April 23, 2021, provided in Attachment 2, were negotiated and mutually agreed upon between 
City and A’s between April 2020 and April 2021. However, the A’s first submitted their proposed 
Financial Plan (Exhibit F to the A’s Proposed Term Sheet in Attachment 2) in April 2021, and 
that exhibit does not represent a consensus of A’s and City Staff. Staff is continuing to 
evaluate, revise, and attempt to arrive at consensus with the A’s on a new Term Sheet and 
Financial Plan. Staff’s proposed term sheet will be presented to the City Council on July 20, 
2021. 
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The sections below first discuss the Financial Plan, including the fiscal impacts of the Project 
and Staff’s recommendation regarding the use of an IFD, followed by a discussion of, and 
Staff’s recommendations regarding the proposed non-relocation agreement and community 
benefits, including affordable housing, jobs and a community fund. 

 
(a) FINANCIAL PLAN – INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING DISTRICT 

 
The City and the Oakland A’s are in agreement that the Ballpark and all of the new commercial 
and market-rate residential development in the Waterfront Ballpark District at Howard Terminal 
will be 100 percent privately financed. The A’s have asked the City and County to seek grants 
and use project-generated revenues to help fund the infrastructure and safety improvements, 
public parks, affordable housing, and other community benefits needed to make the Waterfront 
Ballpark District successful, resilient, safe and equitable. This sort of public-private partnership 
is common on projects of this size because many of the contemplated infrastructure 
improvements and amenities benefit the City and region as a whole, and not just the Project. 
Many safety and infrastructure improvements that the Project would accelerate and fund are 
needed now, even absent the proposed Project, including protection against sea level rise, anti- 
displacement measures and new affordable housing, safer separation and protection of Port- 
serving rail and truck routes, and stronger bike, pedestrian, and transit connections between 
West Oakland, Downtown and Old Oakland, Chinatown, and Oakland’s waterfront. 

 
In addition to State and Federal transportation funds, the primary mechanism contemplated to 
fund these improvements is a form of tax-increment financing known as an IFD. IFD stands for 
“Infrastructure Financing District” and is sometimes also called an EIFD, or “Enhanced 
Infrastructure Financing District.” IFDs were originally created by the State legislature in 2014 
and have been amended and expanded over the years since. Although an IFD and an EIFD 
have slightly different rules under State law, they are very similar, and the terms IFD and EIFD 
are often used interchangeably. An IFD is governed by a Public Financing Authority (PFA) 
comprised of representatives from each participating taxing entity. The PFA is tasked with 
adopting and implementing a detailed Infrastructure Financing Plan for the district. 

 
When an IFD is established, the district’s existing “base-year” level of property tax revenue is 
fixed. Then, as assessed values and property tax revenues grow over the years due to new 
development, the additional (also known as “incremental”) property tax revenues over and 
above the fixed base year revenues are used to help finance infrastructure and affordable 
housing needed to support the new development project. Based on a current assessed value of 
the Waterfront Ballpark District site of approximately $29.5 million, the City today receives about 
$73,000 per year in property taxes from Howard Terminal. Over the next 16 years, if the 
proposed Project is built out, that assessed value is expected to grow to $7.6 billion, a more 
than 250-fold increase, with a corresponding increase in the City’s share of property tax revenue 
of more than $11.5 million each year. 

 
Taxing entities, such as the City and County, must take formal actions to contribute their 
respective shares of these new tax revenues into the IFD. IFD proceeds may be used on a “pay 
as you go” basis or leveraged through bond financing to reimburse or fund infrastructure and 
affordable housing costs. When all bonds are paid off, usually after 45 years, all of the 
respective shares of property tax revenue resume flowing into the City or County’s General 
Fund. Only property taxes can be contributed to an IFD, and other taxes, like sales and transfer 
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taxes, flow to the City’s and County’s General Funds throughout the project’s life cycle, as 
illustrated in Figure 1 below. 

 
 

Figure 1: Tax Increment 
 

IFDs are generally paired with a geographically coterminous Community Facilities District 
(CFD), also sometimes known as a "Mello Roos District," formed pursuant to the California 
Mello Roos Community Facilities District Act of 1982. When a CFD is created, the property 
owners within the district agree to impose a “special tax” on their property, over and above 
regular property taxes. The special tax would apply only to the Howard Terminal site, and no 
property owner outside of the Project site would be subject to it. The special taxes are collected 
by the County tax collector and because they are considered secure revenue, investors will lend 
against that revenue. When paired with an IFD, CFD bond issuances are generally timed and 
sized such that the incremental revenues captured by the IFD are adequate to service the CFD 
debt without additional cost to the property owner. This structure (CFD bonds backed in part by 
IFD revenues) has been used successfully by each IFD that has issued debt to date statewide, 
and is recommended by Staff for the following reasons: 

 
1. An IFD over the project site (as illustrated on Attachment 3) would utilize those 

incremental tax revenues that would not exist “but for” the Project to pay for critically 
needed infrastructure, open space and affordable housing that will broadly benefit the 
City and region, in addition to the Project. 

2. CFD bonds are non-recourse to the issuing entity (the City), which means they don’t put 
the City’s General Fund at risk or increase base property tax rates, either in the district 
or elsewhere in the City. 

3. CFD bonds are issued regularly and are well accepted by the debt markets. 
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Fiscal Impact of the Proposed Project 
 

The City’s goal is for the Project to create a net fiscal benefit to the City and its taxpayers, even 
after accounting for the increased costs that the City will incur to provide City services to new 
residents and workers. 

 
Century Urban is a local firm that has been retained by the City to evaluate the economics of the 
proposed Project. Its July 2021 report on “Fiscal Impacts of the Waterfront Ballpark District at 
Howard Terminal” (Fiscal Impact Report) is included as Attachment 4. Based on Century 
Urban’s analysis, absent an IFD, the City could expect to see the following increases in Table 
11, below, to one-time and ongoing revenues and expenses, were the project built today: 

 

 
In addition to new General Fund revenues, the City could expect to see $960,000 in annual 
Measure C Transient Occupancy Tax funding for cultural affairs, and $1,582,000 in annual 
Measure Z Parking Tax for public safety and violence prevention. The Oakland Unified School 
District (OUSD) could expect to realize approximately $13.5 million in one-time School Facilities 
Impact Fees, and OUSD and the Peralta Community College District would receive $13 million 
in new annual revenues as a result of the project. 

 
Projected total annual tax revenues to the City’s General Fund include $10.4 million per annum 
in incremental property taxes and property taxes in lieu of vehicle license fees (VLF). Should 
the City elect to form an IFD over the Project site and invest all or a portion of its incremental 
property tax and/or VLF in public infrastructure and affordable housing through the IFD, annual 
recurring net General Fund revenue would be reduced commensurately with that investment. 
With all eligible incremental taxes dedicated to an IFD, the project would still yield more than 
$15 million additional net General Fund revenue to the City annually. 

 
IFD – Oakland A’s Proposal 

 
The A’s Proposed Term Sheet included two IFDs (as illustrated in Exhibit F to Attachment 2) – 
one over the Project site and one off-site covering the Jack London District and portions of West 
Oakland. Staff recommends against using an offsite IFD for a number of reasons. While an IFD 
over the Howard Terminal site itself would clearly capture those incremental taxes that would 

 
1 All estimates are provided in 2020 constant dollars as if the project were fully built and 
stabilized 
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not exist “but for” buildout of the proposed Project, an IFD over the adjacent neighborhoods is 
likely to capture at least some naturally occurring incremental property tax revenues that, absent 
the Project, would otherwise flow to the City’s General Fund. The City has been operating with 
a structural imbalance for a number of years, with growth in expenses outpacing that of 
revenues. An offsite IFD could exacerbate this structural imbalance, reducing the City’s ability to 
provide services and infrastructure enhancements in the near term and long term to the City as 
a whole, and would in essence be using General Fund dollars to subsidize the Project. 

 
Over the past 20 years, assessed values Citywide have appreciated approximately 6.4 percent 
per annum, on average. Projections provided by the A’s for their proposed Jack London Square 
IFD anticipate assessed value growth within that area of 6.8 percent per annum, on average, 
over the forthcoming 45-year period. While there is no certainty that assessed values in 
Oakland will continue to grow as rapidly going forward as they have over the past 20 years, this 
would suggest that more than 90 percent of the anticipated growth in assessed values and 
property tax increment within the A’s proposed Jack London Square IFD could occur with or 
without the proposed Project. Further, the majority of the property located within the A’s 
proposed Jack London Square IFD is within the Downtown Specific Plan Area. In many cases, 
adoption of the Downtown Specific Plan would result in changes to allowable uses and/or the 
allowable density or intensity of development within the Plan Area. While it is reasonable to 
assume that construction of the Ballpark and the substantial ancillary development 
contemplated for Howard Terminal would accelerate development on neighboring blocks, it is 
impossible to parse the degree to which the growth in assessed values within that area would 
be due to the City’s independent planning efforts and “background” growth versus the “catalytic” 
effects of the proposed Project. 

 
Further, formation of an offsite IFD presents a number of logistical challenges. As noted above, 
the only use of IFDs to date has been to create a revenue stream in the future that can support 
the issuance of debt through a CFD. This structure works well in situations where there is single 
ownership of the land (as with an on-site IFD over Howard Terminal) and has been successfully 
used in several recent development projects on public land in San Francisco, including the 
Giants’ Mission Rock, Pier 70, and Treasure Island projects. However, the diverse ownership 
within the A’s proposed Jack London District IFD makes the use of both CFDs and IFDs 
challenging. Forming a CFD requires that two-thirds (2/3) of the affected property owners within 
the proposed district “opt in” to a higher property tax rate. The IFD law includes a protest 
process, such that protests lodged by a majority of the landowners and residents within the 
proposed district would prevent its formation and protests lodged by at least a quarter would 
necessitate an election. Thus, there is no certainty that the A’s proposed Jack London Square 
IFD could be successfully formed, nor, if formed in the absence of a corresponding CFD, 
successfully issue debt. 

 
Finally, the proposed offsite IFD is a poor fit for the A’s intended use – namely, to provide funds 
to construct offsite infrastructure and grade separations. IFDs function primarily as 
reimbursement mechanisms. The 80 percent of the A’s proposed Jack London District IFD 
allocated to infrastructure, for example, is expected (based upon the A’s projections of 
increment) to generate pay-go and bond proceeds of less than $39 million by opening day of the 
ballpark, or less than 15 percent of the anticipated costs of the improvements it has been 
proposed to fund. 
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IFD - Staff Recommendation 
 

Development of the Howard Terminal site requires significant investment in infrastructure, both 
on- and off-site, as shown in Table 22, below: 

 

 
The cost of those improvements is beyond what can be borne by the City and developer alone. 
In order to bring the Project to fruition, unlock the potential of the Howard Terminal site, grow 
the City’s and County’s tax bases, and achieve equitable benefits for our residents, public 
investment from both the City and County is needed. 

 
Therefore, City staff recommends formation of an IFD over the Howard Terminal site only, as 
shown on the figure provided as Attachment 3, ensuring that the Project pays for itself. 
Investing new project-generated revenues into public infrastructure and benefits, without putting 
either the County or City’s General Funds at risk, is a responsible way to maximize the public 
benefits of this transformative development. 

 
(b) NON-RELOCATION 

 
As discussed below, Staff is recommending that the City’s final package of approval’s include a 
binding Non-Relocation Agreement with the A’s. As compared to professional football and 
basketball, relocation in MLB is extremely rare.3 This is due in part to the advent of “non- 
relocation” or “commitment” agreements associated with new ballpark construction. Since the 
1980s, at least 30 non-relocation agreements have been signed between public entities and 
MLB teams, and at present, these agreements are nearly universal elements of ballpark 
projects that involve any level of public investment. A non-relocation agreement essentially 
binds a team to remain headquartered in its home city and to play most or all of its home games 
in its new facility. Specific performance covenants are included in non-relocation agreements, 
as monetary remedies are generally considered to be insufficient to make the host city “whole” 
in the event of a team’s early departures. The need for such covenants was amply 
demonstrated by numerous relocations in the two decades between 1990 and 2010 whereby 
major league sports teams, absent a specific performance covenant, were allowed to relocate 
simply by paying the remaining rent on their existing facilities. Non-relocation agreements are 
put in place to protect substantial investment by a city, county or other public entity and in 
recognition of the loss of tax revenues, indirect economic benefits and reputation that would 

 
2 All figures are in today’s dollars. 
3 In the past 50 years, 10 professional football teams have relocated, and 13 professional basketball 
teams. Only one MLB team has relocated since 1971. All leagues are similarly sized (30 – 32 teams per 
league). 
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result if the team were to leave. In addition, in order for required public or private financing to be 
executed, a non-relocation agreement of at least the term of the debt to be issued will be 
required. 

 
Staff reviewed in detail five MLB non-relocation agreements signed in the last eight years, as 
well as an article from the Marquette Sports Law Review which surveys an additional 25 earlier 
agreements. These agreements are remarkably consistent in their content. Based on this 
research, below are the terms Staff is negotiating with the A’s as well as the current status of 
such terms (shown in italics): 

 
• Covenant to Play: all home games to be played in the new stadium, subject to limited 

exceptions. The A’s have agreed to this provision. 
• Maintenance of Franchise: maintenance of Oakland Athletics franchise as a major 

league baseball team in good standing with headquarters in Oakland and using Oakland 
as the team’s primary geographic identifier. The A’s have agreed to this provision. 

• Transfer Rights: requirement that any new owner of the A’s team be subject to the non- 
relocation agreement, through the execution of a preapproved form of assignment 
agreement. The A’s have agreed to this provision. 

• Non-Relocation: prohibition against engaging in discussions with any parties about 
relocating the team outside Oakland, except during the final years of the term of the non- 
relocation agreement. The A’s have not agreed to this provision. 

• Default Remedies: in case of a breach of the agreement, availability to the City of 
equitable and injunctive relief through the Courts and, if those are unsuccessful, 
substantial liquidated damages paid to the City. The A’s have agreed to equitable and 
injunctive relief, but not to liquidated damages. 

• Term: a term of the non-relocation agreement equal to the longer of the A’s ballpark 
lease with the Port or the term of any outstanding debt issued for the Project by any 
public entity. The A’s have agreed to only a 20-year term for the agreement, contingent 
on no increase in city taxes (For reference, the proposed term of the ground lease 
between the A’s and Port for the Ballpark is 66 years, and the proposed EIFD is 
expected to run for 45 years.) 

Non-Relocation Agreement – Staff Recommendation 
 

Moving forward, Staff recommends that any agreement between the City and the A’s that 
includes public investment also include a non-relocation agreement that incorporates all of the 
elements noted above, including a term equal (at a minimum) to the length of any contemplated 
public financing, and reasonable liquidated damages in the event of a breach of the agreement. 

 
(c) COMMUNITY BENEFITS 

 
As noted above, the Oakland A’s have requested a Development Agreement for the Project, 
which, if approved, would govern the future development of the proposed Project for a specified 
period of time. Generally speaking, development agreements serve to reduce the risks 
associated with development through a local agency’s agreement to “freeze” certain regulatory 
requirements. In exchange for this added certainty provided by a Development Agreement, 
developers often provide community benefits that go beyond any benefits that would otherwise 
result from meeting City or other regulatory requirements. Community benefits are an 
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opportunity for the developer to share a portion of the additional property value created through 
the City’s actions (such as rezoning and increased density) with the community, while taking 
into account the financial feasibility of the project. 

 
In addition to community benefits, the proposed Waterfront Ballpark District at Howard Terminal 
would provide substantial public benefits, including: 

 
• Retention of the City’s last remaining professional sports franchise; 
• 18.3 acres of new, publicly accessible parks and open space; 
• An approximately 1.5-mile extension of the San Francisco Bay Trail; 
• Approximately .5 miles of new transit-only lanes connecting existing neighborhoods and 

transit facilities in Downtown Oakland, Chinatown, Old Oakland, the Jack London 
District, and the Oakland waterfront; 

• Approximately 1.25 miles of new protected bike lanes connecting the West Oakland 
neighborhood and Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) station with Downtown Oakland and 
the Oakland waterfront; 

• Key intersection improvements between Interstate-880 and the Seaport, which will move 
trucks and cargo in and out of the Port of Oakland more safely and efficiently while 
reducing traffic congestion and truck idling; 

• At-grade rail safety improvements throughout the Jack London District, both at and 
between crossings; 

• New public art valued at $15.3M; 
• Projected new revenues to Oakland schools and community colleges of $13.0 million per 

year at full buildout; 
• No net new greenhouse gas emissions; 
• Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold (or equivalent) standards 

for new construction; 
• Protection against sea-level rise; and 
• Remediation of existing toxic contaminants in soil and groundwater. 

To arrive at a recommended set of community benefits for the proposed Project in addition to 
those public benefits articulated above, in late 2019, the City, Port and Oakland A’s initiated a 
multi-stakeholder community- and equity-centered community benefits process. The process 
was organized around a Steering Committee and seven Topic Cohorts: Community Health & 
Safety, Culture Keeping & History, Economic Development/Employment, Education, 
Environment, Housing, and Transportation. The Draft Community Benefits Recommendations 
Summary Report resulting from Steering Committee’s work is available on the City’s website at 
https://cao-94612.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/FINAL_062521-HT-CBA-Recommendations- 
Final-Report-1.pdf and provided hereto as Attachment 5. This report is not an agreed-upon 
package of community benefits, but instead is a document that explains the extensive 
community process and can guide future funding allocations. 

 
Community Benefits - Oakland A’s Proposal 

 
As noted above, on April 23, 2021, the Oakland A’s publicly released their proposed 
Development Agreement Term Sheet for the Project. The A’s Proposed Term Sheet included a 
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$450 million (nominal) allocation from the two proposed IFDs for community benefits. Under the 
Oakland A’s proposal, all community benefits would be funded entirely by property tax 
increment captured over 45 years by two proposed IFDs, one over the Howard Terminal site, 
and a second over the Jack London District and portions of West Oakland. The A’s proposal 
included no commitments to specific community benefits, noting only that “the City of Oakland 
and community will direct how those funds are spent”. 

 
The A’s proposed approach presents a number of challenges. First, IFD proceeds can only be 
spent on “public capital facilities.” Although these facilities can include parks, childcare facilities, 
libraries and affordable housing, IFDs are explicitly prohibited from funding “the costs of ongoing 
operation or providing services of any kind”. Therefore, utilizing IFD proceeds as the sole 
source of funding for community benefits would, by operation of law, severely limit their scope. 
An initial analysis of the Community Benefits Recommendations (Estolano Advisors, June 2021) 
indicates that the majority of potential benefits identified by the Steering Committee could not be 
funded by an IFD. Second, an IFD has a maximum 45-year life. Throughout the community 
benefits process, the Steering Committee consistently advocated that community benefits 
should extend for the entire duration of the 66-year Port lease. Finally, IFD funds accumulate 
slowly at first and grow over time as new development is completed and placed on the tax roll, 
which means that without another source of upfront or early funding, most of the contemplated 
community benefits would not be realized for many years. 

 
Community Benefits - Staff Recommendation 

 
Staff recommends an alternative approach to community benefits, generally as follows: 

• Provide affordable housing opportunities on- and off-site, including both new 
construction and displacement prevention strategies including preservation, renovation, 
down payment and senior assistance in the four impacted neighborhoods of West 
Oakland, Chinatown, Old Oakland, and the Jack London District. 

• Provide equitable access to living and prevailing wage jobs for local residents. 
• Provide a flexible, long-term source of funding and community governance structure to 

address community needs over the life of the 66-year Port lease. 

Each of these strategies is addressed in greater detail below. 
 

Community Benefits - Affordable Housing 
 

Absent a Development Agreement, new development in the City of Oakland, including the 
proposed Project, is required to pay Affordable Housing and Jobs/Housing Impact Fees, 
respectively. Pursuant to the OMC, the proposed Project currently would be subject to impact 
fees of $22,000 per market-rate residential unit, and $5.77 per square foot of commercial office, 
or $74.7 million in total, assuming full buildout of the proposed Project, as shown in Table 3, 
below. 
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In lieu of the payment of Jobs/Housing Impact Fees, the OMC allows for the production of new 
affordable housing units (up to 80 percent of Area Median Income, or AMI) equal to the number 
of gross square feet of office space, less 25,000 square feet, multiplied by a factor of .00004. In 
lieu of payment of Affordable Housing Impact fees, the OMC allows for the production of new 
affordable housing units (up to 50 percent AMI) equal to 5 percent of total units, or (up to 120 
percent AMI) equal to 10 percent of total units. In total, in lieu affordable units required to be 
provided onsite pursuant to the OMC, assuming full buildout of the proposed Project and no 
payment of fees, would range from approximately 209 to 359 units, or 7 – 12 percent of total 
housing units, depending upon level of affordability, as follows in Table 44: 

 
 

 
The Community Benefits Steering Committee recommendations related to affordable housing 
onsite far exceed the OMC and precedents under State law. In addition, the prioritized Steering 
Committee recommendations gave equal or greater weight to offsite strategies including 
preservation and affordable homeownership. The Housing Topic Cohort‘s recommendations 
include: 

 
• Housing development at the Waterfront Ballpark District should include at least 1,000 

units5 of housing affordable to households with incomes at or below an average of 50 
percent of AMI. 

 

4 Although the Project Site is not subject to the Surplus Land Act (Government Code 54220 et seq.) 
because this property is “exempt surplus land” pursuant to Government Code Sections 54222.3 and 
54221(f), the majority of the Project site lies within the former Oakland Army Base Redevelopment Plan 
Area (Plan Area), and thus is subject to the Inclusionary Housing requirements of that Plan, which survive 
despite the dissolution of redevelopment. That Plan requires at least 15 percent of all residential units 
affordable to low or moderate income households, with at least 40 percent of those units affordable to 
very low income households. As the vast majority of land within the Plan Area is not zoned for residential 
uses, an initial analysis of housing production completed or entitled to date within the Plan Area indicates 
that a minimum of 8 percent of units within the Project must be affordable to very low, low or moderate 
income households in order to maintain compliance with the Plan under State law. This percentage is 
subject to change with further analysis and other development within the Plan Area, but is generally 
consistent with the number of in lieu units required under the OMC. 
5 This reflects recommendations that Staff received from East Bay Housing Organizations (EBHO) from 
its October 24, 2019 Memorandum of Affordable Housing Position Statement for developments at 
Howard Terminal and Coliseum City that “35% of all residential units in each project area to be restricted 
to 60% AMI or below”, as well recommendations from the Oakland United Coalition dated June 22, 2021 
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• Twenty (20) percent of the total affordable units onsite should be reserved for 
households earning no more than 30 percent of AMI, and the remainder reserved for 
households earning up to 60 percent of AMI. 

• Investment fund for purchase of non-regulated housing to stabilize these properties as 
permanently affordable. 

• A minimum $50 million fund to provide homeownership opportunities that prioritize 
displaced and qualified long-time West Oakland residents. 

• Onsite affordable homeownership programs targeting 60-100 percent of AMI. 
 

To understand the rough order of magnitude cost of the Topic Cohort recommendations, Table 
5 below shows the estimated gap funding required to build each affordable unit onsite6: 

 
 

 
Thus, the projected cost to provide 1,000 units of affordable housing onsite at 60 percent AMI 
(slightly higher than the topic cohort’s recommendation of 50 percent AMI) is $220.8 million. 
Taking into account the recommended $50 million fund for homeownership opportunities, the 
cost of the Housing Topic Cohort’s recommended onsite program is estimated at $270.8 million, 
which is $196.1 million (or 263 percent) more than the fees otherwise due pursuant to the OMC. 
Implementation of affordable homeownership opportunities onsite and preservation strategies 
offsite would further increase the program’s cost, and would not result in an economically 
feasible project. 

 
Affordable Housing – Staff Recommendation 

 
With these considerations in mind, Staff recommends that the Project target 30 percent 
affordability using onsite and offsite strategies as follows: 

 
 
 

that “The Project shall provide housing for a range of income levels, including not less than 35% of the 
number of housing units associated with the Project affordable to extremely low, very low, low, and 
moderate income households, providing a range of affordability options.” 
6 Century Urban, June 2021. 
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Onsite, in lieu of payment of impact fees pursuant to the OMC, the developer provide affordable 
housing units onsite equal to at least 15 percent of all new onsite units, or 17.5 percent of 
market rate housing units, constructed within the Project, (in either case, equivalent to 
approximately 450 new affordable units assuming full buildout of the Project). Affordable 
housing production should generally proceed on pace with market rate housing production, 
should be affordable to households with a maximum AMI of 120 percent and a weighted 
average AMI not to exceed 60 percent and should be deed-restricted for a period of 55 years. 
To support the production of affordable housing in excess of OMC requirements, Staff 
recommends that the expenses incurred for construction of onsite affordable housing in excess 
of the Affordable Housing and Jobs/Housing Impact requirements otherwise due under current 
code (estimated at $74.7 million assuming full buildout) be eligible for reimbursement from the 
proceeds of an IFD over the project site, as and when such proceeds become available. 

 
Offsite, consistent with the top housing priority identified in the Draft Community Benefits 
Recommendations Summary Report, Staff recommends establishment of a fund to implement 
displacement prevention strategies, including but not limited to new construction, preservation, 
renovation, downpayment assistance, legal and rental assistance in the four impacted 
neighborhoods (West Oakland, Chinatown, Old Oakland, and the Jack London District). 
Financed primarily by the City and County’s IFD, the fund is expected to reach $50 million over 
the first half of the 45-year span of the IFD. For more information, see “Community Fund”, 
below. 

 
Jobs – Staff Recommendation 

 
Because the proposed Project is located primarily on property jurisdictionally controlled by the 
Port, it is anticipated that the Port’s policies with regard to construction and operations jobs will 
apply to the Project. 

 
All project-related construction on Port owned property or funded, in whole or in part, by or 
through the Port, will be subject to the Port’s Maritime Aviation Project Labor Agreement 
(MAPLA). General and subcontracts subject to the MAPLA are required to provide for monthly 
contributions of $0.30 cents per craft hour worked to the Port’s Social Justice Trust Fund, 
currently estimated at $9.96 million in total over the approximately 15-year projected buildout of 
the Project. Consistent with the MAPLA and the equity-centered recommendations of the 
Howard Terminal Community Benefits Steering Committee, this money will be used to assist 
local residents in eliminating employment barriers and gaining entry into and remaining in the 
building trades (see “Community Fund” below). 

 
In addition, it is anticipated that the Port’s tenets related to operations jobs, generally as set 
forth in the Port’s 2017 Operations Jobs Policy for the Centerpoint Oakland Global Logistics 
project (available at https://cao-94612.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/CenterPoint-Operations- 
Jobs-Policy_Final.pdf), will form the basis for an operations jobs policy for the proposed Project. 
These include living wages and benefits for workers; priority consideration for unemployed 
individuals, armed forces veterans, single parents, ex-offenders and foster care adults; and a 
ban on asking applicants about prior criminal offenses. 

 
Community Fund – Staff Recommendation 
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Throughout the community benefits process, the community consistently advocated that 
community benefits should extend for the entire duration of the 66-year lease and that there 
should be a long-term source of funding to implement those benefits. Over the course of the 
approximately 18-month community benefits process, it became clear that the typical approach 
of providing community benefits primarily through and during the Project’s construction phase is 
misaligned with the community’s sentiments. 

 
Several recommendations from the Topic Cohorts included establishment of a community fund, 
which is also the approach Staff is recommending, subject to further analysis of the specific 
legal framework. This fund could be used to implement both IFD-eligible and non-IFD-eligible 
benefits, and long-term funding can originate from multiple sources, including the A’s. The 
community fund structure, including governance, implementation, and oversight, may be 
developed with a Community Advisory Committee and use the Community Benefits 
Recommendations Summary Report (Attachment 5) to guide the development of an initial, five 
year strategic plan (and periodic updates) and define funding criteria and priorities. 

 
Staff recommends establishment of such a Community Fund, to be administered over the 
course of the 66-year Port lease, comprised, at a minimum, of funding from the following 
sources: 

 
• Port’s Social Justice Trust Fund - $10 million over 10 – 15 years for workforce 

development. 
• City and County set-aside from IFD - $50 million over 15 – 20 years for affordable 

housing. 
• 0.75 percent condominium transfer fee - $340 million over 66 years. 
• Payments in lieu of Transportation Impact Fees - $11 million over 10 years. 

 
Anticipated deposits to the Community Fund over 66 years would total $411 million, generally 
as illustrated in Table 67 below: 

 
 

 
Finally, Staff recommends further engagement with the Steering Committee and other 
interested stakeholders to arrive at consensus on a legally permissible fund design and 

 

7 Year 1 is assumed to be 2026. All deposits are expressed in nominal dollars as of the year of the deposit. 
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governance, to be set forth in greater detail in the Development Agreement, and generally 
anticipated to be as shown in Figure 2: 

 

Figure 2: Community Fund 
 

2. ADDITIONAL ISSUES 
 

(a) PORT OF OAKLAND’S AND CITY’S PROJECT DECISION RESPONSIBILITIES, 
INCLUDING THE CITY-PORT REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

 
The Project site includes parcels which are, in accordance with the Oakland City Charter, 
jurisdictionally controlled, in separate parts, by the Port and the City. Pursuant to the Charter, 
the Port is a department of the City, but vested with the exclusive authority to control and 
manage certain lands of the City, referred to as the Port Area. Approximately 50 acres of the 55- 
acre project site lie within the Port Area and are controlled by the Port. The remaining 5 acres 
are privately owned. The Port’s land use regulations and the City’s General Plan both apply to 
the 50 acres of Project site located within the Port Area. As noted above, the Port and City, 
without waiving any of their respective authorities and jurisdiction over lands within the Port 
Area and consistent with Article VII of the Charter, have entered into a nonbinding MOU which 
describes a contemplated shared regulatory framework that, if ultimately approved, would apply 
to the Project. 

 
As part of the MOU, the City is processing all development permits for the proposed Project as 
applied under the Oakland Municipal Code. The development permits for the Project reviewed 
by the City include a Planned Unit Development, Tentative Tract Map, and the Development 
Agreement that is the subject of this Informational Report. The City is also processing the 
request for a General Plan Amendment and Rezoning. 

 
The Port has been engaged in negotiations with the A’s regarding various real estate 
agreements, including the Option Agreement. It is anticipated that the Port will also continue to 
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process Port Building Permits (sometimes referred to as a Port Development Permit) for the 
project in addition to the entitlements processed by the City. 

 
(b) PROJECT APPROVALS AND TIMELINES 

 
As noted in Staff’s February 11, 2021 Information Memorandum available at https://cao- 
94612.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/Howard-Terminal-info-report-w-attachments.pdf, the A’s 
selected Howard Terminal as the preferred site for their new ballpark in 2018, and in November 
2018, the City issued a Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for 
the proposed Project. Public scoping meetings on the EIR were conducted by the City of 
Oakland Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board on December 17, 2018, and by the City of 
Oakland Planning Commission on December 19, 2018. An extended, 45-day public comment 
period for the EIR scoping concluded in mid-January 2019. Thereafter, City staff and 
consultants, working collaboratively with Port staff and consultants, prepared a Draft EIR 
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), State CEQA Guidelines, and 
California Assembly Bill 734 (AB 734; California Environmental Quality Act: Oakland Sports and 
Mixed-Use Project) to analyze the potential physical environmental impacts of the proposed 
Project. 

 
AB 734, enacted in 2018, requires that any challenges, including appeals, be resolved within 
270 days following Project approvals, so long as the Project meets the following conditions: 

 
1. The Project will create high-wage, highly skilled jobs that pay prevailing and living wages; 
2. The ballpark and ancillary residential and commercial development will receive Leadership 

in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Gold certification or equivalent; 
3. The Project will not result in any net additional emissions of greenhouse gases; 
4. The Project achieves a 20-percent reduction in the number of vehicle trips collectively by 

attendees, employees, visitors, and customers, as compared to operations absent 
transportation demand management; 

5. The Project is located within a priority development area identified in the sustainable 
communities strategy Plan Bay Area 2040; 

6. The Project will be subject to a comprehensive package of community benefits; and 
7. The Project will comply with the City of Oakland’s Bird Safety Measures. 

 
The Draft EIR was ready for publication in February 2020; however, at the Oakland A’s request, 
publication of the Draft EIR was delayed in order to allow additional time for review and 
certification of the Project by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and the Governor 
pursuant to AB 734. CARB subsequently issued its determination for the Project on August 25, 
2020, and in September 2020, work to update the Draft EIR in anticipation of an early 2021 
publication commenced. The Governor’s certification was received on February 11, 2021, and 
the City published the Draft EIR for public review and comment 15 days thereafter, on February 
26, 2021, beginning a 45-day public comment period. On March 19, 2021, in response to 
requests from the public, the City’s Environmental Review Officer extended the comment period 
from 45 days to 60 days, which extended the end of the comment period to April 27, 2021. 

 
The Draft EIR and all other documents submitted to or relied upon by the lead agency in the 
preparation of the Draft EIR can be accessed and downloaded from the following website: 
http://www.waterfrontballparkdistrict.com. Consistent with the procedural requirements of AB 
734, the City conducted an informational workshop on March 6, 2021 to inform the public of 
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the key analyses and conclusions of the Draft EIR. That workshop can be viewed on the City’s 
website at: https://www.oaklandca.gov/events/march-6-2021-oakland-waterfront-ballpark- 
district-project-deir-information-workshop. 

 
The City received in excess of 400 comments on the Draft EIR, and is currently working with the 
City’s environmental consultant to prepare the Final EIR/Response to Comments document. 
Staff anticipates that the Final EIR will be ready to be published in the Fall of 2021 and will 
proceed to the City Council for consideration of certification after receiving a recommendation 
from the City Planning Commission. Staff estimates that the item will be before the City Council 
for consideration in late 2021 or early 2022. This estimated schedule is also dependent upon 
the applicant, the A’s, submitting all materials related to the development applications cited 
above, which are to be reviewed and considered concurrently with the certification of the EIR. 

 
Finally, it is anticipated that subsequent Project approvals by the various agencies discussed in 
Item 5, below, will rely in whole or in part on the City’s EIR. As such, the Port, SLC, DTSC and 
the BCDC, among others, are acting as Responsible Agencies under CEQA, and their 
discretionary approvals, including but not limited to those described below, may only be 
undertaken following the City’s certification of a Final EIR for the Project. 

 

(c) ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL TOXIC CONTAMINANTS AT PROJECT SITE AND 
ANTICIPATED REMEDIATION PROCESS 

 
The California DTSC is the regulatory agency overseeing investigation and cleanup of the 
Project site and will continue in this regulatory role for the foreseeable future. There are three 
principal parts of the Project site (Howard Terminal, Gas Load Center, and Peaker Power 
Plant), which are regulated by the DTSC under separate existing governing documents and 
separate Land Use Covenants (LUCs), which currently prohibit the residential uses proposed by 
the Project. 

 
In 2019, the Oakland A’s entered into a Voluntary Cleanup Agreement (VCA) with DTSC, and 
continue to be engaged in a process with DTSC to consolidate the existing cleanup decision 
documents for the different portions of the Project site into a single set for the entire site. The 
new, consolidated decision documents are proposed to address all three current DTSC sites 
within the Project site, as well as the Embarcadero/Clay parking lot (BevMo parking lot) and the 
public rights of way. DTSC would then approve a new consolidated remedial action workplan 
(RAW) for the entire Project area, requiring the preparation of a site management plan or 
equivalent document and an operations and maintenance (O&M) plan and agreement, as well 
as recordation of two LUCs, one for all the Port-owned portions of the Project area, and one for 
the portions to be owned by the Oakland A’s, that would allow activities and uses (such as 
residential) which are proposed in the Project but currently prohibited on the site under existing 
LUCs. 

 
In October 2020, DTSC approved the Human Health and Ecological Risk Assessment prepared 
on behalf of the Oakland A’s for the Project site8, which will guide the target clean up levels of 

 
8https://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/deliverable_documents/3917614161/Howard%20Terminal_Hu 
man%20Health%20and%20Ecological%20Risk%20Assessment%20Approval%20Letter_10.22.20.pdf 
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the site to be established in the required RAW. Consistent with typical practice, the DTSC will 
rely on the Project EIR for CEQA compliance when undertaking consideration of the RAW. 
Therefore, the RAW cannot be approved until the EIR is first certified by the City. DTSC 
approval will be required before any grading or construction commences on the Project site, 
consistent with mitigations established in the Draft EIR for the Project. 

 
(d) COMMUNITY BENEFITS 

 
See Discussion in Part 1, above. 

 
(e) POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO NEARBY MARITIME INDUSTRY AND PORT-RELATED AND 
NON-PORT RELATED JOBS 

 
A number of individuals and organizations representing interests in the maritime industry at the 
Port have raised concerns regarding the proposed Waterfront Ballpark District and its potential 
impacts on Port operations. To ensure that these concerns are adequately considered and 
addressed, Port staff has been regularly consulted throughout the process of environmental 
review. 

 
Howard Terminal hasn’t been leased for container cargo operations since 2013 and cannot 
accommodate the modern ultra-large ships that currently call the Port. The 50-acre site is 
separated from any adjacent Port-owned maritime terminal acreage by Schnitzer Steel, a 
privately-owned metal recycling operation. There remains under-utilized capacity for cargo and 
freight operations to expand along the Port’s deeper water outer harbor, as well as in the more 
than 160 acres of converted Army Base land conveyed to the Port in 2003 and 2006. 

 
Some of the primary issues that have been raised include: 

• Project construction and operational traffic conflicts with Port traffic could cause delays 
to trucks servicing the seaport; 

• Safety conflicts of game day attendees (auto, pedestrian, and bike) with seaport truck 
traffic; 

• Increased recreational watercraft in the shipping lanes and turning basin could cause 
conflicts with commercial shipping vessels; 

• Impacts from ballpark lighting and fireworks on ships maneuvering in the turning basin; 
• Increased noise complaints from new residents in closer proximity to the seaport and 

other nearby industrial operations; 
• Potential domino effect of converting Port and other industrial waterfront property to 

mixed use and/or conversion of other adjacent industrial land in close proximity to the 
seaport; 

• Conflicts with railroad crossings, concerns with safety and delays to rail service; and 
• Loss of truck parking and container storage and staging at Howard Terminal. 

Those industry concerns that are relevant for CEQA purposes were analyzed in the Draft EIR 
for the Project in Chapter 4.10 (Land Use). To minimize the potential for conflicts between 
residential and industrial uses, both the Draft EIR and the Port’s May 2019 Exclusive 
Negotiation Term Sheet with the Oakland A’s restrict residential development to the easterly 
portion of the project site, nearest Jack London Square and away from the seaport and other 
industrial users. Traffic analyses have also been prepared that include recommendations to 
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reduce potential conflicts with and delays to Port operations, which are summarized in Section 
4.15.5 of the Transportation Chapter in the Draft EIR (beginning on page 4.15-192). 

 
Independent of the City’s CEQA analysis, the Port of Oakland Board of Port Commissioners has 
been working with maritime interests to develop a set of Seaport Compatibility Measures, as 
documented in the Exclusive Negotiation Term Sheet with the Oakland A’s, which was 
unanimously approved by the Board of Port Commissioners in May 2019, to further reduce any 
potential conflicts between the Project and ongoing seaport operations. These Seaport 
Compatibility Measures would be part of any future real estate agreement between the Port and 
the Oakland A’s. 

 
The Port has stated that it anticipates potential benefits of the project, including diversification of 
its business, greater nationwide visibility, more visitor traffic at Jack London Square, and a boost 
for neighboring businesses. 

 
Century Urban estimates that the Project will generate over 7,100 full-time equivalent non-Port 
jobs after full buildout and nearly 25,000 full-time equivalent jobs during construction. 

 
 

FISCAL IMPACT 
 

There is no fiscal impact from this agenda item, as it is informational only. However, as stated 
above, the City’s goal in any future Development Agreement that may be approved for the 
Waterfront Ballpark District at Howard Terminal is to create a net ongoing fiscal benefit to the 
City and its taxpayers, even after accounting for the increased costs that the City will incur to 
provide City services to new residents and workers. The Informational Report and Study 
Session are intended to inform the creation of such a non-binding term sheet, including a 
Financial Plan. 

 
 

PUBLIC OUTREACH / INTEREST 
 

The Waterfront Ballpark District at Howard Terminal has been the subject of multiple public 
processes, including public processes related to the various state legislation, including AB 734, 
AB 1191 and Senate Bill 293, and the California Environmental Quality Act. In addition, the City, 
Port and A’s have conducted extensive outreach surrounding the community benefits process 
as discussed above. The upcoming study session is another opportunity for public outreach. 

 
 

COORDINATION 
 

This report was created in coordination with the Planning and Building Bureau and has been 
reviewed by the Office of the City Attorney and the Finance Department. 
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SUSTAINABLE OPPORTUNITIES 
 

Economic: The Waterfront Ballpark District at Howard Terminal provides an economic 
redevelopment opportunity; the ultimate economic impact will depend on the final terms of the 
Development Agreement. 

 
Environmental: The environmental impacts of the Waterfront Ballpark District at Howard 
Terminal are being analyzed in the CEQA document for the project, as described above. 

 
Race & Equity: The project has convened a community benefits process that is equity 
centered; the ultimate impact will depend on the final community benefits package. 

 
 

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA) 
 

This Informational Report and Study Session are informational only, would not result in any 
discretionary approval, and are not a “project” subject to CEQA. 

 
 

ACTION REQUESTED OF THE CITY COUNCIL 
 

Staff Recommends That The City Council Conduct A Study Session And Receive An 
Informational Report As Follows: (A) Conduct A Study Session On The Proposed Non-Binding 
Terms Of A Development Agreement With The Athletics Investment Group LLC D/B/A The 
Oakland Athletics, A California Limited Liability Company, Including Terms For, But Not Limited 
To, A Potential Infrastructure Financing District, Affordable Housing, And Non-Relocation, 
Relating To The Proposed Project; And (B) Receive An Informational Report On The Proposed 
Oakland Waterfront Ballpark District Project To Be Developed On The Property Known As The 
Howard Terminal At The Port Of Oakland (Project), Including But Not Limited To The Following: 
(1) Port Of Oakland’s And City’s Project Decision Responsibilities, Including The City-Port 
Regulatory Framework; (2) Project Approvals And Timelines; (3) Community Benefits; (4) 
Analysis Of Environmental Toxic Contaminants At Project Site And Anticipated Remediation 
Process; And (5) Potential Impacts To Nearby Maritime Industry And Port-Related And Non- 
Port Related Jobs. 

 
For questions regarding this report, please contact Molly Maybrun, Project Manager III, at (510) 
238-4941. 

 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 

BETSY LAKE 
Interim Assistant City Administrator 
City Administrator’s Office 
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Prepared by: 
Molly Maybrun 
Project Manager III 
City Administrator’s Office 

 
 

Attachments (6): 
Attachment 1: FAQs about the Waterfront Ballpark District at Howard Terminal 
Attachment 2: April 23, 2021 Oakland A’s Proposed Term Sheet 
Attachment 3: Proposed EIFD Boundary Figure 
Attachment 4: Fiscal Impact Report 
Attachment 5: Howard Terminal Community Benefits Recommendations Summary Report 
Attachment 6: June 15, 2021 Oakland Waterfront Ballpark District Presentation to the Alameda 
County Board of Supervisors 
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530 Water Street | Oakland, CA 94607-3798 
Phone: (510) 627-1100 
www.portofoakland.com 

SENT VIA E-MAIL 

July 15, 2021 

City of Oakland City Council 
Council President & District 2 Councilmember Nikki Fortunato Bas 
At Large Member & Vice Mayor Rebecca Kaplan 
District 1 Councilmember Dan Kalb 
District 3 Councilmember Carroll Fife 
District 4 Councilmember & Oakland City Council President Pro Tempore Sheng Thao 
District 5 Councimember Noel Gallo 
District 6 Councilmember Loren Taylor 
District 7 Councilmember Treva Reid 
1 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza, 2nd Floor 
Oakland, CA 94612 

RE: Port Considerations of the Oakland A’s Howard Terminal Proposed Project 

Dear Honorable Members of the Oakland City Council, 

In 2019, the Port of Oakland (“Port”) and the Athletics Investment Group LLC dba The Oakland Athletics 
(“Oakland A’s”) entered into an EXCLUSIVE NEGOTIATION TERM SHEET FOR HOWARD 
TERMINAL (“Port Term Sheet”) dated May 13, 2019.  The Port Term Sheet sets forth the terms for 
negotiating the potential lease of certain parcels and sale of other parcels of Port property commonly known 
as the “Howard Terminal”.  The Port Term Sheet also enabled the Oakland A’s to submit its application to 
the City for the necessary approvals from the City Council for the development of a proposed new baseball 
stadium and a residential and commercial mixed-use development on Howard Terminal and adjacent 
privately-owned parcels (“Project”). 

Since the Oakland A’s application to the City, City and Port staff have collaborated to outreach to 
community and seaport industry stakeholders, study the environmental impacts, examine land use and 
transportation compatibility and facilitate community benefits discussions.  These efforts, led by City Staff, 
have produced a framework for City Council’s consideration of the City’s negotiating term sheet on 
financing of infrastructure, the community benefits and seaport compatibility, among other topics, as 
described in the City Staff Report for the City Council’s July 20, 2021 Special Meeting. 

This letter outlines the Port’s role in that framework.  The Board of Port Commissioners (“Port Board”) 
adopted the Port Term Sheet on the premise that the proposed Project can be an asset to the Port, the City, 
the communities and businesses that thrive at the Port.  The Port Board continues to believe that the Howard 
Terminal Project, if conditioned on appropriate infrastructure investments, and operations planning and 
implementation, will be compatible with the Port’s commitment to grow and modernize the seaport’s cargo 
and freight activities and, at the same time, create transformational value to the Port’s and the City’s 
waterfront to serve both commerce and people in Oakland and the region. 

Attachment 3
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City Council 
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This letter and attachments supplement the comprehensive information provided in the published City Staff 
Agenda Report for the Community and Economic Development Committee Study Session held on July 7, 
2021 (“CED Staff Report”).  In response to questions raised at the study session regarding the role and 
jurisdiction of the Port in considering the Project, this letter provides more detailed descriptions relating to: 
 
1. The Port’s jurisdiction in the context of the City Council authority to amend the General Plan, and 

approve housing developments in the Port Area;  
2. The inclusion in the Project of measures, designs, and operational standards to ensure that the Project 

does not impact or interfere with the Port's use or operations outside of the Project (“Seaport 
Compatibility Measures” or “SCMs”); and  

3. The Port’s policy framework and role in providing community benefits.  
 

Port Approvals in Relation to City Council Authority  
 
The Port of Oakland is a department of the City that is governed and managed by the Board of Port 
Commissioners (“Port Board”) and its appointed staff.  Under the Charter of the City of Oakland (“City 
Charter”), the Port Board has the “complete and exclusive power” to control and manage Port Areas.  The 
Port Areas consist of State Tidelands that are granted to the City.  (For a discussion of the Port’s authorities 
under the City Charter and restrictions on use of State Tidelands and trust funds, see Attachment 1 to this 
letter.)   
 
The Howard Terminal is a State Tidelands in the Port Area under the control and management of the Port 
Board.  However, the Port Board’s Authority to approve the Project is subject to certain City Council 
powers under the Charter.  Currently, the City’s General Plan does not permit the uses the Oakland A’s are 
proposing at Howard Terminal.  The City Council must first amend the General Plan to allow these 
proposed uses.  In addition, the Port Board cannot consider the approval of the proposed residential use in 
the Project until and unless the City Council consents to such use. 
 
Therefore, as part of the Port Board’s consideration of the Project, the Port will review the Project for 
compliance with the findings and mitigations and conditions in a Final Environmental Impact Report 
(“FEIR”) as may be approved and certified by the City Council.  As well, the Port Board must consider 
whether the Project conforms to the land use designation and conditions as may be adopted by the City 
Council’s general plan amendment and zoning actions.  As noted in the CED Staff Report, there are 
approximately 5 acres of the proposed Project that are privately owned that are not under the Port Board’s 
jurisdiction.  
 
Seaport Compatibility Measures 
 
An important consideration for the City Council and the Port Board is the Project’s compatibility with Port 
operations.  The Port Term Sheet agreement provides that the Port and the Oakland A’s must negotiate for 
inclusion in the Project a set of measures, designs, and operational standards to ensure that the Project does 
not impact or interfere with the Port's use or operations outside of the Project, or “Seaport Compatibility 
Measures” or “SCM’s”1.   

 
1 Attachment D of the Port Term Sheet provides that the Port will consult seaport and maritime stakeholders regarding SCMs to be 
ultimately negotiated with the Oakland A’s.  Attachment D also outlines considerations to guide these negotiations, including:  

(i) “the Port's current or reasonably anticipated future use, operation, and development of Port facilities, properties, and 
utilities of Port tenants, Port contractors, or operators engaged in the maritime use of the Port Area;  
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The policy considerations underlying Seaport Compatibility Measures overlap and intersect with the City’s 
considerations underlying its environmental review and land use regulations.  At their essence, the SCMs 
are meant to address land use compatibility, health and safety, transportation safety, and congestion 
considerations.  These same considerations also are important in the City’s review of the EIR, consideration 
of amendments to the General Plan, and adoption of land use regulations.   
 
Recognizing the City’s and the Port’s overlapping policy interests in the Project’s compatibility with the 
seaport operations at the Port, City staff has assisted and participated in the Port’s meetings with over 100 
members of the seaport and maritime operations community.  These have included representatives of 
truckers, terminal operators, logistics and warehouse operators, agricultural exporters, labor, railroad, 
shippers, and import/export facilitators.  Port staff collated and distilled stakeholder feedback to identify 
compatibility issues and potential measures.  Many of the potential SCMs were analyzed and addressed in 
some form or degree in the Draft EIR (“DEIR”).  Public commenters to the DEIR have suggested additional 
SCMs or refinements to SCMs for analysis.  For illustration purposes, a partial list of these SCM categories 
already included in the DEIR is attached to this letter as Attachment 2.   
 
The SCMs may be implemented through infrastructure improvements, such as a vehicular and 
pedestrian/rail grade separation.  Others SCMs are operational in nature, such as event-day traffic control 
or waterside safety measures.  It is anticipated that a significant portion of the needed infrastructure to 
enhance vehicular and pedestrian safety at rail crossings may be eligible for state or federal transportation 
or infrastructure funding.  Designs and measures to segregate Project traffic from streets and roads used 
heavily by Port operations are anticipated to be built into the Project.   
 
Through the process described above of stakeholder consultations, technical analysis, EIR study and 
financial planning, the following categories of SCMs have emerged as broadly supported by stakeholders 
and as feasible: 
 
Categories of Requested and Analyzed Seaport Compatibility Measures include:  
 
1. Physical grade separation of vehicle, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic from train operations:  

a. a new vehicular grade above and across Embarcadero to minimize interference of Project traffic 
with train operations, and to minimize physical conflict between trains, seaport-related traffic (such 
as trucks), and Project vehicular traffic; and 

b. one or more new or enhanced pedestrian bridges to reduce pedestrian crossing of train tracks at 
grade. 

2. Increased at-grade rail safety measures to assure safe pedestrian at grade crossings of train tracks at 
controlled intersections and to deter pedestrian and bicycle mid-street crossings: 
a. physical barriers to prohibit mid-street pedestrian crossings; 
b. enhanced intersection controls; 
c. signalization; 
d. bicycle lanes and buffering; and 

 
(ii) the health and safety of the Port's employees, tenants, contractors, or operators engaged in Port operations in the Port 

Area (and their respective employees) as well as of the future occupants of the Premises;  
(iii) measures to ensure that the future users, owners, lessees, and residents of and in the Project shall be notified of potential 

impacts of Port maritime and marine operations on their use and waive rights to claims arising therefrom; and 
(iv) measures to ensure that the Project minimizes vehicular congestion from the Project and avoids conflict between 

vehicular and pedestrian traffic generated by the Project with Port seaport operations, including cargo truck routes and 
traffic.” 
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e. other potential design measures. 
3. Estuary/waterside safety measures to prevent Project-related watercraft or activities from interfering 

with maritime related ship and boat operations and to ensure safe navigation of the Estuary and turning 
basin: 
a. operational controls, enforcement, and public information (such as signage) measures to prohibit 

recreational watercrafts from idling or congregating in navigation waters; 
b. special event day enforcement; 
c. lighting mitigation or design standards to prevent Project-generated lights from interfering with 

navigation; 
d. reflective surface minimization measures to reduce lighting and glare from interfering with 

navigation; and 
e. ongoing process for the Port, the City, the Oakland A’s, and stakeholder collaboration to address 

any needed changes to operating plan as issues arise.  
4. Transportation improvements and management plan to prevent Project-related traffic and congestion 

from interfering with safe and efficient movement of seaport freight and trucks to and from the seaport: 
a. street and intersectional improvements; 
b. signage; 
c. operational controls and regulations; 
d. enhanced event-day traffic control and enforcement; 
e. separation of Project-related traffic from seaport truck routes and maritime traffic by restricted 

routing, physical improvements, and enforcement; 
f. street parking restrictions (off project site) and additional intersection management during events; 
g. timely completion of local street improvements to ensure traffic compatibility; and 
h. ongoing process for the Port, the City, the Oakland A’s, and stakeholder collaboration to address 

any needed changes to the operating plan as issues arise due to unforeseen impacts. 
5. Land use compatibility measures to enhance compatibility between industrial operations at Seaport and 

Project residential and commercial developments: 
a. requirements already in the Port Term Sheet that require the future users, owners, lessees, and 

residents  of the Project to be notified of potential impacts of Port maritime and marine operations 
on their use, and to waive rights to claims arising therefrom, such as through disclosures and 
releases recorded against the land; 

b. requirement already in the Port Term Sheet that provides land parcel “buffer” between industrial 
use and residential use; and 

c. zoning and land use designations or regulations to assure appropriate and consistent buffer 
distancing between residential and industrial uses. 

6. Retain turning basin expansion provisions to ensure sufficient area for the expansion of the Inner 
Harbor Turning Basin to accommodate large ships calling on the Port: 
a. provisions already in the Port Term Sheet reserving Port’s options to use portions of Howard 

Terminal to construct turning basin expansion. 
It should be noted that, as further stakeholder consultations take place and as further research and analysis 
is completed, further SCMs and refinements of them may be requested and considered.   
 
In the stakeholder consultations, many Maritime and community stakeholders frequently urge the City and 
the Port to better collaborate in land use and transportation planning beyond those for the Howard Terminal 
or the Project.  Indeed, the years of planning and analysis for Howard Terminal have led to closer City/Port 
collaboration on other efforts, such as the City’s General Plan Process, the Port’s seaport land use and 
infrastructure investment plan, truck parking study and management, truck and heavy weight route 
designations, industrial use preservation and coordination to secure federal, state, and regional 
transportation funding. 
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Port’s Dedication to Delivering Project-Derived Community Benefits  
 
Just as the Port is dedicated to negotiating Seaport Compatibility Measures into the Project, the Port is 
equally dedicated to including benefits derived from the Project that would accrue to the community 
(“Community Benefits”).  The Port’s pioneering Maritime and Aviation Project Labor Agreement 
(“MAPLA”) and its innovative Operations Jobs Policy would provide the policy framework for negotiations 
with the Project applicant and for delivering Project-generated workforce development, local jobs, and 
equity funds benefits to the community. 
 
As is the case with developing SCMs, the policy interests of the City and the Port align in developing 
Community Benefits based on input by community stakeholders.  To this end, the Port has participated and 
supported the City staff in facilitating a multi-stakeholder community- and equity-centered process to help 
shape a Community Benefits Agreement (“CBA”) to be adopted as part of any approval of the Project. The 
Port is a member of the CBA Steering Committee. 
 
Dating back to the late 1990s, the Port has implemented Community Benefit policies that promote local 
hiring on its projects, support organizations that prepare disadvantaged workers to enter Port-related 
careers, and ensure that local, small, and very small businesses are utilized on Port projects.  In 2000, after 
extensive public input and negotiations with Alameda County Building and Construction Trades Council, 
the Port adopted its MAPLA.  MAPLA policies apply to capital projects contracted by the Port and to 
certain Port tenant projects in its seaport and airport areas.  Since its inception, MAPLA projects have 
resulted in over 58% of total construction trades hours being performed by a local workforce2. It has also 
generated over $590,000 in contributions to the MAPLA Social Justice Trust Fund that has been donated 
to local workforce development agencies to train local workers. 
 
In 2017, the Port expanded its local hire goals to operations jobs in addition to construction work, with an 
emphasis on disadvantaged workers, by adopting the Seaport Logistics Complex Operations Jobs Policy 
(“Operation Jobs Policy”).  The Operations Jobs Policy was the product of vigorous public input and 
negotiations with labor, community and social justice representatives related to the development of the 
CenterPoint warehouse at the Seaport Logistics Complex.  The policy required local and disadvantaged 
worker hiring goals, a fair chance hiring policy, strong worker protections and funds for local workforce 
development support.  
 
• MAPLA:  MAPLA applies to Port projects over $150K that are a part of the Port’s Capital Improvement 

Program (“CIP”) or performed by a Port tenant pursuant to a Port Building Permit. Contractors are 
required to pay $0.30 per work hour into a Social Justice Trust Fund that is used to support local 
workforce training and jobs placement.  The CED Staff Report anticipated that work hours to build the 
Project would generate significant funds to the Social Justice Trust Fund for contribution to Community 
Benefits equity funds during construction.   

• Port’s Operations Jobs Policy tenets: Key aspects of this landmark jobs agreement with CenterPoint 
development include living wages and benefits for workers, priority consideration for unemployed 

 

2 The Port of Oakland operations have environmental, jobs and economic impacts on its geographic vicinity area that is larger than the 
City of Oakland (e.g., Port-bordering areas of Alameda, San Leandro, and Emeryville).  Therefore, the Port definition of “local” varies 
from the City’s definition for certain policies. Under MAPLA, a “local hire” worker is defined as an individual residing in the Port’s 
Local Impact Area (“LIA”) [Oakland, Alameda, San Leandro and Emeryville] and Local Business Area [Alameda and Contra Costa 
Counties]. While Oakland residents do receive preference for MAPLA construction jobs along with residents in the surrounding areas, 
the MAPLA does not contain an Oakland-specific hiring requirement.  
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individuals, armed forces veterans, single parents, ex-offenders, and foster care adults; and a ban on 
asking applicants about prior criminal offenses. The specific Operations Jobs Policy requirements do 
not currently apply to the proposed Howard Terminal Project. However, the Port anticipates that 
policies underlying the Operations Jobs Policy would serve as the basis for analysis, negotiations and 
consideration as part of the Project requirements. 

• Local, small, and disadvantaged business utilization policies:  The Port has bid preferences and goals 
for including local, small, and disadvantaged businesses on Port projects.  Therefore, contracts let by 
the Port related to the Project, if any, will be subject to bid preferences for local small or disadvantaged 
businesses. 

 
Contractor contributions to the Social Justice Fund derived from any construction of the Project would 
provide needed funds during the construction phases of the Project, in the early period of the 66-year term 
of the CBA. Consistent with the equity-centered recommendations in the Community Benefits Summary 
Report, this early contribution may be used to assist local residents in eliminating employment barriers and 
entering and remaining in the building trades.  
 
The Port is also considering a source of project-generated funding for the later years of the CBA term.  As 
described in the CED Staff Report, sales of the Project condominiums are expected to generate 
condominium transfer fees both under the terms of the Port Term Sheet and pursuant to the City’s 
negotiation with the Oakland A’s. (For a discussion of the financial terms provided for under the Port Term 
Sheet, see Attachment 3 to this letter).  As the CED Staff Report indicated, contribution of this 
condominium transfer fee revenue could generate significant funds for Community Benefits in the later 
period of the CBA term as transfer fees are not expected until the condominium units are built, sold, and 
resold over time.   
 
Conclusion 
 
The City and the Port have collaborated on outreach to stakeholders and the community and conducting 
analysis to identify and refine Seaport Compatibility Measures and Community Benefits.  This letter 
identifies the SCMs that, through stakeholder consultations and technical analysis, have emerged as been 
broadly supported by stakeholders and feasible.  The Port’s PLA and community benefits policies, as well 
the condominium transfer fees, offer both the framework and resources for the Port’s commitments to 
Community Benefits from resources generated by the proposed Project if it is approved.  The Port Board 
continues to believe that the Howard Terminal Project, if conditioned on appropriate infrastructure 
investments and operational planning and implementation, will be compatible with the Port’s commitment 
to grow and modernize the seaport’s cargo and freight activities and, at the same time, create 
transformational value to the Port’s and the City’s waterfront to serve both commerce and people in Oakland 
and the region.  The Port Board looks forward to the continued analysis and evaluation of the proposed 
Project prior to considering any potential approval actions. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Danny Wan 
Executive Director 
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Attachment 1 
 
Port Authorities Under City Charter and State Tideland Trust Relating to Howard Terminal 
 
The City of Oakland City Charter assigns to the Board of Port Commissioners the power to: 
 
“To take charge of, control, and supervise the Port of Oakland, including all the water front properties, and 
lands adjacent thereto, or under water, structures thereon, and approaches thereto, storage facilities, and other 
utilities, and all rights and interests belonging thereto, which are now or may hereafter be owned or possessed 
by the City, including all salt or marsh or tidelands and structures thereon granted to the City in trust by the 
State of California for the promotion and accommodation of commerce and navigation.”3 
 
As the above dictates, the Port Board has control over tidelands that were granted to the City by the State in 
trust and/or acquired with trust proceeds (“State Tidelands”)4.  All such State Tidelands and other properties 
over which the Port Board has control and jurisdiction are referred to as the “Port Area” in the Charter.  The 
Port Area includes the Oakland International Airport, the seaport, Jack London Square, and, with some 
exceptions, public lands along the Oakland waterfront including the Howard Terminal. 
 
The Port Board’s authority to control and manage the State Tidelands in the Port Area is subject to restrictions 
under the Public Trust Doctrine.  Under the Public Trust Doctrine5, State Tidelands may be only used for 
public access and commercial purposes related to navigation, fishing, boating, natural habitat protection and 
other water-oriented activities for the benefit of the general public in the State (“Trust Purposes”).  Also, funds 
derived from the use of State Tidelands (i.e., all Port funds) must be used for Trust Purposes.  
 
The Howard Terminal is a State Tidelands.  Therefore, each of the uses proposed in the Project must be 
determined by the California State Lands Commission as either consistent with the Trust Purposes or to be 
released from the trust by exchange.  Under Tideland Trust requirements, any lease or sale of Howard Terminal 
must be for fair market value. 
 
City Council Has Authority to Amend General Plan and Approve Housing Development 
 
In addition to conditions on use of State Tidelands, the Port’s development and use of the Port Area is also 
subject to certain conditions in the City Charter.  Relevant to the consideration of the Project are two provisions 
of the City Charter: (1) Section 7276 dictates that the Port may develop and use property within the Port Areas 
“in conformity with the General Plan of the City”; and (2) Section 706(23)7 requires the Port Board to obtain 
the consent of the City Council when approving any residential housing development.  Currently, the City’s 
General Plan does not permit the uses the Oakland A’s are proposing at Howard Terminal; the City Council 
must first amend the General Plan to allow these proposed uses.  In addition, the Port Board cannot consider 

 
3 City Charter Section 706(2) 
4 “Tidelands are one type of sovereign land held by California.  These are the lands that are historically situated between the ordinary 
high water and ordinary low water mark of tidal waters.  Today, Tidelands managed and controlled by the Port are mostly filled tideland, 
including Howard Terminal.  
5 For a description of the Public Trust and the Public Trust doctrine, refer to the California State Lands Commission website at 
https://www.slc.ca.gov/public-engagement/. 
6 City Charter Section 727: “Land Use and Development. The Board shall develop and use property within the Port Area for any 
purpose in conformity with the General Plan of the City. Any variation therefrom shall have the concurrence of the appropriate 
City board or commission; provided, that the Board may appeal to the Council for final determination of adverse decisions of such 
board or commission, in accordance with uniform procedures established by the Council.” 
7 City Charter Section 706 (23): “To provide in the Port Area, subject to the provisions of Section 727, for other commercial 
development and for residential housing development; provided that any residential housing development shall be approved by the 
Board with the consent of the City Council. 
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the approval of the proposed residential use in the Project until and unless the City Council consents to such 
use. 
 
Subject to the City’s actions described above, the Port Term Sheet provides for the negotiation between the 
Port and the Oakland A’s of certain lease and sale agreements for properties at Howard Terminal (“Transaction 
Documents”).  In addition to reaching agreement with the Port as the owner of the land on the Transaction 
Documents, the Oakland A’s must also obtain a building permit from the Port for construction of any building 
or structure on Howard Terminal8 (“Port Building Permit”).  Under the terms of the Port Term Sheet, the Port 
anticipates consideration of the EIR and Transaction Documents Sheet and the Port Building Permit 
concurrently.   
 
Among the Port Board’s consideration, the Port will review the Project for compliance with the findings and 
mitigations and conditions in a Final Environmental Impact Report (“FEIR”) as may be approved and certified 
by the City Council.  As well, the Port Board must consider whether the Project conforms to the land use 
designation and conditions as may be adopted by the City Council’s general plan amendment and zoning 
actions.  As noted in the CED Staff Report, there are approximately 5 acres of the proposed Project that are 
privately owned that are not under the Port Board’s jurisdiction.  
 
Because of the sequential and concurrent jurisdiction of the City Council and the Port Board over Howard 
Terminal, the City and the Port have entered a “Memorandum of Understanding Between City and Port 
Regarding Howard Terminal Oakland A’s Ballpark Project” (“MOU”).  The MOU sets forth the anticipated 
administrative and procedural steps in the City’s and the Port’s potential exercise of each’s respective 
authorities.  Under the MOU, City and Port staff agree to cooperate and mutually consult in the preparation of 
the Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) that the City is preparing as lead agency under the California 
Environmental Quality Act, and to cooperate in the processing of permits and any approvals.  In exercising 
each party’s authority, the City and the Port would aspire “to avoid duplication or conflicting rules”.  The MOU 
notes that the Port Board reserves its rights to adopt regulations in addition to those that the City Council may 
have adopted but may also adopt the same regulations as adopted by the City Council by reference.  
 
Of course, the City’s and the Port’s actions are not the only regulatory approvals needed before the Project may 
proceed.  The Project applicant must also apply for and receive the necessary approvals and permits from the 
State Lands Commission, the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission, and the 
Department of Toxic Substances Control, among others. 
  

 
8 City Charter Section 708: “Building Permits. No person or persons shall construct, extend, alter, improve, erect, remodel 
or repair any pier, slip, basin, wharf, dock or other harbor structure, or any building or structure within the "Port Area" 
without first applying for and securing from the Board a permit so to do, in accordance with the rules and regulations 
adopted by it. In approving or denying the right to said permit, the Board shall consider the application therefor, the 
character, nature and size and location of the proposed improvement, and exercise a reasonable and sound discretion in 
the premises….” 
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Attachment 2: 
 
Summary of Certain Seaport Compatibility Measures (SCMs) included in the Draft Environmental 
Impact Report  
 
Category of Seaport Compatibility 
Measures  

Seaport Compatibility Measures Incorporated in the Draft 
EIR   

1.  Physical grade separation of vehicle, 
bicycle, and pedestrian traffic from train 
operations  

Mitigation Measure TRANS-3b: Pedestrian and Bicycle 
Overcrossing (likely at Clay or Jefferson)  

2.  Increased at-grade rail safety measures to 
assure safe pedestrian at grade crossings of 
train tracks at controlled intersections and 
to deter pedestrian and bicycle mid-street 
crossings  

Mitigation Measure TRANS-3a: Implement At-Grade 
Railroad Crossing Improvements  
Alternative 3: The Proposed Project with Grade Separation  

3.  Boating and recreational water safety plan 
and lighting/glare measures to prevent 
Project-related watercraft or activities 
from interfering with maritime related ship 
and boat operations and to ensure safe 
navigation of the Estuary and turning 
basin  

Mitigation Measure LUP-1a: Boating and Recreational Water 
Safety Plan and Requirements  
Improvement Measure AES-1: Construction Lighting Design 
Features. During construction, light sources associated with 
proposed Project construction shall be shielded and/or aimed 
so that no direct beam illumination is directed/aimed outside 
of the Project Site boundary to the extent feasible…  
Improvement Measure AES-2/MM LUP-1b: Design 
Lighting Features to Minimize Light Pollution… if the ballpark 
orientation or design of light stands changes such that light and 
glare levels in the shipping channel or Inner Harbor Turning 
Basin would be substantially different than analyzed in the 
Lighting Technical Report, the Project sponsor shall be 
required to assess the changes in a supplemental Lighting 
Technical Report subject to review and approval by the City 
and the Port.  

4.  Transportation improvements and 
management plan to prevent Project-
related traffic and congestion from 
interfering with safe and efficient 
movement of seaport freight and trucks to 
and from the seaport.  

Transportation Non-CEQA Recommendations: local 
roadway improvements, for example on Adeline Street, that 
facilitate truck movement.  
Mitigation Measure TRANS-1a: Transportation and Parking 
Demand Management (TDM) Plan (to achieve 20% reduction 
in vehicle miles traveled for non-ballpark development).  
Mitigation Measure TRANS-1b: Transportation 
Management Plan (TMP), which includes operational strategies 
to optimize access to and from the ballpark. TMP includes 
strategies to address Port operations, such as:  
• Traffic Control Officers (TCOs) at 5th Street & Adeline and 

at 3rd Street & Adeline for all ballgames and events to direct 
bike/ped/auto traffic to Market and MLK  

• Variable message signs near West Oakland Bart station and 
880 off-ramps to guide ballpark traffic to Market and 
MLK   

• Performance measures for truck travel time between Port 
and freeways and for auto cut-through traffic in Seaport  
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Mitigation Measure TRANS-1c: Implement at 
Transportation Hub on 2nd Street (to support non-auto 
transportation)  
Mitigation Measure TRANS-1d: Implement bus only lanes 
on Broadway (to support non-auto transportation)  
Mitigation Measures TRANS-2a and TRANS-2b: 
Implement bike lanes on 7th Street from Mandela Parkway to 
Martin Luther King Jr. Way and on Martin Luther King Jr. Way 
from Embarcadero West to 8th Street  
  

5.  Land use compatibility measures to 
enhance compatibility between industrial 
operations at Seaport and Project 
residential and commercial developments.  

Mitigation Measure LUP- 1c: Land Use Siting and Buffers. 
All proposed sensitive uses (including residences and childcare 
facilities) on the Project site shall be prohibited west of Myrtle 
Street…place residential uses over 1,000 feet from the UPRR 
railyard to the northwest of the Project site…  
Improvement Measure LUP-1: Statement of Disclosure… 
on the lease or title to all new tenants or owners of the Project, 
or any portion thereof, acknowledging the commercial and 
industrial character of the Project’s environs…  
Mitigation Measure NOI-2a: Sound Control Plan for concert 
events  
Mitigation Measure NOI-3: Noise Reduction Plan for 
Exposure to Community Noise (e.g. sound-rated windows)  
Mitigation Measure AIR-5a: Install MERV16 Filtration 
Systems, to reduce pollutant exposure for Project building 
occupants.  

6.  Retain turning basin expansion provisions 
to ensure sufficient area for the expansion 
of the Inner Harbor Turning Basin to 
accommodate large ships calling on the 
Port.  

Maritime Reservation Scenario: A version of project with the 
turning basin is evaluated in the EIR.  
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Attachment 3 
 
Fair Market Value Payments Under the Port Term Sheet and Increment Tax Revenue for the City   
 
As the City Council is considering the terms of financing for the Project, a summary of the financial terms 
under the Port’s Port Term Sheet is helpful here.  As described in Attachment 1, the Port must receive “fair 
market value” for any lease and sale of Howard Terminal in order to fulfill requirements Tideland Trust 
obligations.  Under the Port Term Sheet, the Project would make payments to the Port equal to the fair market 
value of the land pursuant to various lease and sale agreement.  These payments consist of lease payments that 
include an initial minimum guaranteed annual rent payment of $3.8 million, and various variable “participation” 
rent such as a 10% share of the net parking revenues generated on Howard Terminal and a $3 per drop off and 
pick up by transportation network companies (e.g., Uber or Lyft).  To pay fair market value for the purchase 
of certain sale parcels, the Oakland A’s are committed to negotiating a fee to be paid to the Port upon each sale 
and transfer of a residential condominium unit occurring after the initial sale by the developer equivalent to 
0.35% of the sale price (“Condominium Transfer Fee”).  The Port is not a taxing entity and does not currently 
receive any local tax revenues that accrues to other public agencies such as the City, the County, the school 
district, and others.  Therefore, none of the incremental tax revenues derived from any development of the 
Project will be paid to the Port. 
 
As the CED Staff Report details, the incremental tax revenues that would accrue to the City from a fully built-
out Project would add up to over $26.6 million (in today’s dollars) of additional net tax revenues annually to 
the City (net of Project expenses), as well as over $60 million in one-time City revenues derived from 
construction activities.  In addition, the City will expect to receive $1.6 million annually in parking tax revenues 
to fund public safety and violence prevention and $960,000 for cultural affairs.9  These revenues are net of 
operations and maintenance expenses the City would incur to provide public services such as police, traffic 
control, and public works for the Project site. Under the Infrastructure Financing District (“IFD”) financing 
mechanism described in the City Staff Report, $10.4 million of the net incremental property tax revenues would 
be used annually to pay infrastructure costs under the IFD. 
 
 

 
9 Additionally, other taxing entities such as Alameda County and the school district would receive their share of tax revenue 
increments. 
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A(idendum arid Miimoran:dum of:Agreem¢nt between 
In:t~~llti(}JialU.rotb.f!rhood ofj'~8Jnst~rsL~ctd 8~ 

and 
ThePort:ofOaJdand 

Regar(l~gConstruction TmddngWork under the 
Marit1•e udA..viiitlon ProjedLab_or Agreement (,MAPLA) 

l. P.r-~~;mble and P~rp(J.~-e 

APPENDIXF 

nus A<:kt({Jl.d.~m As.hy and:~twe,err th~ Ci~;v ofOMlat;ld. ~· municip~ Q()rpO@tlOii a¢lih~ 
by. and through lts Boatd .. otPott Contiriissi6ne~;:·andintemati:onaLBrotherhood ofTeamsters 
Loc~ :853 •. ~:J~bororg@ii.atio.p. (resp~tlyely; ''Pqrt" and "'Teamsters", to:get}ledhc.:: '(Pa:rlies~~). 
this Adclendwn is·Jn addition to the Maritime ana. AViation ProJect Labat Agreement ·· 
(''MAPLA':) negotia~ed \Jetw~n .the :-6-uilqmg nn~ Constrm~tionTrades Co~qil of Ai~e~ 
County and the Port. Specifically~ this Adde:bdum l.s ihtended to ensure thatwotk.covered by 
MAPLA.. e:'Cover~d)>rcijeci(s);') will be: perf<:>rm~d effid~tl.y and wfthoutin~¢nvption. This 
Adderidtifu.is entered mtQ: b.y the Port fof the ptopiietili)'·jnuj)oses set forth inMAPLA. In 
addi(ion, . th~: ·Port '.b.;as enwred liiJq fbi::? AddenQ.l.iiP. as a result ofibe_ patt1cu:li¢' .concerns a.sso:eiated. 
with the~utilizatloiij)fheavy triickiilg_ in a densely.:.populated urban ;~vironment.~whic'hcrequir~s 
pat:tiqtlat a~ntioll to :rti .<iJte~ o(:$_afety, finartciaJ and enviro.iU:tien~l l'flsj)on$il>ili:ty- on the pil,tt:of 
tri.lcking .. colitractors, adherence to prevailing wage, llcen8ing and other'laws thatllavebec:;n 
e:oa;cted f6r the protection of th:e p.JJ.blic. Therefore,the Parti¢s agr~ as: .follows. 

2. :t! o · !Add ·nd iii ""~ .~0 ... ~ .U 

1bis~Add~ndum shall g.o.ve.tn :fu~ :~wa,rd ofbidS for, the oontni.cti.Jig work fo.r; and the 
.P.etfonnanee .of C<msfruction Trucking Wotk.(i.e ,~ the delivery:o:f rea4y'-mi}(; aspJialt, aggr~g;lte, 
·~ Pt other tlll mat~rt.il that _~,tre directly !n·¢0.qx>rated into the:construc:tio:n process .ofthe 
Covered Project($),. as well as the off•hauling ofdebrj$, e~cess fill, ,materi~l; mud". diri, gro,U!ld 

:~halt, ,ot conc:re~ nibble). 11le MAPLA, ~<i notthis Acidetl'dU:rn, shah 11p_plyto all other work 
covered by MAPLA within :the Teamst~rs.' jtp'isdicti()n th~t i.li not Constrp<;tio~Tru¢kipg W()d<. 

The MAPLA shalln()t ap_ply to &rJ.Y Coll5.tru9UQn Truc~g'Wode perform~d by@vers 
who·ate' oalid.fide 1nde~ndenroontractot~ and any :such excluded wotk shah .riot be.subjed-to 
f~e limits; ofthe· MAPLA -sm!.loll Su$i.Iu;:s~ Ent¢.rpt1s~ .Prognun s_et forth h:i, Arti¢le 9 of'the 
MAPLA. All.<Ihvers sbatl'perform woi'k.ffil.inhially cia8sifled notwithstanding any pending 
di~u~~ a~outth~' ~lass'ifi<;a~ion ofsuch dri.:vets; unLes&the .Port d¢tetlllifi~s· thlit th¢ drivers. ~are 
irnpropedy dassified. 

P.08'1' QE .OAKLANP 1\1A_Rl1JME AND A.VIATION P.J,.A 
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Trw;kjng br.okers (in:¢lu4ing ~drivers whO ate bona fide independent contractors th~ 
subcontract with or emp1oy other drivers to petfqnn w~rkforC.ov~(ed_Prpject(~)) shall be 
requit:ed to execut~ ~ ·Letter of Assenttcdhe:MAPLA priotto perfotming any work on Coy~te4: 
Pr.Oject(s). The MAP LA Letter of ,'\$sent ~h~ll refer1o <m:d Q"in.d Contrru:;tors to, the terms of:thls 
.AMen4llro and. attachments. 

11t~T¢amstet:ste¢ogntze 4ina a~ee~tha:t the terms ofArticle '12ofthe MA?LA (WQr~ 
Stoppages and Ldckouts) · applyto thi.s A~q~nd.um.M.4.. tha.t, .am on~ Qther fhlngs~ the Teamsters 
may .not en~age ip; stri.k:es, $ympathy striles, picketing, Work stoppag~. slowd.owns, o.r o.the~ · 
diSruptive activicy· at the site(s) ofjhe Cqvered;Pfoje~t(~)cit "b«al.iSe of~ C]r~t~ute con:cerrtmg . 
0Qvered Pt()jec:t(~). 

3; :Oidd.ing ofWor~ 

The Port shall jnporpor!ite th¢ nmferial. terins ofthe MAP LA T:nt~Rfug Requirements, 
attacliedhereto as Exhibit A, iritCJ.~~u fu~t¢ -biq9.irm :doeuments.fotCovet~ Project(s).and shall
in~lJ;lcie .this Ad4enduinwitlumy<bidcii.ng documents thatinvolve or en~il CQn~t:r;l,l.e<tjQn Trnckhrg 
Work 

4:. :EnfQrcemen1: 

The parties:recognize ~hat,misql~ifi~tion is a serious ooncemfn: the ttaiisportation 
iQd\llley, Misclassification an:d the fuil-ure to pay wages ow(!(l have¢.~ ~f:f®t qfunoennit:ring 
sources of:ptiblic revenue; prev~Hng -~e. r:equlfeJrient~~Jie<ensjng_ and:eontmctingJaws, 
financial and t;iiwonmental responsibil'itY~ and- may contribute to the ·erupHcm oflabQr :clisputes 
and work stoppages. AccQrging~y:;,thc provisipns respectins enforcement ofthese requirements 

is :intended to ensure th·e saf~ry- ofthe public and of dr-ivers; acco.mplish the Po.rl' s envirQ!Uilental 
goals, and facilita~e th<:J tim.ely and effi¢iertt c{)~Qpietion ,ofCoveredProj_ect(~). 

In .orQ.er to ens.ureo:tbe Pa.rti~s· and c·ontr.aetors are in ct:nnpllari.ce with MAPLA1~ta:teJ.aw~ 
·and regulaPon§iespectirtg goVerriment contracts; a,nd thjs Adden.dtmi, th'e Vott.shail ;¢quire ail 
-drivers .eng~ed to ~rfo~ work OP. Co:v~ed Project(s) .to. complete a questionnaire ~t 
irtcorporaws; the mate:dal terms of the MAP LA D):'i~er Q.4esti0.lll1air~. iJ.~ched as ·Exhibit. B_, 
heretq. The purpose·oftht; qll¢SJi0nn_~ is to ·en.sure compliance;withthe Trucking 
Requirements and ensure thatdrivers are p_roperly cla~ifie<! a~ i~d~p¢ndentcontnictoi's or 
employ~e:s, 'Relipon.s~s·:to ~all q11esiJortnaires Will :be. signed .under ]Jeflalty of perJury antl Will be 
pubJiC records, except.for those -portion~ mllfked cc:mudentia} . 

.Disputes regatalng whether~ d.p:Ver j~ a b.ona fid? independent contractocand any. related 
¢!aim for nonp~yPleiJrofwages.and b.enefits ·because ofmisclas.sifie<,ition _shall be resolveQ. 
tht~iigh the.MAPLA,griev\ll}cep.rQc~ur~ in Arii\ile 13, during which all applicabieState law 
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standards ang bun:le~, ~hall apply. Notwithsta:nding:the·,prov.isio.ll$ ofSecti<m 1.1,2, Step 4(b.) of 
the MAPLA.regarding :equally sharing costs ofarbit@tion., an arbitration award reg~_qing cl!!hUS 
about the miscl!;lll$ifjcatfon of.driv.~ and/or cialins:for nollpaym~( qf wages ancf benefits: 
bec_ause ofmhchissift'Cation, mayinc;h#Je lUt~warp:.ofreasonable: attorney~' .fees ttn:4 c:osts (but 
not peQalti~)to t11:e ptG.Vrutlng :paey~ subjectto:the discrefro11 of t(1y ~bitrat6t and ortly'to the 
e).{ten_t authorized by State Ia w. For ali-disputes 1ii19er ili1s AddeiidUru other than -
m'isclassifi~on~in.qlqdin:~, wtthoutlitrritatron~ dispp~sreg~d_jp~· .nqnpavnent of'wages;for' 
eroptoyee·dtivers -"the MAPLA grievan~¢ ptO.c.edtire in Aitlde 13 shall be the ex.~ll..lSiVe. dispute 
resolution miXihlini~. 

s. s~w'i,ngs !lD() S.ilperceSSion 

Th~ :terms: contai_ned in thiS .Addenduin and Hs. exh,ib~ ~- v.aH:d :ab.d .erct'orc:eahie as if 
they were setfoi:th.directly 'in MAPLA,; '~d-shrui su_p¢tsede -anyfuconsistentte.rms. 1Xl!l4Uned' hi 
MAP LA U,:thc ey~nnha.t any provisions set forth .wtmsAd#ndum are foi:ti:uihy a.courl oflaw 
to b.e void~ all other provi,siop$ shall porttiniie.tb remain in effect and the Parties sNtll m:~et.artd 
confer iA goo~l:faitb. t(raddiess any sueh,ruling. 

Th¢. P.W'tie~-~t::eJhat the tiirieJy, ,effi<;ient.a.ng ~on_opij'caf®mpletion of-Co:Vered
Project(s) is Of utmost impori!lll~· 'The. Parties :sha}i_,;Iri good faith, {lnde;Iy(:rr to ·r_e$01ve.-~y 
operational i'$sues• that arise because ofthe:iinplem.enta:iion:of'tjll·s Add~rtduiD:~, the MAP LA 
T-rucking Req~rements, :or the MAPL.A briver(Jiiestionnaire,_ anQ. rn~y .r:na_l(~ 1lll.!1:WiiJy·.agre.ed 
•uppn changes. 

,Accepted and.Agre~d :ti> this . $11 ·day 'of January;, 2QTp 

City ofOakland, a m'!lni~i'pa.-1 cotpor1td9n acting by,aiid through its B~u~rd ofP()j't 
toiirmissioners · 

By: 

Intemational.Brot.l\erho9d 9fTe4msters, Lo~1 .853 

Br ~1J\QA 
Ro~ . · 

S~retary-Treasurer 

.PORT Of OAKLAND MARtfiME A'Nb AVIATION PLA . 

317371'¥2. 
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Attachment B 

OPERATIONS JOBS POLICY 

Oakland Army Base Project – Port of Oakland 

Seaport Logistics Complex 

Port – Centerpoint Oakland Global Logistics Center LLC Ground Lease 

I. Purpose. This Operations Jobs Policy sets forth certain requirements regarding hiring and

employment for jobs related to operation of the development on the Project Site associated

with the Seaport Logistics Complex depicted in the attached Schedule 1 consisting of

approximately 27 acres located at the Port of Oakland. Employers in the Project Site agree

to comply with terms of this Operations Jobs Policy as a condition of entry into any

agreement to which this Operations Jobs Policy is attached, as more particularly set forth

herein. This Operations Jobs Policy does not cover construction hiring or construction

employment, or any work covered under the Port’s Maritime and Aviation Project Labor

Agreement (MAPLA).

II. Definitions. As used herein, the following capitalized terms shall have the following

meanings. All definitions include both the singular and plural form.

“Background Exceptions” shall mean: (i) law, regulation or policy of any applicable 

governmental or quasi-governmental body (including, but not limited to, those established under 

the Transportation Worker Identification Credential program and the Customs Trade Partnership 

Against Terrorism); (ii) the Employer’s good faith determination that the position is of such 

sensitivity that individuals with Directly-Related Convictions are ineligible ("Directly-Related 

Conviction" meaning a conviction for which the associated illegal acts in question have a direct 

and specific relationship on that person's ability to perform the duties or responsibilities 

necessarily related to the employment position); or (iii) the Employer’s hiring policies that are 

uniformly applied on a national basis with respect to prospective workers’ history of 

involvement with the criminal justice system. 

“City” shall mean the City of Oakland, California. 

“Developer” shall mean: (i) Centerpoint Oakland Global Logistics Center LLC and its 

approved successors, assigns and transferees, as set forth in the Initial Ground Lease. 

“Disadvantaged Worker” shall mean a Resident that (i) is a custodial single parent; (ii) has 

been emancipated from the foster care system within the previous five (5) years; or (iii) meets 

the below eligibility criteria of a “qualified full-time employee” under California’s New 

Employment Credit at the time of hire.  As set forth in Cal. Rev. & Tax Code Sec. 
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23626(b)(10), a “qualified full-time employee” at the time of hire means an individual who 

meets the following criteria: 

(i) Upon commencement of employment with the qualified taxpayer, the individual: 

(I) Was unemployed for the six months immediately preceding employment 

with the qualified taxpayer. In the case of an individual who completed a 

program of study at a college, university, or other postsecondary educational 

institution, received a baccalaureate, postgraduate, or professional degree, and 

was unemployed for the six months immediately preceding employment with 

the qualified taxpayer, that individual must have completed that program of 

study at least 12 months prior to the individual’s commencement of 

employment with the qualified taxpayer; or 

(II) Is a veteran who separated from service in the Armed Forces of the United 

States within the 12 months preceding commencement of employment with the 

qualified taxpayer; or 

(III) Was a recipient of the credit allowed under Section 32 of the Internal 

Revenue Code, relating to earned income, as applicable for federal purposes, 

for the previous taxable year; or  

(IV) Is an ex-offender previously convicted of a felony; or 

(V) Is a recipient of either CalWORKs, in accordance with Article 2 

(commencing with Section 11250) of Chapter 2 of Part 3 of Division 9 of the 

Welfare and Institutions Code, or general assistance, in accordance with Section 

17000.5 of the Welfare and Institutions Code. 

“Employer” shall mean any entity employing at least two full time equivalent individuals to 

perform On-Site Jobs. For example, this threshold would be satisfied by employment of either 

two full-time workers or four half-time workers to perform On-Site Jobs. 

“Initial Ground Lease” shall mean the Ground Lease by and between the Port and the 

Developer dated ________________, 2017 for approximately 27 acres within the Project Site.  

“Jobs Center” shall mean the West Oakland Job Resource Center or other jobs center to be 

designated by the Port as such for purposes of implementation of this Policy. 

“Large Employer” shall mean any entity having a total job count of twenty (20) or more, and 

either leasing space within the Project Site or performing services within the Project Site 

pursuant to one or more service or labor supply contracts, and, for purposes of the application of 

this Operations Jobs Policy only, such entity’s service contractors, subcontractors, and labor 

suppliers that employ workers to perform services for such entity. For purposes of this 

definition, “total job count” shall mean the number of individuals working in On-Site Jobs and 

employed directly by the entity in question, working under a service contract or labor supply 
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contract with the entity in question, or working under any related subcontract or agreement with 

the entity in question. 

“LIA” shall mean the California cities of Oakland, Alameda, Emeryville and San Leandro. 

 “On-Site Job” shall mean any job for which at least fifty percent (50%) of the work 

hours during any calendar year are performed on the Project Site. 

“Policy” shall mean this Operations Jobs Policy for the Seaport Logistics 

Complex. 

“Port” shall mean the City of Oakland, a municipal corporation, acting by and through 

its Board of Port Commissioners. 

“Project” shall mean the redevelopment activities occurring at the Project Site. 

“Project Site” shall mean the parcels of land within the Seaport Logistics Complex depicted in 

the attached Schedule 1 consisting of approximately 27 acres at the Port of Oakland.  If the 

Developer and the Port successfully negotiate the terms of a lease on all or a portion of the 

Expansion Area as defined in the Initial Ground Lease, then this definition shall be expanded 

to include the development, leasing and operation of the leased expansion area. 

“Resident” shall mean an individual domiciled in the LIA for at least six (6) months prior to the 

date that such individual is hired or assigned to perform the applicable work, with “domiciled” 

as defined by Section 349(b) of the California Election Code, as in effect on the Effective Date 

of the lease, and as attached hereto as Schedule 2. 

“Tenant” shall mean any entity leasing space from a Developer in the Project Site. 

III. Local Hiring. 

A. Hiring Process. 

1. Long-Range Planning. As soon as the information is available 

following a Large Employer’s execution of a contract under which it will operate at the Project Site 

and within thirty (30) days of each January 1 thereafter, the Large Employer shall provide to the 

Port and the Jobs Center information regarding such Large Employer’s good faith projection of the 

number and type of On-Site Jobs that such Large Employer reasonably believes it will need to 

fill during the applicable calendar year, the basic qualifications anticipated to be necessary for 

such On-Site Jobs, and which, if any, of the Background Exceptions the Large Employer expects 

will apply to any of such On-Site Jobs based on the Large Employer's knowledge at the time 

such information is provided. 

2. Initial Hiring Process. 
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a. Notification of Job Opportunities. At least four (4) weeks prior to 

the date that a Large Employer is anticipated to commence operations in the Project Site, or, if 

such Large Employer executes a contract under which it will operate at the Project Site less 

than four (4) weeks prior to such anticipated date, within two (2) business days following 

execution of such contract and prior to commencing operations, such Large Employer shall 

notify the Jobs Center of openings for non-management On-Site Jobs and provide a clear and 

complete description of job responsibilities and qualifications therefor, including expectations, 

salary, minimum qualifications, work schedule, duration of employment, required standard of 

appearance, and any special requirements (e.g., language skills, drivers’ license, required 

background check, etc.). Job qualifications shall be limited to qualifications directly related to 

performance of job duties. 

b. Hiring. The Large Employer shall use normal hiring practices, 

including interviews, to exclusively consider for all On-Site Jobs all Residents and 

Disadvantaged Workers referred by the Jobs Center and meeting the qualifications described 

in the referral request for a four (4)-week period following notification to the Jobs Center, or 

until all open On-Site Jobs are filled, whichever is sooner. The Large Employer shall make 

best efforts to fill all available On-Site Jobs with Residents and Disadvantaged Workers 

referred through the Jobs Center. If at the conclusion of the four (4)-week period the Large 

Employer has been unable to fill all openings for On-Site Jobs with Residents and 

Disadvantaged Workers referred by the Jobs Center, the Large Employer may use other 

recruitment methods, although the Large Employer shall continue to make best efforts to hire 

Residents and Disadvantaged Workers later referred by the Jobs Center for non-management 

On-Site Jobs. 

c. Pre-opening Transfer.  

 i. When a Large Employer is closing a facility and is transferring the majority of its 

staff from the previous facility to a new facility within the Project Site, the provisions of the 

Initial Hiring Process (as set forth in Section III.A.2 above) will not apply to the positions filled 

by workers transferred from the closing facility.  However, with regard to those positions not 

filled by staff transferred from the previous facility, such Large Employer will be subject to the 

initial hiring process (as set forth in Section III.A.2 above).  Upon commencing operation in the 

new facility, such Large Employer will be subject to the ongoing local hiring requirements (as 

set forth in Section III.A.3 below), regardless as to whether the staff that the Large Employer is 

transferring already satisfy the safe harbor provisions (as set forth in Sections III.B.2 below), 

including any notice and exclusive hiring requirements.   

 

 ii.  When a Large Employer hires for positions in facilities located outside of the Port 

with the intention of transferring such hires to a new facility at the Project Site, such Large 

Employer will be subject to the initial hiring process (as set forth in Section III.A.2 above) for 

those positions, including the notice provisions. 

 

d. Jobs Center Feedback. Following the completion of the initial 

hiring process set forth in this Section III.A.2, at the request of the Port a Large Employer 

shall meet and confer with the Port Executive Director or his designee and the Jobs Center 
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to provide feedback on the initial hiring process so as to ensure that the Jobs Center may 

meet the future employment needs of the Large Employer and any future Employer, as 

relevant, and ensure the maximum hiring of Residents and Disadvantaged Workers feasible 

given the opportunities to be created by the Project. 

3. Ongoing Hiring Process. 

a. Notification of Job Opportunities. After a Large Employer has 

commenced operations at the Project Site, it shall continue to use the Jobs Center in 

accordance with this Section III.A.3 as a resource to fill openings for On-Site Jobs. When a 

Large Employer has an opening for an On-Site Job available, the Large Employer shall notify 

the Jobs Center of such job openings and provide a clear and complete description of job 

responsibilities and qualifications, including expectations, salary, minimum qualifications, 

work schedule, duration of employment, required standard of appearance, and any special 

requirements (e.g. language skills, drivers’ license, required background check, etc.). Job 

qualifications shall be limited to qualifications directly related to performance of job duties. 

b. Hiring. The Large Employer shall then use normal hiring practices, 

including interviews, to exclusively consider for all On-Site Jobs all Residents and 

Disadvantaged Workers referred by the Jobs Center and meeting the qualifications 

described in the referral request during a five (5)-day period after initial notification to 

the Jobs Center, or until all open On-Site Jobs are filled, whichever is sooner. The Large 

Employer shall make good faith efforts to fill all available On-Site Jobs with Residents 

and Disadvantaged Workers referred through the Jobs Center. If at the conclusion of the 

five (5)-day period the Large Employer has been unable to fill all openings for On-Site 

Jobs with Residents and Disadvantaged Workers referred by the Jobs Center, the Large 

Employer may use other recruitment methods, although the Large Employer shall 

continue to make good faith efforts to hire Residents and Disadvantaged Workers later 

referred by the Jobs Center for non-management On-Site Jobs. 

 4. Priorities for Initial and Ongoing Hiring. In engaging the Jobs 

Center to perform the services described in this Policy, the Port shall require the Jobs Center to 

apply the following priorities in referral of applicants to Large Employers: 

i. First Priority: Residents and Disadvantaged Workers 

residing in the following zip codes: 94608, 94609, 94607, 94612, 94606, 94601, 

94621, and 94603; 

ii. Second Priority: Residents of the LIA. 

 5. Nondiscrimination. Employers shall not discriminate against Residents 

or Disadvantaged Workers on the basis of their status as a Resident, status as a Disadvantaged 

Worker, or on any prohibited basis in any terms and conditions of employment, including 

retention, promotions, job duties, shift assignments, and training opportunities. 
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 6. Worker Qualifications. Unless a criminal background check is required 

by any of the Background Exceptions, an Employer shall neither request from prospective workers, 

nor independently research prospective workers’ history of involvement with the criminal justice 

system. Where a criminal background check is required by any Background Exception, unless the 

requirements of a law, regulation, or governmental policy require otherwise, the Employer shall: (a) 

include the following statement in the position description: “This position is subject to a background 

check for any convictions related to its responsibilities and requirements. Only criminal histories (i) 

related to job requirements and responsibilities or (ii) related to violent acts will be considered and 

will not automatically disqualify a finalist candidate.”; (b) undertake the background check only 

after the initial interview (or, if no interview is undertaken, after a candidate has received a 

conditional offer of employment for the position in question); (c) consider only criminal histories 

(i) related to job requirements and responsibilities or (ii) related to violent acts; and (d) take into 

account the age of the individual at the time of the offense, the time that has passed since the 

offense, the nature and seriousness of the offense, and any evidence of the individual’s 

rehabilitation.  Unless a credit history is required by any of the Background Exceptions or 

Employers’ good faith determination that the position is of such sensitivity that individuals with 

particular types of credit histories are ineligible, an Employer shall neither request, nor 

independently research, prospective workers’ credit histories.  When conducting background 

checks, an Employer must comply with all applicable federal and state laws, which may include 

provisions requiring Employers to provide the candidate an opportunity to obtain a copy of the 

background check, and/or inform the candidate in writing if an Employer determines a candidate 

is unqualified for a position based on information discovered in the background check.  To the 

extent that this Section III.A.6 conflicts with any requirements of this Policy related to 

Disadvantaged Workers, this Section III.A.6 shall control. 

B. Monitoring and Enforcement. 

1. Safe Harbor Provision. Any Large Employer for whom at least fifty 

percent (50%) of workers hired for On-Site Jobs during a particular year were Residents, 

and for whom at least twenty-five percent (25%) of workers hired for On-Site Jobs 

during a particular year were Disadvantaged Workers, shall be deemed to be in 

compliance with Sections III.A.2, and III.A.3 of this Policy, for all hiring during that 

year. For the avoidance of doubt, for purposes of determining the percentages of workers 

hired for On-Site Jobs during a particular year that were Residents and Disadvantaged 

Workers, a Disadvantaged Worker shall be counted as both a Resident and a 

Disadvantaged Worker. 

2. Credit for Hiring at Other Locations. Large Employers shall receive 

credit toward achievement of the safe harbor percentages set forth in Section III.B.1 for 

any hires of Residents and/or Disadvantaged Workers to perform jobs at other locations, 

so long as such Residents and/or Disadvantaged Workers are compensated in an amount 

equal to or in excess of that set forth in the Oakland Living Wage Ordinance (Oakland 

Municipal Code Section 2.28.010 et seq.) (e.g., if a Large Employer hires ten (10) 

workers for On-Site Jobs in a year, and six (6) are Residents, and such Large Employer 

also hires one Resident to perform a job at another location with such compensation, 

then, for purposes of Section III.B.1, seven (7) of such ten (10) workers will be deemed 
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to be Residents). Notwithstanding the foregoing, the total credits determined under this 

Section III.B.2. that may be applied under the safe harbor provisions of Section III.B.1. 

shall not exceed fifty percent (50%) of the total safe harbor requirements of Section 

III.B.1. 

3. Retention Incentive. For every two thousand (2,000) hours that any one 

Resident and/or Disadvantaged Worker who performs an On-Site Job works for a Large 

Employer, that Large Employer shall be entitled to a “bonus” hiring credit of one 

individual/position for the applicable category towards achievement of the safe harbor 

percentages set forth in Section III.B.1. For example, if a Large Employer hires ten (10) 

workers for On-Site Jobs in a year, and six (6) are Residents, and a Resident works his or 

her two thousandth (2,000th) hour for such Large Employer, then, for purposes of Section 

seven (7) of such ten (10) workers will be deemed to be Residents. For any employee 

that does not work on an hourly basis, hours shall be counted towards this threshold on 

the basis of forty (40) hours per week of full time employment, so long as that employee 

actually works or is otherwise paid for at least forty (40) hours in all weeks in question. 

4. Liquidated Damages. Each Large Employer agrees that, if during a 

particular year it has not either complied with the hiring process requirements of Sections 

III.A.2 and III.A.3, above or satisfied the safe harbor percentage set forth in Section ___ 

above, then  

as the sole and exclusive remedy therefor, it shall pay to the Port liquidated damages in 

the amount of five thousand dollars ($5,000) per On-Site Job short of the safe harbor 

percentage set forth in Section III.B.1. For example, if a Large Employer hires ten 

workers for On-Site Jobs in a year, and four are Residents and two are Disadvantaged 

Workers, then the liquidated damages shall total seven thousand five hundred dollars 

($7,500). Of this amount, five thousand dollars ($5,000) is based on failure to meet the 

fifty percent (50%) safe harbor percentage for hiring of Residents, with safe harbor in this 

case requiring five Residents to be hired, and actual performance having been four hires. 

The remaining two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500) is based on failure to meet the 

twenty-five percent (25%) safe harbor percentage for Disadvantaged Workers, with safe 

harbor amount in this case requiring at least two and one half (2.5) Disadvantaged 

Workers to be hired, and actual performance having been two hires; as shortfall in this 

case would be one-half of a single hire, liquidated damages would be half of one On-Site 

Job, or two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500). Any liquidated damages collected by 

the Port shall be used solely to support training, referral, monitoring, or technical 

assistance to advance the purposes of this Policy. 

5. Compliance Records. Each Employer shall make available to the 

Port on a quarterly basis (as of January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1 of each 

year), or upon request, records sufficient to determine compliance with this Policy. 

An Employer may redact names and social security numbers from requested records 

in order to protect the privacy of individual employees. 

6. Additional Enforcement Mechanisms. Except as set forth in Section 

III.B.4 above, the Port shall be entitled to all remedies at law or in equity for any failure 
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to comply with this Policy. Further, Employers who repeatedly violate this Policy may be 

debarred from future Port contracts. 

 

IV. Temporary Employment Agencies. 

A. Large Employers may enter into a contract or other arrangement to supply 

workers for temporary employment in On-Site Jobs, provided that before engaging a referral 

source as the employer of record for temporary workers, the employer provides notice to the Jobs 

Center, and exclusively considers any workers referred by the Jobs Center (for employment 

through the Jobs Center as employer of record) for a period of 48 hours.  Furthermore, without the 

approval of the Port Executive Director in his or her reasonable discretion (i) temporary 

employment of any individual worker will last one hundred twenty (120) days or less per calendar 

year and (ii) no more than forty percent (40%) of the total number of days worked by all 

individuals performing On-Site Jobs on behalf of such Large Employer shall be performed by 

temporary workers. The Port Executive Director shall reasonably consider any request for such 

approval by the applicable Large Employer if such Large Employer reasonably demonstrates that 

compliance with this Section IV.A may reasonably be expected to create significant economic or 

operational hardship for the Large Employer. 

V. Living Wages. 

A. Compliance with Ordinance. Each Employer shall provide compensation 

required of covered employers under, and shall otherwise comply with, the Oakland Living 

Wage Ordinance (Oakland Municipal Code Section 2.28.010 et seq.). 

VI. Miscellaneous. 

A. Contact Person. Within thirty (30) days of having entered into any contract 

(including any assignment of all or any portion of a lease) related to operation on the 

Project Site, each Employer will designate a contact person for all matters related to 

implementation of this Policy. The Employer shall forward the name, address and 

phone number of the designated individual to the Port. 

B. Determination of Residency or Priority Status. A Large Employer’s 

determination of (i) whether any individual is a Resident or (ii) any individual’s status 

within the priorities set forth in Section III.A.4 shall be binding in determining whether the 

requirements of this Policy have been satisfied, including the requirements of Sections 

III.A and III.B, provided that such Large Employer obtains reasonable written 

documentation demonstrating such individual’s status at the time that such individual is 

assigned or hired and such Large Employer retains such documentation and makes it 

available to Port for inspection at reasonable times. 
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C. Determination of Disadvantaged Status. The Jobs Center shall make 

determinations of Disadvantaged Worker status. The Jobs Center shall make such 

determinations promptly upon request from an Employer, a worker, or the Port. 

D. Assignments, Subleases and Contracts. Each Developer or Tenant shall 

include compliance with this Policy as a material term of any assignment or sublease of 

all or a portion of its interest in a lease of any portion of the Project Site. If Developer 

complies with this Section IV.D with regard to an assignment or sublease, then Developer 

shall not be liable for any breach of this Policy where that breach is (i) related to the 

interest so assigned or subleased and (ii) first arises after the date of such assignment or 

sublease. Each Employer shall include compliance with this Policy as a material term of 

any contract or other agreement under which any On-Site Jobs may be performed.  Each 

Tenant leasing space from the Developer shall be responsible for compliance with this 

Policy by subtenants, contractors and subcontractors, temporary employment agencies, 

and any other entities with responsibilities under this Policy and operating on property 

leased by that Tenant.  Such Tenants shall take all reasonable steps to ensure compliance 

by such entities, and shall be responsible to the Port (as an intended third party 

beneficiary) for liability based upon violations of this Policy on the property in 

question.  If Developer does not lease a portion of the Project Site to any Tenant, then 

with regard to that portion of the Project Site, Developer shall have responsibilities as 

described for Tenants leasing space from Developer.  If a Developer, Employer or 

Tenant enters into a contract in violation of this Section VI.D, then upon request from the 

Port it shall either amend that contract to include all requirements of this Policy, or 

terminate that contract. 

E. Assurance Regarding Preexisting Contracts. Each entity that agrees to 

comply with this Policy warrants and represents that as of the date that a contract 

incorporating this Policy became effective, it has executed no contract pertaining to the 

Project or the Project Site that would have violated this Policy had it been executed after 

that date, or would interfere with fulfillment of or conflict with terms of this Policy. If, 

despite this assurance, an entity that has agreed to comply with this Policy has entered 

into such a contract, then upon request from the Port it shall either amend that contract 

to include the provisions required by this Policy, or terminate that contract. 

F. Funding Restrictions. For any portion of operations on the Project Site for 

which, based on use of federal or state funds, a federal or state agency prohibits 

application of the requirements of this Policy, the Port will, after consultation with 

Developer, work collaboratively with the funding agency to adapt the requirements of 

this Policy to the restrictions imposed by the funding agency, advancing the goals of this 

Policy to the greatest extent permitted by the funding agency. In such cases, Developer 

and the Port shall meet and confer with regard to the adapted requirements agreed to by 

the Port and the funding agency, and such requirements shall be applied to such portions 

of operations on the Project Site for the period required by such agency, and shall 

automatically become terms of this Policy with respect to such operations. 
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G. Third Party Beneficiaries. The Port is an intended third-party beneficiary of 

any contract that incorporates this Policy, but only for the purposes of enforcing the 

terms of this Policy. There shall be no other third party beneficiaries of this Policy. The 

Port shall not delegate any of its responsibilities to any other third party, require the 

consent of any third party or act solely upon the direction of any third party in 

performing its obligations or exercising its rights under this Policy. 

H. Retaliation Prohibited. An Employer shall not discharge, reduce the 

compensation of, or otherwise discriminate against any person for making a 

complaint to the Port or participating in any proceedings related to enforcement of 

this Policy against the Employer. 

I. Material Term. This Policy is a material term of any contract into which it 

is incorporated. 

J. Severability. If any of the provisions of this Policy are held by a court of 

competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void, illegal, or unenforceable, that holding shall in 

no way affect, impair, or invalidate any of the other provisions of this Policy. If this 

Policy’s six (6)-month requirement for qualification as a Resident is deemed invalid by 

final decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then “Resident” shall mean an 

individual domiciled in the City prior to the date that such individual is hired or assigned 

to perform the applicable work, with “domiciled” as defined by Section 349(b) of the 

California Election Code, as in effect on the LDDA Execution Date, attached hereto as 

Schedule 2. 

K. Applicable Law and Compliance with Law. This Policy shall be governed 

by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California and the United 

States and shall be enforced only to the extent that it is consistent with those laws. 

Parties who have agreed to comply with this Policy agree: (i) that their understanding is 

that all terms of this Policy are consistent with federal, state, and local law; and (ii) that 

this Policy shall be reasonably interpreted so as to comply with any conflicting law. 

L. Successors and Assigns. This Policy shall be binding upon and inure to the 

benefit of successors and assigns of any party to a contract incorporating this Policy. 

References in this Policy to any entity shall be deemed to apply to any successor of that 

entity. 

M. Warranties and Representation. Each party to a contract incorporating this 

Policy agrees not to either affirmatively or by way of defense seek to invalidate or 

otherwise avoid application of the terms of this Policy in any judicial action or arbitration 

proceeding; has had the opportunity to consult counsel regarding terms of this Policy, and 

has agreed to such terms voluntarily as a condition of entering into a contract that 

incorporates this Policy. This Policy shall not be strictly construed against any entity, and 

any rule of construction that any ambiguities be resolved against the drafting party shall 

not apply to this Policy. 
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N. Emergency. Developer or Large Employers may apply to the Port Executive 

Director for a waiver of Section III.A.2 or III.A.3 of this Policy on a temporary basis with regard to 

a particular portion of the requesting party’s work on grounds of a major emergency or risk of 

serious damage to property, such as natural disaster or fire. The Port Executive Director may grant 

such wavier only for a period of time necessary to respond to the emergency or serious property 

damage and only where the requesting party demonstrates (i) specific evidence of a major 

emergency or risk of serious property damage, the response to which requires rapid hiring of a 

significant number of temporary workers, (ii) that application of Section III.A.2 or III.A.3 of this 

Policy would necessarily lead to an inability to address the emergency within the necessary 

timeframe or without substantial risk to safety of workers or serious damage to property, and (iii) 

that such inability or such risk cannot be avoided through changes to staffing, supervision, or 

operations in conjunction with application of Section III.A.2 or III.A.3 of this Policy. If the 

requesting party reasonably and in good faith believes that such a major emergency or risk of 

serious damage to property requires, and Developer or Large Employer undertakes, immediate 

action prior to obtaining any such waiver, then the Port shall reasonably consider granting any 

requested waiver on a retroactive basis with respect to such actions. 

O. Hiring Discretion. Nothing in this Policy shall require that any Employer 

hire any particular individual; each Employer shall have the sole discretion to hire any 

individual referred by the Jobs Center or any other person or entity. 

P. Collective Bargaining Agreements. To the extent that this Policy conflicts 

with any collective bargaining agreement(s) to which an Employer is party, and such agreement 

is applicable to Employer’s operations on the Project Site and is in effect as of the date that the 

Employer executes a lease or contract under which it will operate at the Project Site, the terms of 

such collective bargaining agreement(s) shall take precedence, and this Policy shall not apply to 

the extent of any such conflict. Where a collective bargaining agreement takes precedence over 

this Policy as described above, Developer and Port shall make a good faith effort to encourage a 

meeting to occur promptly following such lease or contract execution date among the Employer, 

the applicable union(s) and the Port to discuss whether and how to reduce or eliminate conflict 

between this Policy and future collective bargaining agreements. 
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Section 349(b) of California Election Code as of the Effective Date of the Lease 
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1. Parties & Intent This non-binding term sheet (“Term Sheet”) sets forth the terms 
upon which the Athletics Investment Group LLC d/b/a The 
Oakland Athletics, a California limited liability company (or an 
affiliate thereof) (the “Oakland A’s” or “Developer”) and the City 
of Oakland (the “City”) would negotiate and draft a Development 
Agreement for a mixed-use ballpark development project, as 
described herein, to be presented to the City Council for 
consideration after environmental review of the project in 
accordance with the requirements of the California Environmental 
Quality Act (“CEQA”). 

Developer is proposing to acquire the rights to develop a site 
known as the Charles P. Howard Terminal (“Howard Terminal”) 
on the Oakland waterfront from the Port of Oakland (“Port”), 
acquire certain adjacent properties from private owners, and 
construct a new Major League Baseball ballpark, as well as 
residential, entertainment, office, hotel, and retail (mixed use) 
development, creating a new Oakland Waterfront Ballpark District 
(the “Project”). The proposed Project would be constructed in 
phases as described below. 

The site proposed for development of the Project includes the 
Howard Terminal and certain adjacent properties totaling 
approximately 55 acres (collectively, the “Project Site”). The 
Project Site is located on the Oakland waterfront, north of and 
across the Oakland-Alameda Estuary from the City of Alameda. A 
location map and aerial photographs of the Project Site and the 
surrounding vicinity are provided on Exhibit A attached hereto. 

The City and Developer desire to enter into a Development 
Agreement to secure benefits for the City of Oakland and its 
residents, which are not achievable through the regulatory process, 
as well as to vest in Developer and its successors and assigns 
certain entitlement rights with respect to the Project Site. This Term 
Sheet summarizes the key terms and conditions that will form the 
basis for the negotiation and completion of the final Development 
Agreement. 

2. Term and Early
Termination

The “Term” of the Development Agreement shall commence upon 
the latest to occur of the following: 1) full execution and delivery of 
the Development Agreement; 2) the last effective date of the 
ordinances establishing a shared regulatory framework for the 
Project, as shall be adopted by the City Council and Board of Port 
Commissioners, respectively; and 3) full execution and delivery of 
the Option Agreement for Howard Terminal between the Port and 

Attachment 6
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Developer (such date being the “Commencement 
Date”), and  shall  expire on the date that is 35 years from the 
Commencement Date.  The term of the Development Agreement 
shall not be subject to extension for Force Majeure or for any other 
reason. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon delivery of a written notice 
from the City Administrator of the occurrence of an Early 
Termination event, the City may terminate the Development 
Agreement, notwithstanding any other requirement or process set 
forth in the Development Agreement or law. 

An “Early Termination Event” shall exist if: 

(i) the Option Agreement with the Port expires or terminates 
before Developer and Port enter into the Disposition and 
Development Agreement (“DDA”); 

(ii) the DDA terminates before Developer enters into the 
Ballpark Lease with the Port; or 

(iii) Developer fails to Commence Construction of the Ballpark 
by that date (such date being the “Ballpark Deadline”) which is 
the later of: (a) May 13, 2025 or (b) four (4) years from the final 
adjudication of all third party legal challenges to the initial Project 
approvals that prevent the Commencement of Construction of the 
Ballpark, but, consistent with the Exclusive Negotiation Term 
Sheet for Howard Terminal between Developer and the Port, in no 
event later than May 13, 2028.  The Ballpark Deadline shall be 
subject to extension as a result of one or more events of Force 
Majeure pursuant to Section 19, or, if the final Option Agreement 
approved by the Port effectively extends the date for 
Commencement of Construction of the Ballpark beyond the date 
contemplated in the Exclusive Negotiation Term Sheet, by the same 
amount of time as the Port-approved extension set forth in the final 
Option Agreement. 

“Commence Construction of the Ballpark” means the start of 
substantial physical construction of the building foundation as part 
of a sustained and continuous construction plan.  Related terms 
such as “Commencement”, “Commenced” and “Commences” 
Construction of the Ballpark shall have the same meaning. 
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3. Termination Under the proposed transaction documents with the Port (the “Port 
Agreements”), the Port has reserved recapture and reacquisition 
rights to portions of the Project Site for expansion or 
reconfiguration of the Inner Harbor Turning Basin of the Oakland 
Estuary (the portion of the Project Site subject to such recapture 
and reacquisition rights, the “Termination Lands”); however, 
Developer retains the right to re-annex such Termination Lands into 
the Project Site if the Port fails to meet the conditions set forth in 
the Master Lease (such occurrence giving rise to “Re-Annexation 
Rights”). 

If the Port exercises its recapture and reacquisition rights to any of 
the Termination Lands, the Development Agreement will remain in 
effect with respect to such Termination Lands so long as Developer 
still has Re-Annexation Rights under the Master Lease, and, if 
applicable, as to any Termination Lands for which the A’s has 
exercised its Re-Annexation Rights; provided, however, in no event 
shall the Term of the Development Agreement be extended as a 
result of Developer’s exercise of its Re-Annexation Rights. 

4. Amendments The Development Agreement may only be amended in whole or in 
part, by mutual consent of the parties or their successors in interest.  
Amendments constituting a Material Change will require 
consideration by the Planning Commission and the approval of the 
City Council by ordinance.  All other proposed amendments may 
be approved, on behalf of the City, by the City Administrator. 

A proposed amendment shall constitute a Material Change if it 
seeks to or causes: (i) an extension of the Term or the Ballpark 
Deadline as set forth in the Development Agreement; (ii) a material 
increase in the monetary or non-monetary obligations or liabilities 
of the City or a material decrease in the monetary or non-monetary 
benefits (including Community Benefits) to the City; (iii) an 
acceleration of other vertical development prior to substantial 
completion of the Ballpark; (iv) a delay in the delivery of the 
Project’s parks and open space elements relative to the Ballpark or 
other vertical development; or (v) an amendment to the General 
Plan or Zoning Ordinance that would introduce new land uses or  
change the quantities of permitted land uses beyond the parameters 
set forth in the Development Program included with the 
Development Agreement. 

The granting of any subsequent project approvals or amendments to 
the initial project approvals or subsequent project approvals will 
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not require an amendment to the Development Agreement, except 
as set forth above. 

5. Development 
Program 

The Project consists of the development of a new Major League 
baseball park for the Oakland Athletics with a capacity of up to 
35,000 attendees (the “Ballpark”); surrounding mixed-use 
development including up to 3,000 residential units; up to 1.5 
million square feet of commercial uses; up to approximately 
270,000 square feet of retail uses; an indoor performance center 
with capacity of up to 3,500 persons; hotel space with up to 400-
rooms; a network of up to approximately 18 acres of publicly-
accessible open spaces (less if the Port exercises its recapture and 
reacquisition rights for the Termination Lands); and pedestrian and 
bicycle access on the Project Site. 

6. Phasing of Open 
Space and 
Horizontal 
Infrastructure 

General 

For reference, the Master Phasing Diagram, attached hereto as 
Exhibit B (the “Master Phasing Diagram”), generally identifies 
the phases, vertical development parcels and key open space and 
infrastructure elements in the Project. 

The Development Agreement will include a final phasing plan and 
procedures designed to ensure that infrastructure and capital 
improvements are constructed in a manner that is appropriate and 
proportional to the level of development proposed in each phase 
(“Phasing Plan”).  The Phasing Plan will be attached as an exhibit 
to the Development Agreement and will describe in detail how each 
required infrastructure or open space element will be linked to 
vertical development parcels or other triggers consistent with the 
requirements below.  

Vertical Development 

The Ballpark must be included in the first phase of Project 
development.  No other vertical development may proceed until 
Commencement of Construction of the Ballpark has occurred, nor 
shall any other vertical development receive an occupancy permit 
prior to substantial completion of the Ballpark. 

Development south of Street A and west of Market Street (Phase 
2B), excepting interim improvements, may not proceed as to any 
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portion until the Port’s right to the Termination Lands has expired 
for the applicable portion, as set forth in the Section 3, above. 

Except as set forth in this Section 6 and in the Port Agreements, the 
Developer will retain the right to develop the vertical development 
in such order and time as it determines in the exercise of its 
business judgment. 

Infrastructure 

Phasing of infrastructure will be consistent with the final Phasing 
Plan and administered through the City’s subdivision and 
permitting processes.  The City will review each application for a 
Final Development Plan (“FDP”), phased final map and associated 
improvement plans, and building permits for consistency with the 
Phasing Plan and approved Tentative Tract Map (“TTM”) and PDP 
to ensure that the infrastructure provided with each phase of 
development, including on- and off-site public streets, utilities and 
open space, will be delivered at an appropriate level to the proposed 
vertical development, as more specifically provided below. 

On-Site Streets, Sidewalks, and Utilities 

The Master Phasing Diagram shows all street segments to be 
included in the Project, which shall be described in greater detail in 
the TTM to be approved as part of initial Project approvals. 

All public streets, sidewalks and utilities contained within Phase 1 
shall be completed before issuance of an occupancy permit for the 
Ballpark. 

For the remainder of the Project, in general, each street segment, 
including associated sidewalks, landscaping and utilities shall be 
constructed with a particular vertical development parcel, or in 
some cases, the first to be developed of a group of vertical 
development parcels.  Developer shall complete the street segment 
as a condition precedent to issuance of an occupancy permit for that 
vertical development parcel, as may be further described in the 
Phasing Plan and approved in in each FDP. 

Off-Site Transportation Improvements 

All offsite transportation improvements required of the Project, 
including streets, sidewalks, bicycle lanes, at-grade and grade-
separated rail safety improvements, and transit facilities, shall be 
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completed consistent with the requirements of the Project 
approvals.  The Oakland A’s proposal for funding these items are 
set forth in their Financial Plan described in Section 13 below. 

Parks and Open Space 

The Open Space Phasing Diagram attached hereto as Exhibit C 
shows the location of each park or open space element to be 
included in the Project. 

Design standards and guidelines for the parks and open space 
elements will be included within the PDP and Design Standards 
and Guidelines to be approved as part of the initial Project 
approvals. 

Athletics Way, MLK Plaza, Rooftop Park and Waterfront Park A, 
as well as an interim or permanent connection of the Bay Trail to 
Market Street, shall be completed before issuance of an occupancy 
permit for the Ballpark.  Stomper Plaza shall be completed before 
issuance of an occupancy permit for Block 5. 

Subject to the foregoing timing requirements for specific open 
spaces, individual Waterfront Parks and Open Space areas must be 
constructed proportional to the amount of gross square feet of 
development for which the City issues building permits on Blocks 1 
through 17, as illustrated by the table below.  The column in the 
table below labelled “Additional Gross SF Allowed” is based on 
the maximum GSF of 6.6 million gsf of development that may be 
permitted within the Project based on the EIR project description. 
For purposes of tracking proportionality of open space to 
development, the Baseline Allowable Gross Square Feet Table 
attached to the Development Agreement will assign an assumed 
amount of gross square feet to each development parcel that will be 
revised upon the completion of each development project, to reflect 
the actual gross square footage developed, so that parks are 
delivered in the same proportion as with the baseline project. The 
revised Allowable Gross Square Feet Table shall be utilized as the 
basis for issuances of future building and/or occupancy permits 
until such time as another Waterfront Park or Open Space is 
completed. Should the Port exercise the Maritime Reservation 
Option, the Additional Gross SF Areas shall be adjusted to reflect 
the revised proportion between the Waterfront Park areas and the 
total development areas and a revised Allowable Gross Square Feet 
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Table shall be utilized as the basis for issuances of future building 
and/or occupancy permits.  

Baseline Allowable Gross Square Feet Table 
Open Space 
Area1 

Additional Gross 
SF Allowed Cumulative Gross SF2 

Waterfront Park 
A, Rooftop 
Park, MLK 
Park, A's Way 3,451,4573 3,451,457 
Waterfront Park 
B               579,486                  4,030,943  
Stomper Plaza                 96,581                  4,127,524  
Waterfront Park 
C               154,530                  4,282,054  
Waterfront Park 
D               927,178                  5,209,232  
Waterfront Park 
E               618,119                  5,827,351  
Waterfront Park 
F               772,649                  6,600,000  
Total            6,600,000    

 

Developer shall be allowed to pull building permits and received 
occupancy permits for the Cumulative Gross SF noted above.  
Developer shall be allowed to pull additional building permits in 
excess of the Cumulative Gross SF so long as a permit for an 
additional Waterfront Park or Open Space is approved by the City 
prior to approval of the additional building permits and the 
resulting total development area is less than the resulting 
Cumulative Gross SF Area inclusive of the new Waterfront Park or 
Open Space.  The additional Waterfront Park or Open Space shall 
be completed prior to the approval of the Certificate of Occupancy 

                                                
 1 Parks and open spaces may be delivered in any order except as otherwise expressly provided for Athletics Way, 

MLK Plaza, Rooftop Park, Waterfront Park A, Waterfront Park C and Stomper Plaza, and further subject to the 
termination of the Port’s right to the Maritime Reservation Areas.  

 2 Cumulative Gross SF illustrative based on the Open Space Areas being developed in the order shown.  Actual 
Cumulative Gross SF may differ based on actual order of Open Space Area development.   

 3 Waterfront Park A, Rooftop Park, MLK Park and A's Way must all be completed as a condition to the issuance 
of an occupancy permit for the ballpark (estimated at 1,200,000 of ballpark and 15,000 of retail).  The 
remaining 2,236,457 gsf (as may be adjusted) is permitted based on the completion of those parks.  
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of the additional development project(s).  The Developer shall be 
allowed to seek a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy prior to the 
completion of the additional Waterfront Park or Open Space if the 
Waterfront Park or Open Space is substantially complete and work 
is progressing to complete the Waterfront Park or Open Space 
within ninety (90) days of issuance of the Temporary Certificate of 
Occupancy. 

Fire Station No. 2 

Fire Station No. 2, located at 47 Clay Street, lies within the 
alignment of Athletics Way on the Project Site.  Improvements to 
Station No. 2 to maintain sufficient access to the apparatus bay and 
fireboat, as well as onsite parking and yard space, shall be 
completed prior to issuance of an occupancy permit for the 
Ballpark.  Additional improvements to add functionality to and 
expand the capacity of Fire Station No. 2 shall be completed prior 
to the completion of all buildings within Phase 1. 

7. Vested Rights / 
Applicable Laws, 
Codes and 
Standards 

Developer shall obtain approval of a PDP and a TTM for the 
Project Site in addition to the Development Agreement. 
Development, construction, occupation and implementation of the 
Project will be subject to additional review and approval in 
accordance with the requirements of these initial project approvals. 

Developer shall have vested rights for the development of the 
Project as set forth in the Development Agreement, Project 
approvals, and all Applicable Laws (defined below), which shall 
control the overall design, development and construction of the 
Project and all improvements and appurtenances in connection 
therewith, including, without limitation, the following: the locations 
and numbers of buildings proposed, the required infrastructure, 
land uses and parcelization, height and bulk limits, including the 
maximum density, intensity and gross square footages, permitted 
uses, provisions for open space, affordable housing, vehicular 
access and parking, which collectively shall be referred to as the 
“Vested Elements”.  The Vested Elements are subject to and shall 
be governed by Applicable Laws.  The expiration of any building 
permit or Project approval shall not limit the Vested Elements, and 
Developer shall have the right to seek and obtain subsequent 
Project approvals, at any time during the Term, any of which shall 
be governed by Applicable Laws.  Each later Project approval, once 
granted, shall be deemed a Project approval subject to the 
protections of the Development Agreement. 
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The City shall process, consider, and review all later Project 
approvals in accordance with (i) CEQA, utilizing the certified Final 
Environmental Impact Report for the Project to the fullest extent 
permitted by law, (ii) the Project approvals received to date, 
including compliance with all applicable mitigation measures from 
the Standard Conditions of Approval and Mitigation Monitoring 
and Reporting Program approved therewith (the “SCA-MMRP”), 
(iii) any conditions of approval that are imposed by the City or 
other governmental agencies with jurisdiction over the Project as 
part of the Project approvals,  (iv) the City’s Charter, Municipal 
Code (including the Planning and Subdivision Codes) and General 
Plan, as each of the foregoing is in effect on the Commencement 
Date (“Existing Standards”) and may be amended or updated in 
accordance with permitted New Laws as set forth below, (vi) 
California and federal law, as applicable, and (vii) the Development 
Agreement (collectively, “Applicable Laws”). 

(1)  All new or amended laws and standards (collectively, “New 
Laws”) shall apply to the Project except to the extent they conflict 
with this Development Agreement. For the avoidance of doubt, the 
New Laws shall be deemed to conflict, subject to (2) below, with 
this Development Agreement if they: 

(a) reduce the maximum allowable height or bulk of the Project, 
or any part thereof, or otherwise require any reduction in the 
height or bulk of individual buildings from that permitted 
under the Project approvals; 

(b) reduce or change the allowable parking and loading ratios, 
except as provided in the Transportation Demand 
Management Plans, or materially change the location of 
vehicular access, parking or loading from those permitted 
under the Project approvals; 

(c) limit, reduce or change permitted land uses for the Project 
from those permitted under the Project approvals; 

(d) control or delay the rate, timing, phasing or sequencing of 
the development or construction of all or any part of the 
Project except as expressly set forth in the Development 
Agreement and Project approvals; 
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(e) require Developer to assume responsibility for construction 
or maintenance of additional infrastructure or open space 
beyond that contemplated by the Development Agreement; 

(f) impose requirements for historic preservation or 
rehabilitation other than those contained in the Project 
approvals (including the SCA-MMRP); 

(g) impose requirements for City-adopted environmental 
measures other than those contained in the Project approvals 
(including the SCA-MMRP); 

(h) require the issuance of permits or approvals by the City 
other than those required under the Existing Standards, 
except for (i) permits or approvals required on a City-wide 
basis that do not prevent or materially interfere with the 
construction or operation of the applicable aspects of the 
Project that would be subject to such permits or approvals as 
and when intended by the Development Agreement, and (ii) 
permits that replace (but do not expand the scope or purpose 
of) existing permits; 

(i) limit the availability of public utilities to the Project, 
including but not limited to sewer capacity and connections, 
or the Project’s rights thereto, in a manner that materially 
interferes with or prevents construction of the Project, or 
any part thereof, as and when intended by the Development 
Agreement; 

(j) delay or prevent the procurement of subsequent Project 
approvals that are consistent with the Development 
Agreement and Project approvals;  

(k) increase the percentage of residential units required to be 
income-restricted, change the percentage of units required to 
be offered at any AMI threshold level or any eligibility 
requirements, change or impose requirements regarding unit 
size, finishes, amenities, or unit type, or any other change to 
the approved affordable housing plan beyond that 
contemplated by the Development Agreement; or 

(l)  preclude or materially increase the cost of performance of, 
or compliance with, any provisions of the Development 
Agreement or Project approvals 
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(collectively, “Conflicting Laws”).  In the event of express 
conflict, as determined by the City, the terms of the Development 
Agreement shall prevail. 

(2)  Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing in the Development 
Agreement shall prevent the City from: 

(a) taking any action that is necessary to protect the health and 
safety of the public or to comply with applicable changes in 
Federal or State Law, including subjecting the Project to a 
New Law that is applicable on a City-Wide basis to the 
same or similarly situated uses (if any) and applied in an 
equitable and non-discriminatory manner, so long as such 
New Law is (i) limited solely to addressing specific and 
identifiable issues required to protect the physical health and 
safety of the public; or (ii) reasonably calculated and 
narrowly drawn to comply with a Federal or State Law; 

(b) applying to the Project any provisions, requirements, rules, 
or regulations that are contained in the California Building 
Standards and Fire Codes, as adopted and amended by the 
City in accordance with the California Health and Safety 
Code, including requirements of the Oakland Building and 
Construction Code or other uniform construction codes, as 
the same may be amended; or 

(c) applying then-current City standards applicable to 
infrastructure permits for each later Project approval if the 
following conditions are met: (i) the standards are 
compatible with, and would not require a material 
modification to previously approved permit drawings for the 
work; and (ii) the standards are compatible with, and would 
not require any retrofit, removal, supplementation, 
reconstruction or redesign of what was previously built as 
part of the Project.  If Developer claims that these conditions 
have not been met, it will submit to the City reasonable 
documentation to substantiate its claim.  The Parties agree to 
meet and confer for a period of not less than thirty (30) days 
to resolve any dispute regarding application of this Section. 

8. Administrative 
Fees 

For the Term of the Development Agreement, the Administrative 
Fees imposed on the Project shall be the rates in effect as of the 
date of the relevant application. “Administrative Fee” shall mean 
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any fee imposed City-wide in effect at the time and payable upon 
the submission of an application for any permit or approval or 
thereafter, generally as set forth in the City’s Master Fee Schedule, 
as it may be amended or modified to cover the estimated actual 
costs to City of processing that application and/or inspecting work 
undertaken pursuant to that application. The term “Administrative 
Fee” shall not include any impact fees, exactions or City Costs. 

9. Community 
Benefits and 
Affordable 
Housing 

The Development Agreement will secure benefits for the City of 
Oakland and its residents, consistent, at a minimum, with the 
guidelines set forth in Assembly Bill 734 (2018) and the “Key 
Principles of the Howard Terminal Community Benefits 
Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit D.  Community benefits, 
including affordable housing, will be established through a 
collaborative, multi-stakeholder, equity-centered community 
engagement process.  The Oakland A’s will provide funding for the 
community benefits package (including affordable housing) in 
accordance with the Oakland A’s proposed Financial Plan 
described in Section 13 below.  

10. Workforce 
Development 

Developer shall abide by all applicable City contracting and 
employment laws unless a Project-specific jobs program is 
approved by Council concurrently with the Development 
Agreement. 

11. [Reserved]  

12. Arts Master Plan / 
Process 

The Development Agreement will establish the process pursuant to 
which an Arts Master Plan may be developed, approved and 
implemented for the Project, consistent with Exhibit E hereof. 

13. Financing and 
BIDs 

The City and Developer shall pursue formation of a Community 
Facilities District (CFD) and an Infrastructure Financing Districts 
(IFD) to finance eligible capital improvement and maintenance 
costs associated with the Project, subject to the terms of a 
Financing Plan to be negotiated by the parties and included as an 
attachment to the Development Agreement.  If requested by 
Developer, the City will also agree to cooperate with the 
establishment of a Business Improvement District and in submitting 
and processing grant or funding applications.  The Oakland A’s 
proposed Financial Plan is attached hereto as Exhibit F. 
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14. Review of Permits / 
Development 
Applications 

The Development Agreement will incorporate a set of best 
practices for the submittal, review and processing of subsequent 
applications for approvals and permits required for development of 
the Project.  These best practices are intended to facilitate the 
expeditious processing of subsequent project approvals and 
permits; to address challenges, issues, and concerns during 
development of the Project; and to promote accessibility, 
predictability, and consistency across City agencies and 
departments.  As approved by the City, best practices may include: 

• Timelines for City review and Developer resubmittal of 
plan sets for B- and P-Job permits (for construction of 
buildings and infrastructure, respectively) 

• Procedure for processing of “foundation only” permits 

• Provision of dedicated plan checkers and inspectors for the 
Project 

• Procedure for utilizing third party plan checkers and 
inspectors 

• Procedure for utilizing video inspections 

• Pre-approval of extended working hours, as set forth in the 
Project’s Environmental Impact Report 

• Installation of Ballpark furniture, fixtures and equipment 
prior to issuance of a Temporary Certificate of Occupancy 
(“TCO”) for the Ballpark 

• Procedure for issuance of phased TCO’s on non-Ballpark 
development 

• Provision of a priority project manager, within the City 
Administrator’s office, to effectuate all of the above and act 
as a facilitator for all subsequent Project permits and 
approvals 

All of the above shall be at Developer’s sole cost and expense, as 
set forth in Section 20, “City Costs”, below. 

15. Defaults 1. City Event of Default.  A breach of any material obligation 
by the City shall be cured within the times required after 
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written notice provided in accordance with paragraph 3 
below, and if not so cured, shall constitute a “City Event of 
Default”. 

2. Developer Event of Default.  The occurrence of any of the 
following breaches shall be cured within the times required 
after written notice provided in accordance with paragraph 3 
below, and if not so cured, shall constitute a “Developer 
Event of Default”: 

a. Developer’s failure to have a legal or equitable 
interest in the Property; 

b. Developer’s failure to Commence Construction of 
the Ballpark when required by the Agreement, or, 
after Commencement of Construction, to proceed 
with construction in a sustained and continuous 
manner; Developer’s failure to pay any monetary 
amount when due; 

c. Developer’s failure to perform or fulfill any other 
material term, provision, obligation, or covenant of 
the Development Agreement; 

d. A voluntary or involuntary attempt by Developer to 
undertake a transfer in violation of the Agreement; 
or 

e. A filing of bankruptcy, dissolution, or reorganization 
by Developer or any general partner, managing 
member, or parent entity of the Developer. 

3.   Notice and Cure: If breaches under paragraphs 1 or 2 
arise, then either the City or the Developer, as the case may 
be, shall notify the other Party in writing of its purported 
breach or failure, giving such defaulting Party forty-five 
(45) calendar days for monetary defaults and sixty (60) 
calendar days for all other defaults, to cure such breach or 
failure, or, if such breach is of the type that cannot 
reasonably be cured within the 60-day period, then such 
defaulting Party shall have such reasonable time to cure 
such breach so long as the defaulting Party commences 
such cure within the initial 60-day period and diligently 
pursues such cure to completion. 
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4. Developer Remedies for City Event of Default: If a City 
Event of Default occurs after Developer provides the City 
notice and cure rights pursuant to Section 3 above, the 
Developer may pursue any of the following remedies: 

a. Terminating the Agreement; 

b. Prosecuting an action for actual damages (but 
excluding consequential, incidental or punitive 
damages); 

c. Seeking equitable relief from a court of competent 
jurisdiction, including, but not limited to, specific 
performance; or 

d. Pursuing any other remedy at law or in equity, 
subject to the limitations of Section 4.b and except 
to the extent the Development Agreement 
contemplates a different remedy for such City Event 
of Default. 

5. City’s Remedies for Developer Event of Default: If a 
Developer Event of Default occurs, the City shall provide 
the Developer notice and cure rights pursuant to Section 3 
above.  If the Developer does not cure or begin to cure the 
breach within the time period specified, the City may pursue 
any of the following remedies: 

a. Terminating the Agreement subject to the revocation 
procedures set forth in OMC § 17.152.060 through 
17.152.230; 

b. Prosecuting an action for actual damages (but 
excluding consequential, incidental or punitive 
damages); 

c. Seeking equitable relief, including injunctive relief 
and specific performance; 

d. Pursuing any remedies available to the City at law or 
in equity, subject to the limitations of subsections 
5.a and 5.b, and except to the extent the 
Development Agreement contemplates a different 
remedy for such Developer Event of Default (such 
as, for example, specific remedies included in the 
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separate workforce program, community benefits 
program or non-relocation agreement); 

e. For a Developer Event of Default related to 
Developer’s failure to construct requisite parks and 
infrastructure, as and when required by the Phasing 
Plan,  or any subdivision or public improvement 
agreements, in addition to any remedies the City 
may otherwise have under such improvement 
agreements, the City’s sole remedy shall be to seek 
specific performance and to withhold building 
permits or Certificates of Occupancy, as relevant, for 
any element of the Project that is tied to the 
applicable park or infrastructure. 

5. Limited Cross-Defaults.  If Developer conveys or 
transfers some but not all of the Project or a party 
takes title to foreclosed property constituting only a 
portion of the Project, and, therefore there is more 
than one Party that assumes obligations of 
“Developer” under the Development Agreement, 
there shall be no cross-default between the separate 
parties that assumed Developer obligations, with the 
limited exceptions of (i) the City’s rights to early 
termination as set forth in Section 2, and (ii) the 
City’s right to enforce Developer’s Phasing Plan 
obligations against a transferred development parcel 
(i.e., the right to withhold building permits or 
occupancy permits to the extent permitted under 
Section 6 above). 

16. Lender Protections Development Agreement to include customary protections for 
mortgage and mezzanine lenders, including (i) City obligation to 
deliver to any Developer’s lenders a copy of any notice of default 
or determination of noncompliance given to such Developer; (ii) 
Lenders shall have the right, but not the obligation, to cure within a 
specified period upon receipt of the notice, including such 
additional time to obtain possession of the Property, provided that 
Lender provides proper notice to the City and takes requisite steps 
to diligently obtain possession; (iii) the Development Agreement 
shall be assignable to the Lender or any other person who acquires 
title to all or any portion of the Property through foreclosure or 
deed-in-lieu of foreclosure,  provided such party agrees in writing 
to assume all of the obligations of the Development Agreement, 
including any uncured defaults; provided however, that, should the 
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Lender acquire title, then the City shall agree to toll any deadlines 
for performance of any construction obligations for a period equal 
to the time required to obtain title plus six months; and (iv) City 
obligation to deliver estoppels to current and prospective lenders 
acknowledging that there is not actual default, the Development 
Agreement is still in effect, there have been no amendments to the 
Development Agreement, and such other factual matters as 
reasonably requested by such lender (the form of the Estoppel 
Certificate shall be attached as an Exhibit). 

17. Assignment Developer’s rights to transfer its rights and obligations under the 
Development Agreement shall be as follows: 

1) Developer may not transfer its interest in the Development 
Agreement, in whole or in part, prior to Commencement of 
Construction of the Ballpark except to (a) an affiliate or (b) 
an entity acquiring the Oakland Athletics team and its real 
estate holdings, in either instance for the purpose of 
development of the Ballpark. 

2) After Commencement of Construction of the Ballpark, 
Developer has the right to transfer all or any portion of its 
rights under the Development Agreement to the same extent 
that it validly transfers, under the Port transaction 
documents, all or any portion of its real property interest in 
the Project Site. 

3) Prior to any transfer of the Development Agreement 
hereunder, the City shall review and approve the proposed 
Assignment and Assumption Agreement to ensure the 
inclusion of the requisite rights and obligations associated 
with the proposed real property transfer.  A form of 
Assignment and Assumption Agreement for a full transfer 
of Developer’s interest will be attached to the Development 
Agreement. The parties shall endeavor to substantially use 
such form for any transfer of partial interest. 

18. Periodic Review The Development Agreement shall be subject to Periodic Review 
procedures to be set forth in the Development Agreement. 

19. Force Majeure “Force Majeure” shall mean event(s) that cause material delays in 
the Developer’s performance of its obligation to Commence 
Construction of the Ballpark by the Ballpark Deadline, due to 
domestic or international events disrupting civil activities, such as 
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war, acts of terrorism, insurrection, acts of the public enemy, and 
riots; acts of nature, including floods, earthquakes, unusually severe 
weather, and resulting fires and casualties; epidemics and other 
public health crises affecting the workforce by actions such as 
quarantine restrictions; inability to secure necessary labor, 
materials, or tools due to any of the above events, freight 
embargoes, lack of transportation, or failure or delay in delivery of 
utilities serving the Project Site. 

The Ballpark Deadline may be extended by a period of time equal 
to the duration of a Force Majeure event; provided, however, within 
thirty (30) days after Developer first reasonably determines that the 
Force Majeure event will result in a delay in performance, 
Developer shall have first notified the City in writing of the cause 
or causes of such delay and claimed an extension for the reasonably 
estimated period that such cause or causes will  delay Developer’s 
ability to Commence Construction and the City shall have agreed in 
writing to such extension, which agreement shall not be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, under no circumstances shall the 
aggregate Force Majeure extensions exceed four (4) years. 

20. City Costs Developer shall reimburse all actual and reasonable costs incurred 
by the City in connection with (1) monitoring, administration and 
enforcement of the Development Agreement and other Project 
approvals, (2) processing of all current and future Project 
approvals, and (3) defense of all Project approvals; but excluding 
costs covered by Administrative Fees (the foregoing, collectively, 
“City Costs”) The process for such payment shall require the City 
to submit supporting documentation and provide Developer with 
audit rights. 

In addition, the A’s shall pay (based on a payment process to be set 
forth in the Development Agreement) the City for its costs incurred 
to provide City services to the Ballpark and surrounding 
neighborhoods in connection with baseball games and other events 
at the Ballpark, which may include (but are not limited to): 

• Parking and traffic engineering and control services; 

• Police and other emergency services; 
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• Litter pickup/street and sidewalk cleanup. 

21. Non-Relocation As material inducement for the City to enter into the Development 
Agreement and for the City’s financial (including tax, permit or 
other fee) waivers, concessions and contributions committed to in 
the Development Agreement, Developer shall enter into a non-
relocation agreement in a form of agreement to be agreed upon by 
the parties and Major League Baseball.  

22. CEQA Compliance The City will not approve a Development Agreement or other 
binding Project approvals or take any other discretionary actions 
that will have the effect of committing the City to the development 
of the Project until the final environmental analysis for the Project 
is completed and approved in accordance with CEQA.  If the 
Project is found to cause significant adverse impacts that cannot be 
mitigated, or otherwise based on information disclosed during the 
environmental review process, the City retains absolute discretion 
to: (a) modify the Project to mitigate significant adverse 
environmental impacts; (b) select feasible alternatives to avoid 
significant adverse impacts of the proposed Project; (c) require the 
implementation of specific mitigation measures to address adverse 
environmental impacts of the Project identified in the CEQA 
approval documents; (d) reject the Project as proposed if the 
economic and social benefits of the Project do not outweigh 
otherwise unavoidable significant adverse impacts of the Project; or 
(e) approve the proposed Project upon a finding that the economic, 
social, or other benefits of the Project outweigh unavoidable 
significant adverse impacts of the Project.   

23. Exhibits The following Exhibits are attached to this Term Sheet and 
incorporated herein by this reference: 
Exhibit A: Site Map 
Exhibit B: Master Phasing Diagram 
Exhibit C: Open Space Phasing Diagram 
Exhibit D: Key Principles of the Howard Terminal Community 

Benefits Agreement 
Exhibit E: Arts Plan 
Exhibit F: Oakland A’s Financial Plan 
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Exhibit A 

Site Location 
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Exhibit B 

Master Phasing Diagram:  Project Phasing 
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Exhibit C 

Master Phasing Diagram: Open Spaces 
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Exhibit D 

Key Principles of the Howard Terminal 
Community Benefits Agreement 

This is a summary of the key principles underlying the Howard Terminal Community 
Benefits Agreement (CBA) to ensure that the development of the Howard Terminal property 
provides equity-based, structural, long-term benefits to the surrounding communities.   

Statements of Intent 
1. The relocation of the Oakland A’s to the Howard Terminal will result in the redistribution of 

commercial activity and changes in land use with potential impacts that disproportionately 
affect Oakland’s disadvantaged residents. 

2. The Howard Terminal Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) is intended to help remedy 
inequities experienced by the most vulnerable or historically underserved populations, 
particularly those in areas most directly affected by the Oakland A’s Howard Terminal 
Project -- West Oakland, Chinatown, Old Oakland, and Jack London Square. 

3. The provisions of the CBA should extend to all development within the Howard Terminal 
Property, as defined by Assembly Bill (AB) 1191. 

4. The CBA should be sustainable and long lasting for at least the term of the Oakland A’s lease 
and all later leases of the Howard Terminal Property, regardless of whether any given parcel 
is ultimately developed by the A’s or another developer. 

5. Ideally, combined benefits will create synergistic outcomes that offer cumulative mitigation. 

6. The obligations to be set forth in the CBA will be identified and prioritized by community 
members to carry out this intent. 

Operating Principles 
1. The CBA applies to all development, development rights, use and occupancy of the Oakland 

Sports and Mixed-Use Project, also known as the “Howard Terminal Project” for the life of 
the Howard Terminal Project.  The CBA applies to all developers of the Howard Terminal 
projects and all employers, commercial tenants, subcontractors, etc. that operate on the 
project site. The CBA applies regardless of whether any given parcel of the Howard 
Terminal Property is leased or developed by the Oakland A’s or some other entity. It shall be 
effective from development through operation, for at least 66 years. 

2. The terms of the CBA will exceed any minimum requirement of local, state, or federal law 
for projects such as the Howard Terminal Project. 

3. High priority is given to terms that serve the needs of historically underserved, vulnerable 
and at-risk populations, as identified in the City’s Equity Indicators Report, as well as other 
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relevant resources, which may include data from local, regional, state, and federal 
governments, as well that from private foundations and academia. 

4. Each CBA obligation shall include a quantifiable goal or other objective means of 
determining whether that obligation has been met and meaningful remedies available in the 
event of non-compliance. 

5. The CBA will include a permanent mechanism for ongoing community monitoring and 
enforcement to ensure that the CBA meets its objectives and has sufficient transparency and 
community accountability. 

6. Community oversight and enforcement will include, at a minimum, those individuals or 
organizations represented on the Steering Committee that execute the CBA and their 
successors and assigns, including representatives of the four impacted neighborhoods of 
West Oakland, Chinatown, Old Oakland, and Jack London Square. 

7. The following “best practices”, and any others developed by the Steering Committee, will be 
used to develop the CBA: 

a. Historical inequity, as described by the “Baseline Indicators Report,” Oakland 
Municipal Code Section 2.29.170.1, and other identified sources, is to be 
addressed by the CBA, and the mitigation of identified historical inequity may 
constitute a rational basis for a CBA term, 

b. To the extent possible, each CBA obligation will include the assessment of 
equity factors to determine whether the obligation has been met, 

c. The collaborative process should create win-win situations which result in 
measurable long-term outcomes, 

d. The CBA terms shall not reinforce or increase current and/or historical 
inequities faced by vulnerable populations in the four nearby or other 
communities, and 

e. Discussions must be transparent and sufficient information must be provided 
on a timely basis for parties to evaluate the feasibility and viability of 
proposals. 

8. To create a long-lasting and self-sustaining mechanism to fund Community Benefits, 
project specific revenue will be earmarked to fund Community Benefits as set forth in the 
Financial Plan attached to this Term Sheet as Exhibit F. 
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Exhibit E 

Howard Terminal Arts Plan Process 

This exhibit to the Term Sheet for the Howard Terminal Development Agreement outlines the 
process through which an Arts Master Plan (“Arts Plan”) may be developed, approved and 
implemented for the Project. If an Arts Plan is developed, approved and implemented pursuant to 
the guidelines below, all development within the Project Site shall be exempt from the City of 
Oakland (the “City”) public art ordinance (OMC Chapter 15.78 - PUBLIC ART 
REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT, the “Public Art Ordinance”), as the 
intent of that ordinance will be met or exceeded by the Arts Plan that is approved for the site. 

The Developer and City shall use good faith efforts to collaboratively develop and adopt an Arts 
Plan pursuant to the guidelines below. If such efforts fail to result in an approved Arts Plan, the 
Developer shall instead comply with the Public Art Ordinance, and the Arts Plan shall not apply. 

Arts Master Plan Goals and Outcomes 

The Arts Plan shall be developed to meet the following goals: 

Create an Artistic Hub at Howard Terminal that celebrates the City’s creativity, energy 
and diversity 

o Reflect the community’s diverse population and culture 
o Feature both established and emerging artists and organizations, who reflect 

Oakland’s diverse population 
o Feature local artists and organizations, while also expanding the reach of the 

program to embrace work from other geographies 
o Celebrate the area’s cultural and maritime history 

Public Engagement 
o Site physical art intentionally throughout the Project Site, resulting in a cohesive, 

freely accessible (as defined by OMC Chapter 15.78.030) public art experience 
o Explore offsite art opportunities within the four adjacent neighborhoods (Jack 

London District, Chinatown, Old Oakland and West Oakland) to better integrate 
the Project Site with the neighboring community 

Define “Art” Broadly 
o Consider both performing and visual arts in creation of the Arts Plan 
o Consider opportunities for art spaces (e.g. studio space, gallery space, performing 

arts etc.) in addition to static physical art installations 
o Consider opportunities for temporary and rotating exhibits, as well as 

multidisciplinary arts festivals and ongoing programming within the Project Site 
and the four impacted neighborhoods 
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o Consider opportunities to include art to be incorporated into the 
architecture/landscape architecture on site. For the purposes of this section, 
“artists” shall not include members of the architectural, engineering, design, or 
landscaping firms retained for the design and construction of the Project 

o Consider opportunities for contribution of non-commissioned art that adds depth 
and breadth to the public art experience, in addition to new commissions and 
projects 

o Ensure that permanent work is appropriately durable to withstand the test of time 
and interaction with the public 

Build on Precedent Efforts in the City 
o Incorporate the community’s priorities related to Culture Keeping and History, as 

reflected in the Community Benefits Agreement for the Project 
o Reflect the Goals and Priorities of the City’s Cultural Plan 

Arts Master Plan Elements 

The Arts Plan must include the following elements: 

Value 
The total value of the arts installations, facilities and programming to be provided 
pursuant to the Arts Plan shall equal or exceed the contribution that would otherwise be 
required of the Project under the Public Art Ordinance, generally as follows: 

l Residential Development: One-half of one percent (0.5%) of building 
development costs, excluding the cost of any affordable housing development; 
plus 

l Non-Residential Development: One percent (1.0%) of building development 
costs. 

The Arts Plan shall also set forth a process for valuing Developer contributions of 
existing art, so as not to dis-incentivize procuring or commissioning art from local and 
emerging artists. 

Balance in the Arts Plan 
The Arts Plan will address the general apportionment of value between: 

l Newly created art 
l Existing art 
l Permanent installations 
l Temporary installations and/or programming 
l Arts spaces and facilities 

Identification of Priority Opportunities for Art 
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The Arts Plan shall include a description of the priority opportunities for art and arts 
spaces (if proposed), across the Project Site and within any of the four neighborhoods 
adjacent to the site: West Oakland, Old Oakland, Jack London District and Chinatown. 
The Arts Plan should be expansive, identifying more opportunities than ultimately may 
be executed, with identification of the most essential opportunities that will be prioritized 
for implementation.  Potential categories of art include, but are not limited to: 

l New or previously created art to be installed within the Project Site in freely-
accessible spaces (e.g. new/existing sculpture placed in/near the Ballpark or 
elsewhere on Project Site, art integrated into new on site construction, art 
installations/performative art/illumination relating to the existing shipping 
container cranes on site) 

l New or previously created art to be located off site in freely-accessible spaces 
(e.g. art installations in I-880 underpasses, art related to the West Oakland Walk 
concept) 

l Support for temporary exhibits on or off site in freely-accessible spaces (e.g. 
creating a rotating art gallery or performance space on site) 

l Support for ongoing Arts and Cultural programming on site or off site 
l Identification of opportunities for arts spaces, such as artist studios, performance 

space, and/or galleries, on site or off site 
l A maritime-focused interpretive program designed to meet the requirements of 

AB1191 

Phasing 
The Arts Plan will include a description of how art installation, programming and/or 
spaces are to be phased relative to vertical and horizontal development on the Project 
Site.  Generally, the Arts Plan will be implemented proportionately as vertical 
development occurs on the Project Site; provided, however, that the Developer may elect 
to implement public art, facilities or programs at a rate that exceeds the pace of 
development on site. 

Maintenance 
The Arts Plan will include a section on maintenance and ongoing operations, 
demonstrating sustainable sources of operational funding for arts programming and the 
maintenance and security of physical art and arts space identified in the plan, as 
necessary. 

CBA Elements 
The Arts Plan will describe how the community’s priorities related to Culture Keeping 
and History, as reflected in the Community Benefits Agreement for the Project, are 
addressed in the Arts Plan. 

Arts Master Plan Development and Approval 

Plan Development 
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The Developer will prepare a draft Arts Plan, pursuant to these guidelines, for City 
review and approval. Preparation of the plan will include consultation with the City’s 
Public Art Advisory Committee (PAAC), the City’s Cultural Affairs Unit and Planning 
Department, the Port of Oakland (“Port”), and the Bay Conservation & Development 
Commission (“BCDC”). The Developer may elect to convene an Arts Advisory Group 
consisting of interested community members, City, Port and/or BCDC staff, and/or 
experts in public art and culture, to provide input on development and implementation of 
the Arts Plan. The Developer shall submit the draft prior to or together with its 
application for a Final Map for the Project site. 

Plan Approval 
The City Administrator or his or her designee will be authorized to approve the Arts Plan, 
after considering PAAC and public input, no later than submittal of the Developer’s 
application for the first building permit for the Ballpark. 

Amendments 
Minor Amendments to the Arts Plan that do not materially affect the phasing, quantity or 
quality of art or arts spaces provided in the Arts Plan may be approved by the City 
Administrator or his or her designee. 

Major Amendments to the Arts Plan that materially affect the phasing, quantity or quality 
of art or arts spaces provided in the Plan, must be presented to the PAAC for review and 
comment prior to approval by the City Administrator or his or her designee. 

Arts Master Plan Implementation 

Selection of Public Art 
All art to be installed on the Project Site will be selected by the Developer in 
conformance with the approved Arts Plan. The PAAC and Cultural Affairs Division will 
be consulted by the Developer for certain major works in key areas, such as new parks 
and open space or public rights-of-way, as identified in the Arts Plan. 

All art to be installed off site in public spaces will be recommended by the Developer and 
approved by the City. 

If established as identified above, an Arts Advisory Group will provide input on 
implementation, as set forth in the Arts Plan. 
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Exhibit F 

Oakland A’s Financial Plan 
 
The Oakland A's financial proposal to the City of Oakland includes a privately funded $1B+ 
state of the art ballpark that will serve as the permanent home of the Oakland Athletics of Major 
League Baseball.  Key terms of the financial proposal are as follows: 

• The Oakland A’s will privately fund an architecturally significant, LEED Gold, state of 
the art ballpark of more than $1 billion. 

• The Oakland A’s will privately fund or contribute public art valued at $15 million. 
• The Oakland A’s and the City of Oakland will enter into a non-relocation agreement, 

ensuring long-term, sustainable revenue in the City of Oakland. 
• The Oakland A’s will fully fund all on-site project costs through private financing and 

project-generated revenues, including public parks, protection against sea level rise, and 
environmental remediation. 

• The City will establish two infrastructure financing districts, the Howard Terminal 
Infrastructure Financing District and Jack London Infrastructure Financing District, 
which will be a source of project-generated revenues for the Ballpark Project and the City 
of Oakland.  The proposed footprint of those IFDs is set forth on the map below. 

• Project-generated revenues from the Jack London Infrastructure Financing District are 
estimated at $1.4 billion.   

o $360 million to be used to fund off-site infrastructure (e.g., pedestrian grade 
separation, vehicular grade separation, bike lanes, railroad safety improvements, 
sidewalk improvements and intersection improvements). 

o $1.04 billion in City and community benefits, specifically  
§ $280 million to community benefits, such as affordable housing and off-

site infrastructure; and 
§ $760 to the City of Oakland’s General Fund.  

• Project-generated revenues from the Howard Terminal Infrastructure Financing District 
are estimated at $860 million. 

o $495 million to be used to fund all on-site infrastructure development costs (e.g., 
environmental remediation, seismic improvements, backbone utilities, sea level 
rise improvements, sidewalks/streets, over 18 acres of parks and open space, and 
a Bay Trail connection). 

o $365 million in City and community benefits, specifically  
§ $170 million to community benefits, such as affordable housing and off-

site infrastructure; and 
§ $195 million to the City of Oakland’s General Fund.  

The full project development investment is estimated at $12 billion, including $450 million 
in community benefits and $955 million in General Fund Revenues.  The Howard Terminal 
buildout will create more than 35,000 new jobs and $7 billion of new revenue for the City of 
Oakland over the useful life of the stadium.
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